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2019: THE BRUEGEL YEAR - 450th ANNIVERSARY OF BRUEGEL'S DEATH IN 1569

NL - F - E

E

Bruegels Wintertaferelen

Bruegel in Detail

Eds: Tine Luk Meganck, Sabine Van Sprang

Manfred Sellink

Historici en kunsthistorici in dialoog

The Portable Edition

Pieter Bruegel de Oude (ca. 1525 - 1569) is vandaag vooral bekend om zijn
voorstellingen van het boerenleven en wintertaferelen. Hiervan bezitten de Koninklijke
Musea voor Schone Kunsten van België twee uitzonderlijke voorbeelden, het
Winterlandschap met schaatsers en vogelknip (1565) en de Volkstelling te Bethlehem
(1566). Innovatieve methodologieën en interdisciplinair onderzoek werpen nieuw licht
op deze meesterwerken uit de Renaissance, in het bijzonder op de relatie van de
schilder en zijn imaginaire

Bruegel et l’hiver

Un dialogue entre historiens et historiens de l’art
Cet ouvrage focalisé dévoile une exploration profonde et une nouvelle interprétation
des tableaux d'hiver de Pieter Bruegel dit l'Ancien. En appliquant des nouvelles
approches méthodologiques accompagnées d'efforts de recherche interdisciplinaire à
ces grands chefs-d'œuvre de l'art Renaissance flamande, y compris Paysage d'hiver avec
patineurs et trappe aux oiseaux (1565) et Le Dénombrement de Bethléem (1566), ce
livre offre un aperçu de la relation du peintre avec son temps.

[BE] Fonds Mercator/
Mercatorfonds | Hardback |
NL, Fr. & Eng. eds. |
300 x 240 mm |
352 p | 270 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 54,95

ISBN: 9789462302211 (HB /NL)
ISBN 9789462302228 (F)
ISBN 9789462302235 (E)
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Pieter Bruegel invites us to study and to admire his work down to the
tiniest element. He was a trained and experienced miniaturist,
draughtsman and print designer: skills that combined with his brilliant
painting technique enable us to read every image and every detail.
Bruegel created a world of unprecedented visual richness: it is
impossible to take in everything at once, as there is so much to see.
Even experts who have studied his work for years are continually
surprised by new discoveries.

[BE] Ludion | Hardback | Eng. ed. |190 x 150 mm |
288 p | throughout col.ill. | Sept. 2018 | € 14,90
ISBN: 9789491819827 (HB /E)

Bruegel in detail

Met gratis digitale editie
Manfred Sellink
Dit boek zoomt in op de buitengewone
visuele, artistiek-technische en
intellectuele rijkdom in het oeuvre van
Pieter Bruegel. Het vervolg op het
succesvolle Van Eyck in detail door de
auteur van de oeuvrecatalogus van
Bruegel. Met speciaal voor dit boek
gemaakte foto’s, vergezeld van
toegankelijke commentaar.

PROMO

NL

NL ed. |320 x 250 mm | 288 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 24,90
PROMO : € 24,90 instead of € 39,90
ISBN: 9789491819179 (HB /NL)

Bruegel

Het Volledige Werk
Manfred Manfred
Beredeneerde oeuvrecatalogus van de
schilderijen, tekeningen en prenten van
Pieter Bruegel. Tweede en herziene druk,
uitgebreid met de meest recente
ontdekking en toeschrijving aan Bruegel.

[BE] Ludion | Hardback |
NL ed. |315 x 250 mm | 304 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 17,90
PROMO: € 17,90 instead of €39,90
ISBN: 9789461300102 (HB /NL)

PROMO

NL

E

E

[BE] Ludion | Hardback |

E

A conversation piece

Pieter Bruegel the Elder

Bruegel

Alexandra van Dongen, Abdelkader
Benali, Katrien Lichtert, Sabine Pénot,
Lucinda Timmermans

Cahier des Musées Royaux des BeauxArts de Belgique

William Dello Russo

In 2019 vieren we het 450-jarige
jubileum van het overlijden van Pieter
Bruegel de Oude (ca. 1525/30-1569).
Naar aanleiding hiervan organiseert het
Kunsthistorisches Museum (KHM) in
Wenen 's werelds grootste
monografische tentoonstelling over
deze kunstenaar ooit. Bruegel wordt
internationaal geroemd als de grootste
zestiende-eeuwse schilder van de
Nederlanden. Deze erg rijk
geïllustreerde catalogus neemt de
kijker mee op een ware
ontdekkingstocht door de schilderijen.

Art, Knowledge and Politics on the Eve of
the Dutch Revolt
Pieter Bruegel the Elder's Fall of the
Rebel Angels is the first comprehensive
book on one of the most cherished
masterpieces of the Royal Museums of
Fine Arts of Belgium in Brussels. It argues
that with his Fall of the Rebel Angels
(1562) Pieter Bruegel (died 1569) turned
a traditional devotional theme into an
innovative commentary on his own time,
and situates the painting within the
early modern cultures of knowledge and
collecting.

Bruegel's world

Expo: 06/04/2019 - 20/10/2019,
Openluchtmuseum Bokrijk

[BE] Hannibal Publishing |
Paperback with flaps |
Eng. ed. |225 x 171 mm | 96 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 22,50
ISBN: 9789492677693 (PB+ /E)
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Fall of the Rebel Angels.
Tine L. Meganck

[IT] Silvana | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |240 x 170 mm |
128 p | 100 col. & bw ill. |
Dec. 2014 | € 28,00
ISBN: 9788836629206 (PB /E)

Masters of Art

This generously illustrated volume on the
work of Pieter Bruegel makes the world's
greatest art accessible to readers of
every level of appreciation. Overflowing
with impeccably reproduced images, this
book offers full-page spreads of
masterpieces as well as highlights of
smaller details-allowing the viewer to
appreciate every aspect of the artist's
technique and oeuvre.

[UK] Prestel | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |210 x 170 mm |
160 p | 80 col.ill. |
June 2018 -R/P | € 12,50
ISBN: 9783791347400 (PB /E)

Bruegel

E

The Master
Manfred Sellink, Ron Spronk
On the occasion of the 450th anniversary
of the death of Pieter Bruegel the Elder
(c.1525/30–1569) the Kunsthistorisches
Museum Vienna is mounting the
first-ever large monograph exhibition of
the leading Netherlandish painter of the
16th century. Only around forty paintings
by Bruegel have survived, which is why
museums and private collectors are right
to count Bruegel’s paintings among their
most precious and fragile holdings.
Expo: 02/10/2018 - 13/01/2019,
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |280 x 240 mm | 304 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 55,50
ISBN: 9780500239841 (HB /E)

NL

E

Inclosed Gardens of
Mechelen

Rubens

Schilder van schetsen

Lieve Watteeuw & Hannah Iterbeke (red.) Friso Lammertse, Alejandro Vergara
Tijdens de late middeleeuwen ont-stond De olieverfschetsen van Rubens nodigen
in de Lage Landen een unieke, religieuze uit om je onder te dompelen in zijn
kunst. Het zijn krachtige verbeeldingen
kunstvorm, die gebruik-maakte van een
grote verscheidenheid aan memorabilia: met een enorme variëteit aan thema's,
de Besloten Hofjes. Ze zijn een bijzonder van de klassieke geschiedenis en
voorbeeld van anonieme 'vrouwenkunst', mythologie tot religieuze onderwerpen,
stillevens en portretten. Uit de virtuoze
devotie, spiritualiteit en ambachtelijke
inno-vatie. Dit boek verzamelt niet alleen losse penseeltoets spreekt zowel
toewijding als levenslust. Tweeëntachtig
kennis over de inhoud en de beeldtaal
van Rubens' mooiste olieverfschetsen
van de Hofjes, maar zoomt ook in op de
worden in deze schitterend
bijzon-dere materiële kenmerken.
geïllustreerde catalogus uitvoerig
[BE] Hannibal Publishing |
behandeld.

Hardback |
Eng. ed. |291 x 242 mm | 288 p |
Dec. 2018 | € 49,95
ISBN: 9789492677679 (HB /E)

Expo: 8/9/2018 - 13/1/2019, Museum
Boijmans Van Beuningen. 10/4/2018 5/8/2018, Museo Nacional del Prado,
Madrid

[NL] Boijmans van Beuningen |
Paperback | NL ed. |300 x 240 mm |
248 p | throughout col.ill. |
April 2018 | € 29,95
ISBN: 9789069183046 (PB /NL)
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E

Rubens

Painter of Sketches
Friso Lammertse, Alejandro Vergara
Rubens' Italian and Flemish predecessors
had for the most part prepared their
paintings by using drawings. Rubens
transformed this process by
systematically making sketches in colour,
with oil paint, and nearly always on panel
supports. Rubens's oil sketches were
essentially a new form of painting. This
catalogue presents detailed studies and
superb illustrations of eighty-two of
Rubens's most eloquent oil sketches.
Expo: 8/9/2018 - 13/1/2019, Museum
Boijmans Van Beuningen. 10/4/2018 5/8/2018, Museo Nacional del Prado,
Madrid

[NL] Boijmans van Beuningen |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |300 x 240 mm
| 248 p | throughout col.ill. |
April 2018 | € 29,95
ISBN: 9788484804710 (PB /E)

E/ NL

Rubens’s St. Andrew
'de los Flamencos'
Abigail D. Newman

Al sinds zijn voltooiing is Peter Paul
Rubens' Marteldood van de heilige
Andreas te bewonderen in het Vlaamse
liefdadigheidshospitaal in Madrid (thans
een stichting). Het schilderij inspireerde
talloze Spaanse kunstenaars en heeft nog
altijd zijn oorspronkelijke, rijkelijk
versierde lijst. Opmerkelijk is wel dat we
de naam van de twee lijstenmakers
kennen. Zowel het schilderij als de lijst
ontstonden binnen een hecht netwerk
van kunstenaars en zakenlieden - een
bewijs van de sterke banden.

[BE] BAI | Paperback with flaps |
Eng./ NL ed. |215 x 165 mm | 64 p |
June 2018 | € 12,50
ISBN: 9789085867678 (PB+ /E/ NL)

NL/F

NL - F

NL - F

De dames van de barok

Vrouwelijke schilders in het
Italië van de 16de en 17de eeuw.

Les Dames du Baroque

Femmes peintres dans l'Italie du XVIème et
XVIIème siècle

Vrouwelijke kunstenaars in het Venetië, Rome, Napels en
Bologna van de 16de en 17de eeuw delen een onmiskenbare
verwantschap, die binnen de esthetiek van de barok een
bijzondere plaats inneemt. Ze waren dochters, zussen,
echtgenotes van bekende kunstenaars maar ook kloosterzusters
en hun werken vertonen een conceptuele en vormelijke
continuïteit binnen de diversiteit van de toen gangbare stijlen.
Met gedurfde ingrepen en knappe expressieve vondsten
omzeilden ze de heersende regels en gebruiken.
Expo: 20/10/2018 - 20/01/2019, Museum voor Schone
Kunsten, Gent

[BE] Snoeck Publishers | Paperback |
NL/ Fr ed. |240 x 210 mm | 272 p |
250 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9789461615022 (PB /NL/ F)

Portretten van Frans Hals

Théodore van Loon

Een Caravaggist tussen Rome en Brussel

O.l.v. Sabine van Sprang
Theodoor van Loon was een van de eerste schilders uit de Zuidelijke
Nederlanden die zich verregaand liet beïnvloeden door de kunst van
Caravaggio. Net als zijn tijdgenoot Rubens ontwikkelde Van Loon een
krachtige, originele stijl en liet hij zich zijn hele schildersleven lang
inspireren door de meesters uit Italië. Deze expo blaast de historische
context waarin Theodoor van Loon leefde nieuw leven in via boeken,
tekening, gravures en schilderijen.

Théodore van Loon

Un peintre caravagesque entre Rome et Bruxelles
Théodoor van Loon était l’un des premiers peintres des Pays-Bas
méridionaux à se laisser influencer par l’art du Caravage. À l’instar de
son contemporain Rubens, Van Loon a développé un style intense et
original, s’inspirant tout au long de sa vie des maîtres italiens. Grâce à
des livres, des dessins, des gravures et des peintures, l'exposition jette
un nouveau regard sur le contexte historique.
Expo: 10/10/2018 - 13/1/2019, Bozar, Brussel Spring 2019, Musée National de Luxembourg

[BE] Fonds Mercator/ Mercatorfonds | Hardback |
Dutch (NL) & Fr. eds. |380 x 240 mm | 256 p | 150 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 49,95
ISBN: 9789462302372 (HB /NL) ISBN: 9789462302389 (HB /F)
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Een familiereünie

Liesbeth De Belie, Lawrence W. Nichols & Pieter Biesboer
Frans Hals (1582/83-1666) behoort tot de belangrijkste portretschilders
van de Hollandse Gouden Eeuw. Deze tentoonstelling is de eerste die
aan zijn familieportretten is gewijd en belicht zijn vier familieportretten,
naast verwante werken van de kunstenaar. Ze behandelt het thema van
de familieportretkunst van Hals als geheel en plaatst die kunst in de
context van zijn volledige oeuvre.

Les portraits de Frans Hals
Une réunion de famille

Frans Hals (1582/1583-1666) est un des principaux portraitistes du
Siècle d'Or hollandais. Cette exposition est la première jamais consacrée
à ses portraits de groupes familiaux. L'exposition et le catalogue, qui
réuniront ses quatre portraits de familles et d'autres de ses oeuvres,
étudieront le thème des portraits de familles de Hals dans son
ensemble, en l'inscrivant dans le contexte global de son oeuvre.
Expo: 13/10/2018 - 6/1/2019, Museum of Art, Toledo - 2/2/2019 28/4/2019, KMSKB, Brussels - May-Aug. ,Museo Thyssen Bornemisza

[BE] Fonds Mercator/
Mercatorfonds | Hardback |
Dutch (NL), Fr. & Eng. eds. |
250 x 210 mm | 112 p|
70 col.ill. | July 2018 |
NL & Fr: € 29,90 | Eng: € 34,95

ISBN: 9789462302440 (HB /NL)
ISBN: 9789462302457 (HB /F)
ISBN: 9783777430072 (PB /E)

E

NL

Rembrandt en het
Mauritshuis
Charlotte Rulkens

Florence and its Painters
From Giotto to Leonardo da
Vinci

E

E

E

Lorenzo Lotto

Antonello da Messina

Johannes Grave

Enrico Maria Dal Pozzolo, Miguel Falomir

Following the arc of Bellini's career, from
his early devotional paintings to his later,
occasionally secular works, this book
offers an in-depth appreciation of the
Venetian master who dominated the
Early Renaissance. Featuring nearly every
extant Bellini work, as well as those of his
contemporaries, this book brims with
gorgeous Renaissance art. Author
Johannes Grave focuses on some of the
artist's greatest works.

Celebrated as one of the greatest
portraitists of the Italian Renaissance,
Lorenzo Lotto uniquely portrayed a cross
section of middle-class sitters, among
them clerics, merchants and humanists.
Lotto depicted men, women and children
in compositions rich in symbolism and
imbued with great psychological depth.
The prominent addition of objects which
hinted at the social status, interests, and
aspirations of his subjects added
meaning to each work.

Antonello da Messina (ca. 1430-1479)
was one of the most groundbreaking and
influential painters of the Quattrocento.
No other Italian artist of the
fifteenth-century responded in such a
direct fashion to the great masters of
Bruges and Brussels (including use of
their oil technique), to the brilliant
Provencal painters, and to the
established giants of Italian art, such as
Piero della Francesca and Mantegna.

Giovanni Bellini

The Art of Contemplation

Portraits

Edited by Giovanni C.F. Villa

Het Mauritshuis in Den Haag bezit één
van de belangrijkste collecties
Rembrandts ter wereld. Dit nieuwe boek
belicht op een verrassende manier alle
achttien schilderijen die ooit onder de
naam 'Rembrandt' in de collectie van het
museum zijn gekomen. Hieronder zijn
niet alleen iconische werken als De
anatomische les en het late Zelfportret,
maar ook collectiestukken die inmiddels
niet meer aan Rembrandt zelf worden
toegeschreven.

Andreas Schumacher

Expo: 31/01/2019 - 15/09/2019,
Mauritshuis, Den Haag

Expo : Alte Pinakothek, Munich,
18/10/2018 – 01.27.2019

[NL] Waanders & De Kunst |
Paperback | NL ed. |250 x 210 mm |
96 p | 100 col. & bw ill. |
Jan. 2019 | € 17,50
ISBN: 9789462622135 (PB /NL)

Expo: 19/06/2018 - 30/09/2018, Museo
Del Prado, Madrid. 05/11/2018 19/02/2019 National Gallery, London

[G] Hirmer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |286 x 216 mm | 256 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 44,95
ISBN: 9783777430621 (HB /E)

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Paperback
| Eng. ed. |300 x 240 mm | 384 p |
throughout col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 42,00
ISBN: 9780500970935 (PB /E)
[IT] Skira | Hardback | Eng. ed. |
300 x 240 mm | 336 p | 120 col.ill. |
Dec. 2018 | € 50,50
ISBN: 9788857238982 (HB /E)

ISBN 9789462622142 (E)

Painting re-invented itself during the
15th century in Florence. Artists
experimented in an innovative manner
with pictorial subjects, forms and
techniques and thus arrived at an
unprece dented diversity of means of
artistic expression. . Some 120
masterpieces by Giotto, Donatello, Fra
Angelico, Filippo Lippi, Verrocchio,
Pollaiuolo, Botticelli, Ghirlandaio,
Leonardo da Vinci et al.

[UK] Prestel + | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |381 x 305 mm | 288 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 120,00
ISBN: 9783791383972 (HB /E)
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Expo: Oct. 2018 - Jan. 2019, Palazzo
Abatellis, Palermo

2019: 500th ANNIVERSARY OF DA VINCI'S DEATH IN 1519

F

Caravage à Rome

Amis et ennemis

Alexander Keirincx

Der Baummaler (1600 -1652)

Sous la direction de Francesca Cappelletti Ursula Härting
et Pierre Curie
Es liegt hiermit ein Katalog der Gemälde
Né en 1571, Michelangelo Merisi, dit
von Alexander Keirincx vor, der der
Caravage, va révolutionner la peinture
langjährigen Beschäftigung der Autorin
italienne du XVIIe siècle par le réalisme
mit Keirincx’ Oeuvre zu danken ist, unter
de ses toiles et par son usage novateur
Mitarbeit von Richard P. Townsend, der
du clair-obscur, et devenir le plus grand
ein Resümee zu den in England
peintre naturaliste de son temps. Le
entstandenen Schlossansichten
catalogue d'exposition sera consacré à la beisteuert, auf Basis seiner Promotion
carrière romaine de Caravage et au
bei Prof. E. Haverkamp- Begeman, und
milieu artistique dans lequel il a évolué : Rick C. Coone, dem neue, erhellende
comme les études les plus récentes l'ont Archivfunde zu verdanken sind, und
montré, le peintre entretenait des
seinem Archivteil, in der Nachfolge von
relations étroites avec les cercles
Frank Huygens.
intellectuels romains de l'époque.
Expo: 14/09/2018 - 20/01/2019, Musée
Jacquemart-André, Paris

[BE] Fonds Mercator/
Mercatorfonds | Hardback |
French ed. |280 x 240 mm |
192 p | 110 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 39,95 ISBN:
9789462302303 (HB /F)

NL

G

[BE] BAI | Hardback |
German ed. |240 x 170 mm |
208 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 45,00
ISBN: 9789085867616 (HB /G)

Leonardo da Vinci
Tekenaar

F

Léonard de Vinci
Le génie en dessins

De 200 mooiste werken uit de 200 oeuvres de la Royal
Collection
Royal Collection
Martin Clayton

Tekenen was de belangrijkste artistieke
activiteit van Leonardo da Vinci. Hij
tekende om na te denken, om de hem
omringende wereld te verkennen en om
zijn andere artistieke projecten te
ontwikkelen. Zijn tekeningen behoren tot
de meest diverse en technisch volmaakte
uit de hele kunstgeschiedenis, en de
Royal Collection bezit veruit de grootste
selectie ervan.

Martin Clayton
Le dessin est la principale activité
artistique de Léonard de Vinci. Il fait
appel au dessin pour penser, pour
explorer le monde qui l'entoure et pour
développer ses autres projets artistiques.
Ses dessins comptent parmi les plus
variés et, techniquement, les plus
aboutis de toute l'histoire de l'art, et la
Royal Collection en possède, et de loin,
la sélection la plus considérable.

Expo: 1/2/2019 - 6/5/2019, Royal
Expo: 1/2/2019 - 6/5/2019, Royal
Collection, London - 12 venues across the Collection, London - 12 venues across
UK in 2019
the UK in 2019

[BE] Fonds Mercator/
Mercatorfonds | Hardback |
NL ed. |254 x 198 mm |
256 p | 200 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 34,95
ISBN: 9789462302341 (HB /NL)
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[BE] Fonds Mercator/
Mercatorfonds | Hardback | French
ed. |254 x 198 mm |
256 p | 200 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 34,95
ISBN: 9789462302358 (HB /F)

E

Leonardo da Vinci
A Life in Drawing
Martin Clayton
Drawing was Leonardo da Vinci's primary
artistic activity. He used drawing to think,
to explore the world around him and to
develop his other artistic projects. His
drawings are among the most diverse
and technically accomplished in the
entire history of art, and the Royal
Collection holds by far the most
important selection of these.
Expo: 1/2/2019 - 6/5/2019, Royal
Collection, London - 12 venues across the
UK in 2019

[UK] Royal Collection | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |254 x 198 mm | 256 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9781909741478 (HB /E)

NL

E

E
E/ NL

E

Art: The Whole Story
Stephen Farthing, Richard Cork

Kunst is Meer

Jan Laurens Siesling

Kunst is sinds (letterlijk)
mensenheugenis een reactie op
de wezenlijke vragen die de
mensheid zich stelt in steeds
veranderende omstandigheden.
De geschiedenis van de kunst is
de geschiedenis van die vragen en
mag zo worden gepresenteerd.
Zodat de toeschouwer weer het
plezier mag beleven zichzelf te
herkennen en daarmee een
zekere diepgang te ervaren. En te
beseffen dat kunst meer is dan
ISBNof9789076417202
een hobby
puur amusement, (F)
9789076417189
(E)
maar deISBN
polsslag
van de
samenleving, ook in onze tijd.

[BE] Arte Libro | Paperback |
NL ed. |170 x 114 mm | 256 p
| Sept. 2018 | € 20,00
ISBN: 9789076417288 (PB /NL)

Written by an international team of
artists, art historians and curators, this
absorbing and beautiful book gives
readers unparalleled insights into the
world's most iconic artworks. Art: The
Whole Story traces the development of
art period by period, with the illustrated
text covering every genre, from painting
and sculpture to conceptual art and
performance art. Cultural timelines are
there too, to help to the reader with
historical context.

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Flexi |
Eng. ed. |245 x 172 mm | 576 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 27,95
Revised and updated edition
ISBN: 9780500294468 (FLEXI /E)

A New Way of Seeing
The History of Art in 57
Works
Kelly Grovier
From a carved mammoth tusk (c. 40,000
bce) to Duchamp’s Fountain (1917), and
Bosch’s Garden of Earthly Delights
(1505–10) to Louise Bourgeois’s Maman
(1999), a remarkable lexicon of
astonishing imagery has imprinted itself
onto cultural consciousness over the past
40,000 years – a resilient visual
vocabulary whose meaning has proved
elastic and endlessly renewable from era
to era. It is to these works that Kelly
Grovier devotes himself in this radical
new art history.

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |270 x 226 mm | 256 p |
180 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 42,00
ISBN: 9780500239636 (HB /E)

Kunst is Meer
ISBN: 9789076417288 (PB /NL)
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The Last Painting

Final Works of the Great
Masters: from Giotto to
Twombly
Bernard Chambaz
There are no rules, and even less justice.
Death takes everyone without
discrimination. Sometimes it is accidental
- like Signorelli, who fell from scaffolding.
Sometimes it is expected, as with the
diabetic Cezanne, who wrote "I am old,
sick, and I swore to die while painting".
But often, researching a painter's death is
an easier task than determining which of
their works is truly their 'last'. Paintings
tend to be dated by year and not month,
inciting much debate among art
historians.

[UK] ACC ART BOOKS | Hardback |
|285 x 240 mm | 240 p | 100 col.ill.|
Sept. 2018 | € 44,00
ISBN: 9781851499120 (HB /)

Glans & Geluk

Kunst uit de Wereld van de
Islam

Splendour & Bliss

Arts from the Islamic World
Charlotte Huijgens, Luitgard Mols e.a.
Van vloeiende kalligrafie tot weelderige
bloemenpracht, van geometrische
sterpatronen tot oneindige arabesken en
levensechte vogels en vissen. Dit boek
presenteert de verbluffende
ornamentiek van islamitische kunst in de
periode 900-1900 aan de hand van bijna
300 voorwerpen uit de collectie van het
Gemeentemuseum Den Haag. De rijke
details van de versieringen zijn zowel
religieus als wereldlijk van aard.
Expo: 08/09/2018 - 03/03/2019,
Gemeentemuseum, Den Haag

[NL] Waanders & De Kunst |
Paperback |
Eng./ NL ed. |280 x 240 mm |
232 p | 250 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 24,95
ISBN: 9789462621947 (PB /E/ NL)

E

F

Fernand Khnopff (1858-1921)

Léon Spilliaert

Michel Draguet

Anne Adriaens-Pannier

Artiste rare, le maître du Symbolisme belge n’a pas bénéficié de
rétrospective à Paris depuis près de quarante ans. L’exposition
rassemblera une centaine de pièces emblématiques de l’esthétique
complexe de Fernand Khnopff, peintre, dessinateur, graveur, sculpteur
et metteur en scène de son oeuvre. L’artiste joue avec les thèmes, du
portrait aux souvenirs oniriques, du fantasme au nu, et invite à la
rêverie et à une réflexion sur l’identité.

Rooted in the Symbolist tradition of the fin-de-siècle and drawn to the
avant-garde, Léon Spilliaert (1881-1946), was a loner who never occupied
a clear place in the art of his time. He shared not only his home port of
Ostend with Ensor, but also his sense of mockery and irony, nonconformity and an urge to view the world differently. Spilliaert, however,
created a spiritual visual language of his own, experimenting with pastels
and gouache, playing with purified expanses of colour and elegant lines.

Expo: 11/12/2018 - 17/3/2019, Petit Palais, Paris

[BE] Ludion | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |290 x 250 mm | 336 p | 400 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 59,90
ISBN: 9789491819902 (HB /E)

from the Depths of the Soul

Le maître de l'énigme

[BE] Fonds Mercator/ Mercatorfonds | Hardback |
French ed. |270 x 240 mm | 224 p | 200 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 44,95
ISBN: 9789462302464 (HB /F)
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Léon Spilliaert

NL/F

De verzameling van de
Koninklijke Bibliotheek van
België / La collection de la
Bibliothèque royale de
Belgique
Anne Adriaens-Pannier
De KBR kocht op drie jaar meer dan 150
werken van bescheiden formaat waaruit
duidelijk de sprituele zoektocht en de
experimenteerdrang van de kunstenaar
blijken. Deze overzichtscatalogus van de
grootste verzameling grafisch werk van
Spilliaert vertelt de geschiedenis van een
unieke collectie. Uitgegeven naar
aanleiding van de tentoonstelling Léon
Spilliaert, de collectie van de Koninklijke
Bibliotheek van België in de Venetiaanse
Gaanderijen in Oostende van 30 juni tot
30 september 2018.
Expo: 30/06/2018 - 30/09/2018,
Venetiaanse Gaanderijen, Oostende

[BE] Pandora | Hardback |
NL/ Fr ed. |297 x 245 mm | 144 p |
throughout col.ill. |
June 2018 | € 34,95
ISBN: 9789053254479 (HB /NL/ F)

F

Mock Humanity!

Two Essays on James Ensor's
Grotesques
Bart Verschaffel
This book reveals that James Ensor did
not develop his fantastic and grotesque
universe of masks and skeletons out of
his melancholic soul, but that he re-used
and transformed an old image tradition
that was collected and published by the
French author and art critic Jules
Champfleury in his History of Caricature.
A second essay analyses how these weird
creatures infiltrate the image borders
and the frames of Ensor's paintings in
order to disturb the 'normal' world.

[BE] A&S/
Books, UGent |
Paperback |
Eng. ed. |
260 x 220 mm |
112 p |
May 2018 | € 28,00
ISBN: 9789076714516 (PB /E)

NL - F

De Zwans of De kunst van het plezier
Eliane van den Ende e.a.

In de 19de eeuw was 'zwanzen' een serieuze aangelegenheid - 'la Société des
Agathopèdes', 'les Joyeux', 'la Colonie d'Anseremme'…, in tal van
verenigingen speelden humor en spot een essentiële rol. Eén van de
grappenmakers was kunstenaar Louis Ghémar (1819-1973), een
gerespecteerd man omwille van zijn werk voor het Belgische koningshuis,
maar tegelijkertijd ook een vrolijke grapjas. Hij parodieerde de stijl van zijn
tijdgenoten en maakte pastiches die hij in zijn eigen museum te Brussel zou
tentoonstellen

La Zwanze ou l'Art du plaisir
Au dix-neuvième siècle, la 'zwanze' est une affaire sérieuse. Dans de
nombreuses sociétés, dont 'la Société des Agathopèdes', 'les Joyeux' et 'la
Colonie d'Anseremme', l'humour et la plaisanterie jouent un rôle essentiel.
Un de ces farceurs est l'artiste Louis Ghémar (1819-1873), personnalité
respectée en raison de son travail pour la famille royale belge, mais aussi
zwanzeur invétéré. Il parodie le style de ses contemporains et peint des
pastiches, qu'il expose à Bruxelles, dans son propre musée.
Expo: 19/10/2018 - 7/2/2019, Musée Félicien Rops, Namur

[BE] Ludion | Hardback | Dutch (NL) & Fr. eds.
|325 x 245 mm | 480 p | throughout col.ill. | Oct. 2018 | € 49,90
ISBN: 9789491819940 (HB /NL)
ISBN: 9789491819988 (HB /F)
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Gauguin et Laval en
Martinique
En 1887, Paul Gauguin a passé quatre
mois sur l'île de Martinique, avec son
collègue artiste Charles Laval. Les deux
artistes rêvaient de s'immerger dans
l'environnement « primitif » de cette île
exotique. Même si la colonie française
s'est révélée très civilisée dans la réalité,
ils ont conservé leurs idéaux initiaux.
Gauguin a peint une série de dix-sept
peintures attrayantes dans lesquelles il a
représenté l'île comme étant un paradis
primitif et tropical. Ce fut une période
courte mais décisive.
Expo: 5/10/2018 - 13/1/2019, Van Gogh
Museum, Amsterdam

[BE] Fonds Mercator/
Mercatorfonds | Hardback |
French ed. |285 x 220 mm |
192 p | 140 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 29,95
ISBN: 9789462302471 (HB /F)

J.M.W. Turner

The Lucerne Sketchbook
David Blayney Brown
Turner's (1775-1851) sketchbooks were
private things which he kept to himself.
They might live for some time in his coat
pockets or travel bags, to be pulled out
as need arose. In the studio, they served
as memory banks for future work. The
sketchbook reproduced within this
unique publication includes watercolour
sketches Turner made on his trip to
Lucerne in Switzerland .

[UK] Tate | Hardback | Eng. ed. |
180 x 260 mm | 64 p | throughout
col.ill. | Sept. 2018 | € 22,80 ISBN:
9781849766142 (HB /E)

J.M.W. Turner

The 'Skies' Sketchbook

[UK] Tate | hb | E ed | € 25,50
ISBN: 9781849764902 (HB /E)

Constable's Skies

Paintings and Sketches by
John Constable
[UK] Thames & Hudson | HB| Eng.
ed. |234 x 153 mm | 144 p | 112
col.ill. | July 2018 | € 20,95
ISBN: 9780500480328 (HB /E)

Pierre Bonnard

The Colour of Memory
Matthew Gale

Edward Burne-Jones

[UK] Tate | Paperback |
Eng. ed. | |251 x 236 mm | 240 p |
200 col.ill. | Jan. 2019 | € 33,50
ISBN: 9781849766166 (PB /E)

Stones to Stains

E

Gauguin

A Spiritual Journey

Alison Smith

The Drawings of Victor Hugo

Accompanying a major exhibition of
Burne-Jones's work at Tate Britain, this
beautifully-designed book looks at what
was distinctive about Burne-Jones's art,
and charts the course through which he
emerged from being an outsider, to
being revered as one of the great artists
of the European fin de siecle. It shows
how he maintained his vision through
meticulous attention to craftsmanship
and the repetition of key motifs.

Cynthia Burlingham, Allegra Pesenti

Christina Hellmich, Line Clausen Pedersen

Accompanying a major exhibition, this
book brings together around 120 of the
most significant examples of Victor
Hugo's works on paper. It features
previously unpublished drawings and
insightful texts that reveal Hugo's
extraordinary talents as a draftsman.
Remarkably spontaneous and receptive
to the myriad possibilities of medium and
materials, Hugo produced experimental
and enigmatic compositions, from
haunting renditions of castles and ruins
to ethereal and abstract forms and
stains.

This vibrant examination of Paul
Gauguin's life and work features more
than fifty pieces from the Ny Carlsberg
Glyptotek collection in Copenhagen,
including paintings, wood carvings, and
ceramics along with Oceanic art and
Gauguin's works on paper from the Fine
Arts Museums of San Francisco's
permanent collections. Each piece is
reproduced in exquisite detail, offering a
superb opportunity to enjoy Gauguin's
groundbreaking use of color, line, and
form.

Focusing on Bonnard's work from
1912-47, this book presents a variety of
landscapes and intimate domestic scenes
which capture the passage of time. These
works are the artist's memories
creatively reconstructed to convey a
sense of sensuality or melancholy. As
well as looking at his processes, his
reliance on photography and his ability to
work on different subjects side-by-side,
Expo: 24/10/2018 - 24/02/2019, Tate
this book relocates Bonnard in the
Britain, London
turbulent history of his times.
Expo: 15/01 - 6/05/2019, Tate Modern,
London., 6/06/18 - 22/09/19, Ny
Carlsberg Glyptotek Copenhagen.
10/10/19 - 12/01/20 Kunstforum, Vienna

E

E

E

[UK] Tate | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |285 x 233 mm | 224 p |
200 col.ill. | Oct. 2018 | € 33,50
ISBN: 9781849765992 (PB /E)
ISBN 9781849765749 (Hb) (€ 54,-)

ISBN 9781849766173 (Hb)
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Expo: 27/9/2018 - 30/12/2018, Hammer
Museum, L.A.

[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |267 x 241 mm | 208 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 53,50
ISBN: 9783791357645 (HB /E)

[UK] Prestel + | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |267 x 222 mm | 224 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 57,00
ISBN: 9783791357959 (HB /E)

CENTENARY OF EGON SCHIELE'S DEATH

E

Innovative Impressions
E

Beyond Klimt

New Horizons in Central
Europe
Stella Rollig & Alexander Klee
1918 marked the end of a golden era: it was the year that Gustav Klimt, Egon
Schiele, Koloman Moser, and Otto Wagner died. Artistic activity, however, had
already freed itself of their influence. Hardly affected by the political
disruptions taking plac e, artists in the countries of the former Austro Hungarian monarchy were busily productive, driven by a desire for a new start.
Expo: 21/09/2018 - 20/01/2019, Bozar, Brussels

[G] Hirmer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |286 x 235 mm | 374 p |
May 2018 |€ 49,95
ISBN: 9783777430591 (HB /E)

Prints by Cassatt, Degas, and
Pissarro
"Innovative Impressions" explores an
under-examined aspect of three
Impressionists' careers: their
groundbreaking prints and the new
techniques they developed through
collaboration and experimentation.
Through this collaborative effort they
challenged each other to develop a new
language of printmaking whose visual
and expressive potential went well
beyond the traditional reproductive
purpose of the medium.
09/06 - 09/09/2018, Philbrook Museum
of Art, Tulsa

[G] Hirmer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |260 x 195 mm |
160 p | 100 col.ill. |
June 2018 | € 45,00
ISBN: 9783777429786 (HB /E)
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Egon Schiele

E

Pathways to a Collection
Stella Rollig & Kerstin Jesse
2018 marks the centenary of Egon
Schiele's death. To coincide with this
occasion the publication will present
the painting collection of the
Belvedere Vienna including highlights
such as Eduard Kosmack, House Wall,
Death and Girl, The E mbrace and
Four Tr ees. The book provides an
opportunity to study the artist's work
processes in greater detail and to
follow the fascinating routes taken by
his works before reaching the
museum.
Expo: 19/10/2018 - 17/2/2019,
Lower Belvedere, Vienna

[G] Hirmer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 285 x 235 mm |
256 p | 150 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 49,95 ISBN:
9783777431185 (HB /E)

Egon Schiele
Dieter Buchhart
In Schiele's work the evolution of his
unique, idiosyncratic uses of line
provides a visceral element of expression
that allows the viewer to trace his artistic
development over the course of
distinctive periods within their bodies of
work. This, the catalogue of the Egon
Schiele exhibition, concentrates on
themes of the body and portraits,
through drawings and watercolours,
showcasing Schiele's incredible
expressive force.
Expo: 2/10/2018 - 4/01/2019, Fondation
Louis Vuitton, Paris

[F] Gallimard (ACC) | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |320 x 240 mm |
224 p | 210 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 42,50
ISBN: 9782072801556 (HB /E)

E

E

William Bouguereau
Kara Lysandra Ross, Frederick C. Ross

E

Klimt / Schiele

Drawings from the Albertina Museum, Vienna

Marian Bisanz-Prakken, Elizabeth Clegg and Jane Kallir

Gustav Klimt (1862-1918) and his younger protégé Egon Schiele
(1890-1918) are considered two of the greatest figures of Austrian
Modernism. Whether competing with or inspiring one another, together they
reconfigured the way the human body was translated into art. Although both
artists are primarily remembered as painters, between them they left 7,000
drawings, many of the greatest of which are now in the collection of the
Albertina Museum, Vienna.
Expo: 4/11/2018 - 3/2/2019, Royal Academy, London

William Bouguereau, the most popular
artist in nineteenth-century France, is
rapidly becoming one of the most
popular realist artists of all time. This
book is an exploration of the four main
types of paintings that were most
prevalent throughout Bouguereau's body
of work. This includes his mythological
works, religious works, peasants, and
portraits.

[UK] ACC ART BOOKS | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |300 x 237 mm | 240 p |
200 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 56,50 ISBN:
9781851499106 (HB /E)

Pin-Ups

Henri de
Toulouse-Lautrec and the Art Toulouse-Lautrec

of Celebrity

Hannah Brocklehurst, Frances Fowle
This book offers a beautiful exploration
of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec's works in
lithography. It explores the new artistic
approach to the poster at the end of the
19th century, which bridged visual and
popular culture and turned the
relationship between 'high' and 'low' art
on its head.Lautrec's embrace of
celebrity helped to define the famous
hotspots (theatres, cabarets and
café-concerts) of fin de siècle Paris and
made their stars recognisable figures
across the whole city.
Expo: 6/1/2018 - 20/1/2018, National
Galleries of Scotland, Edinburgh

[UK] National Galleries Scotland
(ACC) | Hardback | E
ng. ed. |298 x 171 mm | 120 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 28,50
ISBN: 9781911054214 (HB /E)

[UK] Royal Academy (ACC) | Hardback | Eng. ed. |
290 x 230 mm | 192 p | 150 col.ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 42,50 ISBN: 9781910350942 (HB /E)
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La Bohème

Edited by MAN di Nuoro and Otto Letze
When Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec moved
to Paris, he soon became a real
chronicler of Parisian life. He was a
painter who captured the exhilarating
society of le demi-monde and its
establishments: racecourses, circus tents,
theatres and opera houses, cabarets and
brothels which became his ateliers. In
only ten years, up to his death in 1901,
he produced 368 prints and litograph
posters, which he considered of equal
importance to his paintings and
drawings.
Expo: 22/06/2018 - 21/10/2018,
MAN_Museo d’Arte Provincia di Nuoro,
Italy (in collaboration with Museé
d'Ixelles)

[IT] Silvana | Hardback |
Eng./ It. ed. |280 x 240 mm |
160 p | 145 col. & bw ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 34,00 ISBN:
9788836640232 (HB /E/ IT)

E

E

E

A Year in Impressionism

Claude Monet

A perfect gift for art lovers or anyone
interested in Impressionism, this
collection of 365 pictures gathers the
best of the genre's masterpieces from
around the world. Covering a wide range
of artists and countries associated with
the movement, the book features
double-page spreads with an
Impressionist painting on one side and a
blank page on the other, offering space
for notes and reminders of significant
events.

Heinz Widauer

Portraits

More than any other artist, Claude
Monet, The French "Master of Light",
(1840 - 1926) represents Impressionist
painting. This volume illustrates Monet's
career from Realism via Impressionism to
a form of painting in which the colours
and light gradually become detached
from the object. It focuses on the artist's
colour concept, an aspect of his oeuvre
which has hitherto not been examined in
detail, as well as his passionate study of
subjects from his garden in Giverny.

John Elderfield, Mary Morton, Xavier Rey,
Jayne Warman & Alex Danchev

[UK] Prestel + | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |203 x 203 mm | 752 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 28,50
ISBN: 9783791384597 (HB /E)

Expo: 21/09/2018 - 06/01/2019,
Albertina, Vienna

[G] Hirmer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |285 x 245 mm | 240 p |
140 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 40,00
ISBN: 9783777430966 (HB /E)

Paul Cézanne

Paul Cézanne (1839-1906) painted
almost 200 portraits, including twenty-six
of himself and twenty-nine of his wife.
This book explores the portraiture of this
remarkable artist, whom both Matisse
and Picasso called 'the father of us all',
and accompanies a major international
exhibition - the fi rst devoted exclusively
to this aspect of Cézanne's work.

[UK] National Portrait Gallery |
Now available in paperback |
Eng. ed. |300 x 245 mm |
256 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9781855147317 (PB+ /E)
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Hokusai

A Life in Drawing
Henri-Alexis Baatsch
Henri-Alexis Baatsch is a writer and
translator who lived in Tokyo in 1981
and again from 1984 to 1986, during
which time he wrote an essay on
Hokusai, revised for this book. He is
the author of several plays and
numerous books, includingt Henri
Michaux: Painter and Poetry and
Questions of Style.

E
REPRINT

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
Eng. ed. |230 x 160 mm | 448 p |
Sept. 2018 -R/P | € 35,00
ISBN: 9780500094037 (HB /E)

Hokusai

Prints and Drawings
Matthi Forrer

E
REPRINT

Now available again, this delightful
selection of prints depicting nineteenth
century Japan's natural beauty is a
colorful introduction to the country's
most beloved artist. The Japanese artist
Hokusai spent the second half of his life
sketching and painting with tremendous
energy nearly everything he saw, and this
book focuses on one of his most
productive periods, when the artist was
in his seventies.

E

E

Hokusai Manga
3 vol. boxed set

In 1814, Hokusai's sketches were
published in a handbook of over 4,000
images: Hokusai Manga . It surpassed
expectations as a student reference
book, and became a bestseller. Here, in
an elegant, three-volume package, an
expansive selection of these works are
revealed, presenting all of the themes,
motifs and drawing techniques found in
his art.

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
3 Paperback volumes in slipcase |
Eng. ed. |148 x 105 mm | 1056 p |
throughout col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9780500294611 (PB BOX /E)

[UK] Prestel | Flexi (Pb luxe) |
Eng. ed. |245 x 200 mm | 216 p |
July 2018 | € 20,00
ISBN: 9783791385044 (FLEXI /E)
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Hiroshige

Visions of Japan
edited by Rossella Menegazzo
Hiroshige: Visions of Japan presents a
selection of some 230 works from the
most important series by the artist,
including his views of famous places in
the capital city of Edo as well as scenes
set in the farthest provinces, alongside
images of animals, flowers and insects.
From Hiroshige's early works to the
influence of his work in the west
(Hiroshige was a favorite of Vincent van
Gogh, Claude Monet and Paul Cézanne),
this beautiful monograph surveys the
Japanese master's entire career.
Expo: 28/2/2018 – 29/7/2018, Rome,
Scuderie del Quirinale

[IT] Skira | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 280 x 240 mm |
288 p | 256 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 50,00
ISBN: 9788857238265 (HB /E)

Japanse Prenten

NL - E

De Collectie van Vincent Van
Gogh
Axel Rüger, Louis van Tilborgh, Chris
Uhlenbeck
Vincent van Gogh kocht tijdens zijn
verblijf in Parijs meer dan 600 Japanse
kleurenhoutsneden. Japanse kunst was
op dat moment een rage. Van Gogh
wilde handeldrijven in deze populaire
prenten, maar de tentoonstelling die
hij organiseerde in café Le Tambourin
werd geen succes. Geluk bij een
ongeluk was dat de kunstenaar zijn
verzameling vanaf dat moment in alle
rust kon bestuderen. Langzaam maar
zeker raakte hij in de ban van de
aantrekkelijke, kleurrijke en
ongebruikelijke motieven en stijl.

[BE] Tijdsbeeld-Piece Montée |
Hardback |
NL ed. |290 x 210 mm |
224 p | 150 col. & bw ill. |
May 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9789490880187 (HB /NL)
ISBN 9789490880187 (E)

F

Soulages
E

F

Alberto Giacometti

René Magritte
Lifeline

Entre tradition et avant-garde
Sous la direction de Catherine Grenier

Edited by Xavier Canonne and Julie Waseige

Ce catalogue d'exposition « Alberto Giacometti entre
classicisme et
avant-garde » propose une relecture de l'oeuvre de
Giacometti en dialogue avec les grands sculpteurs modernes
de son époque. Plus de cinquante sculptures de l'artiste,
principalement issues de la collection de la Fondation
Giacometti, seront mises en regard avec près d'une trentaine
d'oeuvres d'autres artistes : Rodin, Bourdelle, Maillol,
Despiau, mais aussi Brancusi, Laurens, Lipchitz, Zadkine,
Csaky, ou encore Germaine Richier.

The book presents about seventy paintings, gouaches and
drawings by René Magritte and includes interesting studies
by international researchers such as Julie Waseige and
Xavier Canonne both on the artist's poetic and art
evolution. The volume's starting point is Magritte's lecture
at the Royal Musée des Beaux-Arts in Antwerp held on 20
November 1938, today known as 'La Ligne de vie'.
Expo: 16/9/2018 - 6/1/2019, MASI, Lugano - 7/2/2019 19/5/2019, Amos Rex, Helsinki

[IT] Skira | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 280 x 220 mm |
176 p | 120 col. & bw ill. |
Dec. 2018 | € 45,00
ISBN: 9788857238975 (HB /E)

Expo: 14/09/2018 - 20/01/2019, Musée Maillol, Paris

[BE] Fonds Mercator/ Mercatorfonds | Hardback |
French ed. |280 x 240 mm |
192 p | 150 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 34,95
ISBN: 9789462302280 (HB /F)
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Une rétrospective
Une présentation des oeuvres du peintre
couvrant l'ensemble de son parcours et
de ses recherches plastiques, notamment
sur la lumière et ses vibrations. Pierre
Soulages, né le 24 décembre 1919 à
Rodez (Aveyron), vit et travaille entre
Paris et Sète (Hérault). Figure majeure de
l'abstraction, il est reconnu comme un
des plus grands peintres de la scène
française actuelle pour son œuvre qui
traverse la seconde partie du XXe et le
début du XXIe siècle.

Expo: 15/06/2018 - 25/11/2018,
Fondation Gianadda, Martigny

[CH] Fondation Gianadda |
Paperback |
French ed. |241 x 220 mm |
157 p | July 2018 | € 29,00
ISBN: 9782884431651 (PB /F)

E/ NL

Flouquet, Kassák, Léonard

De architectuur van het beeld
tijdens het Interbellum
The Architecture of Images
during the Interwar Period Modernisme

Pierre-Louis Flouquet, Lajos Kassk en Jos
Léonard zijn drie beeldende kunstenaars en
grafische ontwerpers die na de Eerste
Wereldoorlog een nieuwe wereld wilden
creëren vanuit de eindeloze mogelijkheden
van de lijn, het vlak, de cirkel, de driehoek
en het vierkant. Deze tentoonstelling
verbindt abstract, constructivistisch en
(typo)grafisch werk van de Belgische
kunstenaars Léonard en Flouquet met de
artistieke praktijk van de Hongaarse
kunstenaar Lajos Kassk.

Frida Kahlo

Balthus

Edited by Claire Wilcox

Beate Sntgen, Juan nge
Lpez-Manzanares, Michiko Kono

Making Her Self Up
On Kahlo's death, her husband Diego
Rivera ordered that her most private
possessions be locked away until fifteen
years after his death. The bathroom in
which her belongings were stored in fact
remained unopened until 2004. Through
this incredible archive, Frida Kahlo:
Making Her Self Up, will give the reader a
unique window into Kahlo's life. It will
focus on the personal, combining her
prosthetics and clothes with
self-portraits, diary entries and letters to
build an intimate portrait of the artist.
Expo: 16/6/2018 –14/10/2018. Reprint,
V & A Museum, London

Expo: 17/6/2018 - 4/11/2018, MuZee,
Oostende

[BE] MuZEE, Oostende | Hardback |
Eng./ NL ed. |250 x 200 mm |
352 p | throughout col. & bw ill. |
July 2018 | € 49,00
ISBN: 9789074694285 (HB - E/ NL)

[UK] V&A Museum | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |270 x 216 mm | 256 p |
July 2018 -R/P | € 44,00
ISBN: 9781851779604 (HB /E)

Robert Delaunay

Master of stillness: Balthus, the most
enigmatic painter of our time, in a
large retrospective
In his multifaceted, multilayered
oeuvre Balthus (1908-2001), one of
the last great twentieth-century
masters, pursued a path that ran
exactly contrary to the modern avantgarde movements. As quiet as they
are intriguing, his works feature
colliding contrasts, combining reality
and dream, eroticism and innocence,
practicality and mystery, the familiar
and the uncanny in unique ways.
Expo: 02/09/2018 - 13/01/2019,
Fondation Beyeler, Riehen, Basel

[G] Hatje Cantz | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |305 x 245 mm |
176 p | 120 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 58,00 ISBN:
9783775744454 (HB /E)
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and the City of Lights
Robert Delaunay and The City of Lights
will recognize Delaunay's unwavering
commitment to color in painting to
convey form, depth, light and
movement, while highlighting how the
modern metropolis of Paris often
provided the inspiration for his imagery
and pictorial research. In addition to
presenting works from of his most
famous series of paintings, such as that
of the Eiffel Tower, the book also
includes portraits Delaunay made of his
artistic milieu during the 1920s.

Josef Albers

Life and Work
Charles Darwent
The first full-scale biography of the
great 20th-century artist,
craftsman, and thinker Josef Albers,
whose influence is still felt today.

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |24 x 165
mm | 352 p | 180 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9780500519103 (HB /E)

E

Expo: 31/08/2018 - 18/11/2018,
Kunsthaus Zürich

[G] Kehrer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |270 x 220 mm | 176 p |
140 col. & bw ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 44,00 ISBN:
9783868288858 (HB /E)

Anni Albers
[UK] Tate | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |265 x 210 mm | 192 p |
200 col.ill. | June 2018 | € 33,50
ISBN: 9781849765688 (PB /E)
ISBN 9781849766081 (Hb)(€ 54,00

E

Käthe Kollwitz

E

A survey of her work
1867-1945
Hannelore Fischer
"I want to have an effect during this age
in which people are so perplexed and in
nee d of help." This sentence, a diary
entry from 1922, is the creed of a great
artist. It is as topical today as it was then.
Käthe Kollwitz (1867 - 1945) achieved
worldwide respect with her drawings,
printed graphics and sculptures even
during her lifetime.

[G] Hirmer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 279 x 241 mm | 208 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 44,95
ISBN: 9783777430799 (HB /E)

Chagall, Lissitzky,
Malevitch

The Russian Avant-Garde in
Vitebsk (1918-1922)
Angela Lampe
This groundbreaking book explores the
Russian avant-garde during the early
post-revolutionary years of 1918-1922
and brings together the works of three
of its most influential artists.
When Marc Chagall took over the
People's School of Art in his hometown
of Vitebsk in 1919, he had already
established himself as an avant-garde
artist.

[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |241 x 241 mm | 288 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 60,00
ISBN: 9783791358079 (HB /E)

E

E

Duchamp's Last Day

Lotte Laserstein

Donald Shambroom

Face to Face

Just moments after Duchamp died, his
closest friend Man Ray took a
photograph of him. His face is wan; his
eyes are closed; he appears calm. Taking
this image as a point of departure,
Donald Shambroom begins to examine
the surrounding context-the dinner with
Man Ray and another friend, Robert
Lebel, the night Duchamp died, the
conversations about his own death at
that dinner and elsewhere, and the larger
question of whether this radical artist's
death can be read as an extension of his
work.

Alexander Eiling & Elena Schroll

[US] David Zwirner Books |
Paperback |
Eng. ed. |178 x 108 mm |
72 p | 65 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 12,60
Published on the fiftieth anniversary
of Marcel Duchamp's death.
ISBN: 9781941701874 (PB /E)
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This volume reintroduces the
fascinating work of German-Swedish
painter, Lotte Laserstein, who was
known for her groundbreaking
portraiture in the 1920s and 30s. After
being one of the first women to
graduate from Berlin Art Academy in
1927, Lotte Laserstein began making a
name for herself in Weimar era Berlin's
thriving art scene. She was a remarkable
portraitist, capturing everyday citizens
of Berlin from motorcyclists to girls
playing tennis, to women applying
makeup.

[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |279 x 210 mm | 240 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 60,00
ISBN: 9783791358239 (HB /E)

E

Modern Couples

Art, Intimacy and the
Avant-Garde
Jane Alison & Coralie Malissard
This fascinating, interdisciplinary, and
generously illustrated book presents
creative pairings that defy the idea of the
modern artist as a solitary genius. In the
art world, pairs of individuals often
inspire each other's works. These
intimate relationships are explored in all
their various forms--obsessional,
conventional, mythic, fleeting,
life-long--in this book that illuminates the
works of painters, sculptors,
photographers, designers, poets, writers,
musicians, and performers of the modern
era.

[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |292 x 229 mm | 352 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 60,00
ISBN: 9783791358413 (HB /E)

NL - E

F-E

Raoul De Keyser

Niki de Saint Phalle

Oeuvre

Here Everything is Possible
Ici Tout est possible
Novatrice et pionnière, l'artiste franco-américaine Niki de Saint Phalle
(1930-2002) a bâti en l'espace d'une cinquantaine d'années un corpus d'œuvres aussi
vaste que complexe. Son travail jouit d'une reconnaissance internationale dès lors qu'en
1961 elle participa à « The Art and Assemblage », une exposition prestigieuse organisée
au Museum of Modern Art de New York. À partir de ce moment-là, Saint Phalle a été
invitée à exposer de nombreuses fois en solo aux quatre coins du monde.
Innovative and pioneering, French-American artist Niki de Saint Phalle (1930-2002)
created an extensive and complex body of work over her five decade-long career. Her
work received international recognition as early as 1961 when her work was included in
the important exhibition 'The Art and Assemblage' at the Museum of Modern Art in
New York. Since then Saint Phalle has been the subject of numerous exhibitions
worldwide.
Expo: 15/9/2018 - 13/1/2019, BAM, Mons

[BE] Snoeck Publishers | Hardback | French and Eng. eds. |
310 x 243 mm | 256 p | 150 col. & bw ill. | Sept. 2018 | € 32,00
ISBN: 9789461614674 (HB /E)
ISBN: 9789461614698 (HB /F)
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Raoul De Keyser (1930-2012, Deinze) wordt stilzwijgend beschouwd als de
grootmeester onder de Belgische schilders van de voorbije 50 jaar. Na zijn
debuut in 1964 ontwikkelde hij een eigenzinnige, tactiele werkmethode
waarin de scheiding tussen figuratie en abstractie oplost in de poëtische band
die het werk aangaat met het dagelijkse leven van de kunstenaar. In de
uitgebreid geïllustreerde catalogus worden verschillende facetten in het
oeuvre van Raoul De Keyser uitgelicht.
Expo: 22/9/2018 - 27/1/2019, SMAK , Gent - April - July 2019, Pinakothek der
Moderne, München

[BE] Fonds Mercator/ Mercatorfonds | Paperback |
Dutch (NL) & Eng. eds. |270 x 210 mm | 240 p | 344 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 39,95
ISBN: 9789462302365 (PB /NL) ISBN 9783960984566 (E) (Koenig)

E
E

David Hockney

A Bigger Exhibition
Richard Benefield, Sarah Howgate,
Lawrence Weschler
This lush and impeccably produced
catalogue features more than 200
full-color works of art from museum
collections and David Hockney's private
studio, including such major new works
as "The Arrival of Spring in Woldgate
Wood and Bigger Yosemite". It also
includes multiple-image galleries (spread
over gatefolds) of some of his iPad
drawings and self-portraits, plus film stills
from the artist's "Cubist" movies.

[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |305 x 255 mm |
228 p | 404 col.ill. |
May 2018 | € 39,95
First published Jan. 2016
ISBN: 9783791354231 (HB /E)

Ed Ruscha - VERY

Works from the UBS Art
Collection
Mary Rozell, Anders Kold, George
Condo, Poul Erik Tøjner
Featuring over 50 works from the UBS
Art Collection, the exhibition
catalogue covers not only the time
from c. 1960 onward, but also the
technically and graphically innovative
approaches that Ruscha has made use
of over the years, including studies for
his most iconic paintings and artist
books. Taking its title from one of
Ruscha's "word-pictures" VERY, the
publication includes an essay written
by George Condo and the curator of
the Louisiana Museum of Modern
Art's interview with the artist.
Expo: 17/05/18 - 19/08/2018
Louisiana Museum of Modern Art,
Humlebæk &, 14/09/18 - 16/12/2018
KODE Art Museums and Composer
Homes, Bergen

[G] Hatje Cantz | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |280 x 240 mm |
120 p | 50 col. & bw ill. |
June 2018 | € 40,00 ISBN:
9783775744324 (HB /E)

E

Kerouac

100 Figures

Sandrina Bandera, Alessandro Castiglioni
& Emma Zanella

Quentin Blake

Beat Painting
The book features eighty paintings and
drawings, most of which unpublished,
which shed a completely new light on the
artistic activities of the father of the Beat
Generation. A special focus is given to
analysing his labyrinthic creative process
and his relationships with traditional
American visual culture, and with other
Beat movement authors from Allen
Ginsberg to William Burroughs and the
masters of Art Informel and the New
York School with whom Kerouac started
hanging out in the latter half of the 50s.

The unseen art of Quentin
Blake
Quentin Blake's illustrations are
instantly recognisable to millions of
people around the world. A new
exhibition to be held at London's House
of Illustration will explore an unusual
aspect of Blake s work, however,
exhibiting for the first time 100
examples of his works of art. Works
included date back to his
post-grad years in the 1950s when he
struggled to make a living as an
illustrator and took life-drawing classes
at Chelsea School of Art.
Expo: 5/10/2018 - 27/01/2019, House
of Illustration, London

[IT] Skira | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |248 x 171 mm | 176 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 41,95
ISBN: 9788857237794 (HB /E)
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[UK] Tate | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |246 x 189 mm | 128 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 25,50
ISBN: 9781849766159 (HB /E)

James Rosenquist
This American Life

Charles Baxter, Judith Goldman
Lipsticks, automobiles, dishwashers, men
in business suits, spaghetti, rockets,
airplanes, hairdryers, ice cream cones
and pigtailed girls: James Rosenquist
(1933-2017) has always known how to
combine these seemingly disparate but
always all-American elements into
whirlwind, billboard-sized collages. With
airbrushed surreal euphoria, he slammed
colors, patterns, and objects into one
another with the eye of an advertising
man and the heart of a Pop artist.

[US] Rizzoli [FIRM] | Hardback
with dust jacket |
Eng. ed. |305 x 248 mm |
188 p | 100 col.ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 74,00
ISBN: 9780847864010 (HB+ /E)

E

Henry Moore

From the Inside Out
Claude Allemand-Cosneau & Manfred
Fath, David Mitchinson
Henry Moore is most celebrated for his
monumental outdoor sculptures in many
major cities around the world. Lesser
known are the sculptor's plaster pieces,
which represent an important stage in
the development of his work leading up
to the final bronze sculptures. Moore's
sculptures are presentedalongside a
generous selection of his drawings and
carvings made during the last decades of
his life.

[UK] Prestel | Flexi (Pb luxe) |
Eng. ed. |241 x 197 mm | 200 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 20,00
ISBN: 9783791385037 (FLEXI /E)

E

E

E

Willem de Kooning

Gerhard Richter

Gerhard Richter

This publication vividly examines De
Kooning's life, marked by self - doubts,
successes, new beginnings, excess es,
and scandalous paintings, as well as the
evolution of his artistic work. In
addition, author Corinna Thierolf opens
up exciting perspectives on De
Kooning's work by revealing entirely
new, surprising relationships with the
works of fellow artists such as Franz
Marc, Piet Mondrian, or Wassily
Kandinsky.

Ortrud Westheider & Michael Philipp

Ed. Dietmar Elger. Text: Hubertus Butin

This publication is the first to focus solely
on the abstract strategies and processes
contained in Gerhard Richter's body of
work. In the early 1960s, the artist began
to call painting into question, an
exploration that continues to occupy him
to this day. In the 1970s, he responded to
the rejection of painting by creating a
series of monochrome works in gray.
Moreover, he viewed the color gray as a
means of addressing political themes
without depicting them in an idealized
manner.

In 1993 the Insel Verlag published
Richter's book 'Text. Writings and
Interview'. In addition to the bookstore
edition, the publishing house produced a
special edition that each contains an
original drawing by Richter, which makes
this book a true art edition. Richter
produced the drawing in the form of a
self portrait, which was bound into the
book as its first page. '100 Selfportraits'
shows for the first time the 94 pencil
drawings on paper by Richter that were
not included in the special edition.

Expo: 30/06/2018 - 21/10/2018,
Museum Barberini, Potsdam

[G] Walther Koenig Verlag |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |235 x 165 mm |
212 p | July 2018 | € 38,00
ISBN: 9783960983880 (HB /E)

The Great Masters of Art

[G] Hirmer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |203 x 140 mm | 72 p |
July 2018 | € 12,50
ISBN: 9783777430737 (HB /E)

Abstraction

[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |300 x 240 mm |
248 p | 230 col.ill. | 91 col. & bw ill |
July 2018 | € 53,50
ISBN: 9783791357454 (HB /E)
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100 Selfportraits, 1993

NL

Michaël Borremans

Laurent Reypens

Known for his ability to recall classical
painting, both through technical mastery
and subject matter, Borremans's
depiction of the uncanny, the perhaps
secret, the bizarre, often surprises,
sometimes disturbs the viewer. In this
series of work, children are presented
alone or in groups against a studio-like
backdrop that negates time and space,
while underlining the theatrical
atmosphere and artifice that exists
throughout Borremans's recent work.

Demetrio Paparoni

Fire from the Sun

NL

Michaël Borremans

Schilderen over Geheimen
Paul de Moor
A unique glimpse into the life and work of Michaël Borremans for young
adults (and regular adults too…. ). Michaël Borremans is one of Belgium's
best-known painters. Much of his work is highly mysterious, intriguing
people all over the world. In this book, aimed at young adults, author Paul de
Moor sheds light on the artist's life and work and explores his secrets in
twenty-five chapters.

[BE] Ludion | Hardback | Dutch (NL) ed. |265 x 215 mm | 64 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 19,95
ISBN: 9789491819933 (HB /NL)
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[US] David Zwirner Books |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |254 x 178 mm |
80 p | throughout col.ill. |
June 2018 | € 35,50
ISBN: 9781941701836 (HB /E)

In Slow Motion

Laurent Reypens explores the infinite
formal combinations of a single object the Royal Boch white glass bowl - which
he repeatedly features on his canvas,
making it the preferred image in his
representations. In his paintings the
bowl ceases to be an ordinary tabletop
recipient and becomes a concave
semisphere with a subtle circular base;
a pure and sensual shape that is able to
absorb and restore light, acquire
volume with shadows and re-emerge
within the space of the painting through
new combinations.

[IT] Skira | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |280 x 240 mm | 240 p |
July 2018 | € 44,95
ISBN: 9788857237824 (HB /E)

Also available:

E - F - NL

P.A.R.T.S.
20 Years - 50 Portraits
ISBN 9789090297484
(Hb/E) | € 34,50

E

Iris Rombouts

Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker

The Poetry of the Bee

Rosas 2007-2017

Ed: Christian Lvowski. Photography: Anne Van Aerschot
Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker (°1960) richtte in 1983 het dansgezelschap Rosas op. Haar
choreografisch werk berust op een nauwgezette verkenning van de band tussen dans en muziek. Met
Rosas creëerde ze een omvangrijk oeuvre dat gebruikmaakt van muzikale structuren en partituren uit
verschillende tijdperken, van oude muziek tot hedendaagse composities en popmuziek. Vanaf 2007
neemt het werk van A. T. De Keermaeker een nieuwe artistieke wending.

It has long been a dream of art director Iris Rombouts to produce an art
book that sheds new light on our familiar surroundings and our daily food
in particular. And what better way to do that than with the bee, the most
important creature to humans on earth? Not only is this small insect
indispensible to our food chain - it pollinates over 80% of all flowering
plants and 70 of the top human food crops - but it is also a source of
inspiration for architects, writers, artists and even whole cities.

Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker (°1960) a fondé la compagnie de danse Rosas en 1983. Son travail
chorégraphique est axé sur une exploration minutieuse du lien entre la danse et la musique. Avec
Rosas, elle a créé une oeuvre de grande ampleur, qui exploite des structures et partitions musicales
de différentes époques, de la musique ancienne aux compositions contemporaines et à la musique
pop. En 2007 De Keersmaeker a modifié son orientation artistique
[BE] Fonds Mercator/ Mercatorfonds | Hardback | Dutch (NL), French and English eds. |
335 x 240 mm | 256 p | 200 col. & bw ill. | Sept. 2018 | € 49,95
ISBN: 9789462302105 (HB /NL)
ISBN 9789462302112 (Hb/ Fr)
ISBN 9789462302129 (HB /E)
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[BE] [ander]-zijds | Paperback | Eng. ed. |
300 x 230 mm | 208 p | Oct. 2018 | € 39,00
ISBN: 9789082808025 (PB /E)

NL - F

René Daniëls. Fragmenten uit

een onvoltooide roman
Fragments d'un roman inachevé
Olv Devrim Bayar & Paul Bernard. Avec des
contributions de Devrim Bayar, Paul Bernard,
Jordan Kantor & Angela Bartolomew

Leo Copers

E/ NL

Dreams Are Made of This
Ory Dessau, Hilde Teerlinck, Philippe
Van Cauteren

Leo Copers (geb. Gent, 1947) kan
zonder twijfel gerekend worden tot de
sleutelfiguren die de hedendaagse
Daniëls verscheen op het toneel in de late jaren kunst in België beïnvloed hebben.
70, toen figuratieve en expressieve schilderkunst Copers' oeuvre is poëtisch, bevat vaak
opnieuw populair werd. Hij ontwikkelde snel een kunsthistorische referenties en tast de
originele, persoonlijke taal. Hoewel hij al vroeg
grenzen tussen werkelijkheid, droom
erkenning oogstte, weerhield dat Daniëls er niet en wetenschap af. Zijn werk is voor
van om te blijven experimenteren.
veel jongere kunstenaars een bron van
inspiratie geweest en maakt deel uit
René Daniëls occupe une place majeure dans
van verschillende prestigieuze privél'histoire de l'art de la seconde moitié du XXe
en publieke collecties, zowel in
siècle. Il émerge à la fin des années 70, au
binnen- als buitenland.
moment où la peinture figurative et expressive
redevient populaire
Expo: 21/6/2018 - 2/9/2018, SMAK,
Gent
Expo: 7/9/2018 - 6/1/2019, Wiels, Brussels

[BE] Fonds Mercator/ Mercatorfonds |
Paperback | Dutch (NL) & Fr. eds. |
290 x 245 mm | 240 p | 220 col. & bw ill.
| Sept. 2018 | € 39,95
[BE] Ludion | Hardback |
ISBN: 9789462302259 (HB /NL)
Eng./ NL ed. |260 x 210 mm | 352p
| July 2018 | € 39,90
ISBN: 9789462302266 (HB /F)
ISBN: 9789491819926 (HB /E/ NL)

NL

James Lee Byars

E/ G Terrain vague nr. 2

The Perfect Kiss

Arne Bastien

Philippe Vandenberg

E/ G

Kamikaze

Ed.: Lotte Beckwe

Arne Bastien

Brigitte Kölle, Felicity Lunn e.a.

The book contains more than 180
images of Byars's performances,
installations, sculptures and letters.
It documents and analyses the key
ideas of his practice, all conceived
between 1969 and 1976 when he
was closely associated with the
Belgian art scene. The title for the
book refers to one of Byars's bestknown performances, staged in
Antwerp, for which he kissed the air.
It was through Wide White Space
that Byars first met his fellow artists,
friends and collaborators Marcel
Broodthaers and Joseph Beuys.

Deze hybride tussen catalogus en artist
book is ontstaan vanuit een schetsboek,
de originele sequentie werd
uiteengehaald en opnieuw
samengevoegd. Aangevuld met
schilderijen en tekeningen biedt deze
hernieuwde sequentie een ruimtelijke
ervaring.
This hybrid between catalog and artist
book arose from a sketchbook. The
original sequence of pages has been
torn apart and resequenced to form a
spatial experience and is supplemented
with paintings and drawings.

Met Kamikaze brengt de Hamburger
Kunsthalle onder leiding van curator
Brigitte Kölle een omvangrijke
retro-spectieve tentoonstelling van de
Belgische kunstenaar Philippe
Vandenberg (1952-2009), wiens radicale
werk steeds meer internationale
erkenning krijgt. Philippe Vandenberg
creëerde een divers oeuvre dat zijn
Zeitgeist reflecteert en een antwoord
probeert te bieden op funda-mentele
vragen.

Expo: 11/11/2018 - 16/12/2018,
Expo: 05/10/2018 - 20/01/2019, M Galerie Transit, Mechelen
HKA, Antwerp

[G] Walther Koenig Verlag |
Paperback | Eng./ Germ. ed. |
287 x 200 mm | 144 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 24,80
[BE] Transit Gallery | Paperback |
ISBN: 9783960984238 (PB /E/ G) NL ed. |297 x 210 mm | 112 p |
97 col.ill. | Nov. 2018 | € 15,00
ISBN: 9789081240772 (PB /NL)
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[BE] Hannibal Publishing |
Hardback | Eng./ Germ. ed. |
278 x 205 mm | 288 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 35,95
ISBN: 9789492677754 (HB /E/ G)

E/F

Roberto Custodio
A Strange Love

Artiste international, Roberto Custodio
s'inspire à la fois de son vécu dans le
milieu de la mode, de thématiques
actuelles comme le transhumanisme,
mais également de mouvements
artistiques et littéraires tels que le
Surréalisme, le style Baroque ou le
Rococo. Passez la porte de son univers
riche et coloré et émerveillez-vous. Mais
ne vous y trompez pas. Facétieuses et
interpellantes, ses oeuvres sont à scruter
jusqu'au moindre détail afin de révéler
toute leur profondeur.

NL - E
E

Het monastieke optreden Jan Fabre
Spiritual Guards
Het mystieke contract
Sergio Risaliti
De extatische opname

Jan Fabre in de Sint-Augustinuskerk van Antwerpen

Barbara De Coninck, Joanna De Vos, Paul
Huvenne, Jenske Van der Akkerveken,
Joost Vander Auwera & Els Wuyts
In het kader van het stadsfestival
Antwerpen Barok 2018 ontving
kunstenaar Jan Fabre het eervolle
aanzoek om drie nieuwe altaarstukken te
ontwerpen voor de Antwerpse
Sint-Augustinuskerk. Het Mercatorfonds
brengt in een rijk geïllustreerd boek het
ontstaan, de geschiedenis en de rijkdom
van deze kunstwerken in al zijn finesses
tot leven.

[BE] Fonds Mercator/
Mercatorfonds | Hardback | NL ed.
|240 x 170 mm | 124 p | 75 col. &
bw ill. | June 2018 | € 24,95
[BE] Prisme Éditions | Hardback |
Eng./Fr. ed. |300 x 240 mm | 144 p | ISBN: 9789462302426 (HB /NL)
Oct. 2018 | € 39,00
ISBN: 9782930451275 (HB /E/ F)
ISBN 9789462302433 (HB/ E)

Catalogue of the exhibition held in
Florence in 2016, illustrated with
photography by Attilio Maranzano and
critical essays by Sergio Risaliti, Melania
Rossi, Joanna De Vos and Arabella
Natalini.

[UK] Forma Edizioni (ACC) |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |311 x 241 mm | 160 p
| Aug. 2018 | € 63,50
ISBN: 9788899534141 (HB /E)
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Kamagurkistan
Humor in de kunst

The Artists Who Will
Change the World

Kamagurka staat bekend om zijn
onnavolgbaar absurdisme, dat zich een
plek heeft veroverd in menig krant en
tijdschrift. Humor is de leidraad in zijn
repertoire, dat meer omvat dan
tekeningen: sinds zijn tentoonstelling
Tour de Trance in het Stedelijk Museum
te Amsterdam is hij steeds meer gaan
schilderen. Kamagurkistan is het eerste
boek dat een overzicht geeft van
Kamagurka's oeuvre. Humor speelt
daarin de hoofdrol, een onderbelicht
onderdeel van de serieuze
kunstgeschiedenis dat meer aandacht
verdient.

Omar Kholeif

Expo: 28/7/2018 ‐ 28/10/2018,
Noordbrabants Museum,
‘s‐Hertogenbosch

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |229 x 152 mm |
192 p | 200 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 26,80
ISBN: 9780500519967 (HB /E)

[NL] Waanders & De Kunst |
Paperback | NL ed. |240 x 300 mm |
240 p | 200 col. & bw ill. |
July 2018 | € 24,95
ISBN: 9789462621800 (PB /NL)

With the birth of contemporary
museum culture, the proliferation of
art fairs and biennials in regions far
and wide, and the advent of digital
technologies, new global networks
have emerged, fostering a new world
map of art, and paving the way for the
art of tomorrow. How do we engage
with contemporary art in this global,
ever-developing context? The Artists
Who Will Change the World is an
introductory field guide to what the
most urgent contemporary artists are
producing worldwide.

E/ NL

Didier Volckaert

Animated Life, Otaku
Futurism
Didier Volckaert, aka Ikari 'Ellis' Katsumi,
has compiled an impressive collection of
images and authored a fascinating
travelogue guiding us through the world
of Otaku culture. Animated Life / Otaku
Futurism puts us at the threshold of
Anime as life itself, the complex and
refined form of reality lived by Otaku.
Thoroughly researched, intense &
far-reaching, this volume is, in the words
of Ikari 'Ellis' Katsumi, an omiyage, a
source of strategies, a sea of possibilities,
a manifest, a gift.

[BE] MER. Paper Kunsthalle |
Paperback with flaps |
Eng./ Jap. ed. |185 x 130 mm |
720 p | May 2018 | € 39,00
ISBN: 9789492321909 (PB+ /E/ J)

E

E

E

An Onghena

Thierry Lagrange

Joost Colpaert

Cindy Wright

Design: kabinet.studio
'Perspective' is a documentation of a
performance directed by An Onghena
and performed by Tom Elexmans,
presented on 29 November 2017 at the
Jan van Eyck Academie in Maastricht.This
publication documents the work
'Performance for the book', which is
about the love of paper and about the
feelings of frustration with regard to
paper, about the making of books, the
contents and the folding, the binding and
the cover. The performance operates as a
visual experiment to give life to paper.

The Matrix Project comprises two
contexts, namely photographic work
of architect Thierry Lagrange and the
self-reflective trajectory that he
developed during his doctorate at
KULeuven. Lagrange's practice-based
research developed to an
autonomous artistic project, in which
he studied the signification and nature
of observation within a creative
process. Through his practice as an
architect, photographer and
researcher, Lagrange developed 'The
Matrix Method'; a method that
stimulates creativity.

Joost Colpaert (°1965, lives and works in
Oudenaarde, Belgium) has been
producing paintings and videos for many
years in which recurring cycles, fluent
progress and the force of water play a
central theme. He is inspired by his
musical background: where a painting is
spatially restricted, music can continue to
flow (eternally). In a series of paintings
from around 2000 the idea of recurring
cycles was expressed in the form of rings,
streamers and tyres which wound around
and through each other.

Cindy Wright creates large-scale oil
paintings on canvas. At first glance the
monumental still life paintings appear to
be photo-realistic, using the
photographic methods of cropping
compositions and intense source lighting.
But on closer inspection, the range of
mark making and painterly applications
become astoundingly apparent. Wright's
work echoes the morbide tradition of
'vanitas' from the Dutch Old Masters of
the 16th and 17th Century.

[BE] MER. Paper Kunsthalle |
Paperback | Eng./ NL ed. |240 x 170
mm | 132 p | June 2018 | € 39,00
ISBN: 9789492321831 (PB /E/ NL)

[BE] MER. Paper Kunsthalle |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |340 x 240
mm | 152 p | May 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9789492321961 (PB /E)

Performance for the book

The Matrix Project
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Heterotopia

[BE] MER. Paper Kunsthalle |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |
290 x 240 mm | 192 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 45,00
ISBN: 9789493045019 (PB /E)

All Well

Expo: 07/09/2018 - 04/11/2018, Kasteel
Van Gaasbeek, Lennik

[BE] MER. Paper Kunsthalle |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |290 x 290 mm
| 240 p | Oct. 2018 | € 45,00
ISBN: 9789292321992 (HB /E)

F
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Alex Michels
Inleiding door Paul De Moor,
aantekeningen door Alex Michels
Inleiding door Paul De Moor,
aantekeningen door Alex Michels.
Voorzien van een uitgebreide biografie,
een volledige index van de afbeeldingen
en een Engelse vertaling. 102
reproducties van schilderijen gemaakt
tussen 1974 en 2018.
Alex Michels woont en werkt te Velzeke,
Oost-Vlaanderen.

Archives du Futur

Pour une Culture Nucléaire
Cécile Massart
Cet ouvrage collectif autour de la figure
de l'artiste belge cécile Massart réunit
des contributions d'une vingtaine
d'artistes plasticiens qu'elle invite à
participer à des expositions destinées à
sensibiliser le public à la question du
marquage des sites d'enfouissement des
déchets nucléaires pour les générations à
venir mais aussi à engager le monde
culturel dans une réflexion salutaire sur
notre culture nucléaire encore largement
impensée.

F

Jean-François Pirson

Bernard Villers

Épousant le rythme lent de l'arpenteur,
le livre ouvre un parcours à travers des
photographies et dessins d'amoureux de
montagne, où chacun tente d'en saisir un
morceau, d'en retenir un moment. De
cette présence au monde, entre l'espace
du paysage et le silence de l'atelier,
résonne le souffle des corps.

Monographie quasi exhaustive de
l'oeuvre de Bernard villers, artiste
plasticien belge majeur parmi les plus
appréciés et connus en Fédération
Wallonie-Bruxelles. Pas moins de trois
contributions de fond rehaussent cette
publication: un texte de Pierre-Jean
Foulon, conservateur honoraire au
Musée royal de Mariemont; un second
texte de raymond Balau, Professeur
responsable de l'option espace urbain
à l'ensav La cambre-Bruxelles et pour la
première fois Villers se raconte dans un
texte autobiographique.

d'Etre en Montagne

Expo: Sept - Oct 2018, Centrale
Electrique, Bruxelles

[BE] Arte Libro | Paperback |
NL ed. |320 x 240 mm | 144 p |
June 2018 | € 40,00
ISBN: 9789076417295 (PB+ /NL)

[BE] Lettre Volée - Art et
Photographie | Paperback |
French ed. |240 x 170 mm |
128 p | 100 bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 25,00
ISBN: 9782873175115 (PB /F)

[BE] Lettre Volée - Art et
Photographie | Paperback |
French ed. |170 x 120 mm |
80 p | 50 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 15,00
ISBN: 9782873175139 (PB /F)
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Voyons Voir

[BE] Lettre Volée - Art et
Photographie | Paperback | French
ed. |260 x 190 mm | 208 p | 200 col.
& bw ill. | Nov. 2018 | € 21,00 ISBN:
9782873175214 (PB /F)

Ici-bas
Eugène Savitzkaya
& Babis Kandilaptis
C'est en 1981-1982 que j'ai commencé
les premiers travaux en filmant avec
une caméra noir et blanc tout ce qui
touche le sol, juste des points de
contact, pieds de chaises, pieds
d'hommes, pieds d'objets, etc. Ensuite,
j'ai réalisé une série de peintures et de
dessins en petit format toujours avec la
même préoccupation. Ce que j'ai appelé
« les points critiques » ou « les lieux
critiques

[BE] Yellow Now | Hardback |
French ed. |210 x 165 mm | 80 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 22,00
ISBN: 9782873404208 (HB /F)

E
E

Franz West
Mark Godfrey, Christine Macel
Throughout his career, West
collaborated with numerous artists,
musicians, writers and photographers,
many of whom have been interviewed
for this new publication, providing a
richly detailed and personal overview
of the artist's 40-year career. This new
publication ably examines both the
artist's ironic, punk sensibility and his
original approach to materials, colours
and forms. Also included are examples
of his
lesser-known drawings and works on
paper.
Expo: 12/09/2018 - 10/12/2018,
Centre Pompidou, Paris - 19/02 02/06/2019 Tate Modern, London

[UK] Tate | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |290 x 200 mm |
224 p | 100 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 40,00
ISBN: 9781849766135 (PB /E)

E

Performance in
Contemporary Art
Catherine Wood

E Barbara Rae

Tania Bruguera

Hyundai Commission
Catherine Wood

A Brand new history of performance and In 2018 the Hyundai Commission will be
undertaken by a Cuban installation and
its crucial role in contemporary art
performance artist, Tania Bruguera
In this important new survey, Catherine
(b.1968), who is world-renowned for her
Wood proposes performance as an
complex and absorbing performance
attitude that has infiltrated the entire
terrain of contemporary art. Examining in pieces. Bruguera's work often pivots
around issues of authority, power and
turn individual, social and object-based
control, and several of her past works
approaches in the field, Wood first
examines the influential performance art have interrogated and re-presented
of the 1960s to 1980s: the body art of the events in Cuban history. Bruguera will be
exploring the vitally contemporary issue
Viennese actionists; the raw
of immigration and examining how that
performances of Yoko Ono and Chris
expands into notions of community and
Burden; and the experiments of the
`the neighbourly'
Japanese Gutai group
Expo: 2/10/2018 - 24/02/2019, Tate
Modern, London
[UK] Tate | Hardback |

Eng. ed. | 255 x 210 mm |
256 p | 124 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 40,00
Previously announced
ISBN: 9781849763110 (HB /E)

[UK] Tate | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |235 x 170 mm |
160 p | 120 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 40,00
ISBN: 9781849766401 (PB /E)
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The Northwest Passage

Barbara Rae, Tagak Curley, Colin
Greenslade
In 2015 Barbara Rae travelled to
Greenland on the trail of her namesake
and fellow Scot, the surgeon and explorer
Dr John Rae (1813-1893). This book is the
artistic result of Barbara Rae's
extraordinary journey. Through the
artist's deft handling of colour and line
the frozen landscape of the Arctic jumps
into life from the page. This special
publication takes the reader on a journey
of discovery from Scotland to the Arctic,
and back again.

[UK] Royal Academy (ACC) | PB |
Eng. ed. |290 x 235 mm | 148 p |
120 col.ill. | Aug. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9781910350980 (PB /E)

Barbara Rae

Arctic Sketchbooks

[UK] Royal Academy (ACC) |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |240 x 140 mm |
96 p | Aug. 2018 | € 18,50
ISBN 9781912520114 (PB/ E)

Can Art Aid in Resolving
Conflicts?
100 Perspectives

Noam Lemelshtrich Latar
Throughout the centuries, art has
documented the atrocities of wars,
participated in propaganda campaigns,
and served as an advocate for peace and
social justice around the world. The aim
of this project is to explore how art can
assist in creating dialogue and bridges
across cultures. Over 100 leading and
emerging architects, artists, curators,
choreographers, composers, and
directors of art institutions around the
globe explore the potentially
constructive role of the arts in resolving
conflicts.

[NL] Frame | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |290 x 250 mm | 280 p |
300 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 42,00
ISBN: 9789492311320 (HB /E)

E

E

One Artist, One Material Richard Prince
Fifty Makers on Their
Medium

Free Love

Frame

This small hardback book documents
Richard Prince's series of 'Free Love'
paintings from 2016, and the exhibition
at Sadie Coles HQ in which they were
first shown. For this series of paintings,
Prince collected a group of nudist
cartoons by John Dempsey (1919-2002),
whose drawings were a staple of Playboy
magazine for five decades.

In an age of digital predominance, One
Artist, One Material celebrates the
limitations and possibilities of physical
materials, by means of interviews with
50 world-renowned artists about their
material of choice. Over the course of
their careers, many artists develop a
preference for a particular material,
allowing them to become intimately
familiar with its physical possibilities and
limitations.

[NL] Frame | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |265 x 200 mm | 304 p |
300 col.ill. | Oct. 2018 | € 29,00
ISBN: 9789492311276 (PB /E)

Joan Katz

[G] Walther Koenig Verlag |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |
325 x 243 mm | 32 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 25,00
ISBN: 9783960983774 (HB /E)

E

E

James Turrell

Extraordinary Ideas-Realized

Barry McGee
Barry McGee

Barry McGee is an artist who takes
For more than 50 years, James Turrell has
uncertainty and unpredictability as his
devoted himself to the treatment of
guiding principles. Every exhibition is
immateriality, materiality and
different. His installations have featured
perception, making light a sensual and
everything from robotic graffiti writers to
spiritual experience. Turrell floods rooms
entire shipping containers and
with light that is experienced as gentle
automobiles. Published to accompany an
seas of color or as an intensely glowing
exhibition at Cheim & Read, New York,
fog, taking observers to the very limits of
this artist's book features new paintings,
their perception. Turrell eliminates the
sculptures, photographs and images of
possibility of orienting one's location by
site-specific installations. McGee's work
means of an object or spatial limits.
defies easy categorization and
Expo: 09/06/2018 - 28/10/2018,
explanation but it's possible to read into
Museum Frieder Burda, Baden-Baden
this latest body current events in the
world at large.

[G] Hatje Cantz | Hardback | Eng.
ed. |300 x 245 mm |
200 p | 150 col. & bw ill. |
June 2018 | € 60,00 ISBN:
9783775744843 (HB /E)
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[IT] Damiani | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |330 x 248 mm | 72 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9788862086165 (PB /E)

E

Unravelled

Contemporary Knit Art
Charlotte Vannier
Showcasing forty international artists
who incorporate knitting, crochet and
more into their practice, this book
provides a survey of yarn work in
contemporary art, illustrating the huge
range of ways in which these techniques
have been embraced as a form of
creative expression. Some artists evoke a
kind of nostalgia, rediscovering skills that
have fallen from fashion or promoting
the value of ancient handicrafts in an
industrialized world of mass-production.

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |280 x 220 mm |
256 p | 400 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 42,00
ISBN: 9780500239889 (HB /E)

F

Jean-Michel Basquiat
E

Jean-Michel Basquiat
Dieter Buchhart
This, the catalogue of the Basquiat exhibition, labelled "the definitive
exhibition" by its curator, brings together 100 of the artist's most important
masterpieces, sourced from interational museums and private collections.
With the astonishing radicalness of his artistic practice, Basquiat renewed
the concept of art with enduring impact. This Basquiat retrospective centres
on the idea of Basquiat's unique energetic line, his use of words, symbols,
and how he integrates collage in his works.
Expo: 03/10/2018 - 19/01/2019, Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris

Objets/Objects

Jean-Luc Chalumeau
Dès 1979, alors que sont apparus sur les
murs de New York les graffitis signés
SAMO©, et jusqu'à sa mort, en 1988,
Jean-Michel Basquiat (1960-1988)
expérimente son art sur des objets du
quotidien. Si Basquiat peint sur des
supports traditionnels, panneaux de bois,
simples toiles ou éléments assemblés, il
arrive également que ce support façonne
l'oeuvre et que, choisi par l'artiste, il soit
partie prenante de sa forme finale.
Expo: 03/10/2018 - 19/01/2019,
Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris

[F] Norma Editions | Hardback |
French /Eng. ed. |255 x 200 mm |
128 p | 70 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 29,50
ISBN: 9782376660200 (HB /F)
[F] Gallimard (Eng. titles) (ACC) | Hardback | Eng. ed. |
320 x 240 mm | 320 p | 270 col.ill. | Sept. 2018 | € 55,00
ISBN: 9782072801532 (HB /E)

E

The Word is Art

E

David Lynch

Michael Petry

Someone Is in My House

There has been much scaremongering
about the 'death of the book', and how,
as words find new ways and means of
transmission, young people might
gradually begin to shun writing. In the
digital age, text becomes information,
and information strives to become free.
But what value can text hold in the
sphere of visual art? How is such text
different from poetry? Can the poetic
itself be visual art, or is text in this
context consigned to the realms of
gimmick and catchphrase?

Kristine McKenna & Stijn Huijts

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |275 x 230 mm |
288 p | 250 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 56,00
ISBN: 9780500239667 (HB /E)

David Lynch has always been in the
spotlight as a filmmaker, directing some
of the most iconic movies ever made, but
as a visual artist, he is less widely known.
Lynch delights in the physicality of
painting and likes to stimulate all the
senses in his work. This book brings
together Lynch's paintings, photography,
drawings, sculpture and installation, and
stills from his films. Many of these works
reveal the dark underpinnings behind
Lynch's often-macabre movies.
Expo: 02/10/2018 - 13/01/2019,
Bonnefantenmuseum, Maastricht

[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |298 x 241 mm | 320 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 66,95
ISBN: 9783791384702 (HB /E)
ISBN 9789492677624 (NL) (Hannibal)
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Urban Potters

Makers in the City

E

Weaving

Contemporary Makers on the
Loom
Katie Treggiden

Weaving is an ancient craft with a fascinating history, and one that keeps
evolving. Today it is being adopted and reinvented by makers in cities all
over the world. From rugs and wall hangings to artistic installations and
subversive interventions, contemporary expressions of the craft are as
diverse as they are numerous. A feast for the eye, this book celebrates
contemporary weaving and its makers, presenting a carefully curated
selection of weavers alongside a rare glimpse into their worlds.

[BE] Ludion | Hardback | Eng. ed. |265 x 215 mm | 224 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 34,90
ISBN: 9789491819896 (HB /E)

Katie Treggiden
Clay is back: the age-old craft of
ceramics is being embraced by a new
generation of urban makers and
collectors. Author Katie Treggiden
explores the contemporary revival of
pottery, focusing on six inspiring cities
and their makers. 27 young and
passionate ceramicists in New York,
London, Tokyo, Copenhagen, Sydney
and Sao Paulo introduce us to their
work, their studios and their inspiration.
Urban Potters: Makers in the City will
appeal to a broad audience – not only
those who practice pottery themselves,
but anyone who is interested in the
handmade.

[BE] Ludion | Hardback|
Eng. ed. |265 x 215 mm | 232 p |
Feb. 2018 -R/P | € 34,90
ISBN: 9789491819704 (HB+ /E)
Reprint
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Crafts

Anthologie Contemporaine
pour un Artisanat de Demain
Sous la direction de Chloé
Braunstein-Kriegel et Fabien Petiot
Source de fantasmes et d'espoirs comme
de malentendus, le craft est depuis
longtemps l'objet de débats qui
nécessitent aujourd'hui un éclairage
critique et théorique renouvelé que le
seul mot « artisanat » restreint parfois.
Politiques, écologiques,
entrepreneuriales, humanitaires,
patrimoniales, technologiques,
éducatives, etc., les formes du craft se
sont étendues, réinventées et
complexifiées.

[F] Norma Editions | Hardback |
French ed. |240 x 170 mm | 432 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 39,00
ISBN: 9782376660064 (HB /F)

F - NL

Inca. Pracht en praal uit de Andes

De Inca's en hun voorgangers zijn beroemd om hun keramiek, edelsmeedkunst en
bouwwerken in en kolossale natuurstenen… Maar hoe waren ze gekleed? De
Inca's gebruikten kostbaar textiel niet alleen om zich te kleden, maar ook als
symbool van macht en identiteit, als offer en ruilmiddel. Het Museum voor Kunst
en Geschiedenis in Brussel toont dit najaar een adembenemende collectie textiel
en pluimen, maar ook sieraden in goud, zilver en schelp.

Inca. Textiles et Parures des Andes

Les Incas et leurs prédécesseurs sont célèbres pour leurs céramiques, leur
orfèvrerie et leurs imposantes constructions en pierre… Mais comment étaient-ils
vêtus? Les Incas recouraient aux textiles précieux non seulement pour s'habiller,
mais aussi comme symboles de pouvoir et d'identité, en guise d'offrandes ou
comme moyen d'échange. Cet automne, le Musée d'Art et d'Histoire de Bruxelles
expose une époustouflante collection de textiles et de plumes, ainsi que des
bijoux en or, argent et coquillages.
Expo: 23/11/2018 - 24/3/2019, K.M.K.G. /M.R.A.H., Brussels

[BE] Ludion | Paperback |
Dutch (NL) & French eds. |265 x 215 mm | 208 p | col.ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 29,90
ISBN: 9789491819957 (PB /NL)
ISBN: 9789491819964 (PB /F)
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Oceania

E-F

Peter Brunt and Nicholas Thomas, with Noelle Kahanu
From the remote shores of Rapa Nui to the dense rainforest of Papua New
Guinea, the islands of the Pacific are home to some of the most culturally diverse
populations on the planet. The region embraces an extraordinary range of art
forms, from delicate shell ornaments to spectacularly decorated canoes and
meeting houses.This volume accompanies a major survey in London and Paris of
art from Oceania. It brings together the most up-to-date scholarship by the
leading experts in the field.

[UK] Royal Academy (ACC | Hardback | Eng. ed. |300 x 245 mm |
352 p | 300 col.ill. | Sept. 2018 | € 66,95

Océanie
Introduction by Nicholas Thomas and Peter Brunt / Anne Salmond,
Emmanuel Kasarherou, Sean Mallon, Peter Brunt
Expo: 29/9/2018 - 10/12/2018, Royal Academy, London 12/3/2019 - 7/7/2019 , Quai Branly, Paris

[BE] Fonds Mercator/ Mercatorfonds | Hardback |
French & Eng. eds. | 300 x 280 mm | 320 p | Sept. 2018 | € 54,95
ISBN: 9781910350492 (HB /E)
ISBN: 9789462302334 (HB /F)

Tutankhamun
Zahi Hawass
The tomb of Tutankhamun, with its
breathtaking treasures, remains the most
sensational archaeological find of all
time. This brilliantly illustrated volume
takes the reader through Tutankhamun’s
tomb room-by-room in the order that it
was discovered and excavated by
Howard Carter in 1922. Dr Zahi Hawass
imbues the text with his own inimitable
flavour, imagining how the uncovering
and opening of the tomb must have felt
for Carter, while Sandro Vannini’s
extraordinary photographs reproduce
the objects ...

Savants et croyants

Les Juifs d'Europe du Nord au
Moyen Age
En France, aucune exposition ne fut
consacrée au judaïsme médiéval, en
raison de la rareté, la dispersion et la
complexité d'interprétation de ce
patrimoine. Iconographie et textes
chrétiens du Moyen ge projetèrent une
image partiale des juifs de l'époque.
L'exposition du musée des Antiquités de
Rouen réunit de façon inédite une
sélection d'oeuvres de référence,
fenêtres ouvertes sur la production
artistique et la vie intellectuelle des juifs
du Moyen ge.
Expo: 25/05/2018 - 16/09/2018, Musée
des Antiquités, Rouen

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |289 x 208 mm
| 296 p | July 2018 | € 41,95

[BE] Snoeck Publishers | Hardback
French ed. |285 x 225 mm | 264 p |
June 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9789461614643 (HB /F)

Compact edition
ISBN: 9780500293904 (HB /E)
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Europe and the Sea
Stiftung Deutsche Historisches Museum
Berlin
The history and culture of Europe has
been decisively shaped by the
exploration and use of the seas
surrounding Europe. This catalogue book
reflects the significance of the sea as a
space of rule and trade for Europeans, as
bridge and border, as resource and a site
of desire. The book also reviews the
changing perception of the sea in the
arts.

[G] Hirmer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |279 x 210 mm | 448 p |
July 2018 | € 44,95
ISBN: 9783777430164 (HB /E)

Traces of War

The Archaeology of the First
World War
Editor: Birger Stichelbaut
Expo: 17/02/2018 - 30/09/2018,
Flanders Fields Museum, Ypres
This book, the first of its kind, is a
compendium of the findings of ten
years of First World War archaeology
in Belgium. Clearly written, it looks at
many spectacular finds resulting from
excavations at more than 150 sites in
the front-line region, and also delves
into the unexpected role of the
landscape as the last witness of the
war. These material remains from
military camps, hospitals and trenches
illustrate day-to-day life at the front,
while also looking at the personal
fates of several of the fallen soldiers –
and many horses.

[BE] Hannibal | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |260 x 210 mm |129 p |
June 2018 | € 29,50
ISBN: 9789492677518 (PB /E)

E

Is Democracy Failing?

A primer for the 21st century
Niheer Dasandi, Matthew Taylor
Only four countries around the world do
not currently define themselves as
democracies. But many more do not fulfil
the four basic requirements of
democracy: free and fair elections, active
participation of citizens in politics,
protection of human rights, and the rule
of law. Since 2015, far-right and populist
politicians have been on the rise
throughout the West. Is populism the
new face of democracy? Is democracy
simply the will of the people? Can any
existing government claim to be truly
democratic? This captivating, articulate
volume explores and interrogates each
form of democracy and questions
whether they remain fit for purpose
today.

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Paperback with flaps |
Eng. ed. |229 x 152 mm |
144 p | 100 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 18,20
ISBN: 9780500293652 (PB+ /E)

E

Is Capitalism Working?

A primer for the 21st century
- Big ideas Serie
Jacob Field, Matthew Taylor
Is Capitalism Working? is a highly
relevant question today – not least to a
generation coming of age in a world still
experiencing aftershocks from the nearmeltdown of the world economy in
2008. Economic theory can be complex,
but Jacob Field’s wellstructured and
thought-provoking text lays out the
debate in a clear, accessible and
engaging manner. Infographics and
timelines ensure that readers grasp the
basic tenets, history and context of
capitalism, without distracting from the
compelling arguments. Jacob Field
presents a measured conclusion that
reviews the evidence on each side.

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Paperback with flaps |
Eng. ed. |229 x 152 mm |
144 p | 150 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 18,20
ISBN: 9780500293676 (PB+ /E)
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Is Gender Fluid?

What Shape Is Space?

Sally Hines, Matthew Taylor

Giles Sparrow, Matthew Taylor

When we are born, we are each
assigned a gender based on our physical
anatomy. But why is it that some people
experience such dissonance between
their biological sex and their inner
identity? Is gender something we are or
something we do? Is our expression of
gender inborn or does it develop as we
grow? Are the traditional binary male
and female gender roles relevant in an
increasingly fluid and flexible world?
This intelligent, stimulating volume
assesses the connections between
gender, psychology, culture and
sexuality, and reveals how individual and
social attitudes have evolved over the
centuries.

What Shape is Space? is a question with
surprisingly far-reaching implications for
our understanding of the very nature of
reality and our place within it. The
concepts involved may be sophisticated,
but Giles Sparrow’s effortless prose style
easily renders them understandable,
allowing readers to get to grips with the
overarching debates at the cutting edge
of cosmology today. Infographics,
diagrams and astronomical visualizations
illustrate and clarify the various
astonishing implications of a universe of
infinite space.

A primer for the 21st century

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Paperback with flaps |
Eng. ed. |229 x 152 mm |
144 p | 100 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 18,20
ISBN: 9780500293683 (PB+ /E)

A primer for the 21st century

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Paperback
with flaps |
Eng. ed. |229 x 152 mm | 144 p |
100 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 18,20
ISBN: 9780500293669 (PB+ /E)

Counter pack - holds 20 copies
ISBN: 9780500982358 (empty)

E
How the World Thinks

A Global History of
Philosophy
Julian Baggini

All cultures are different, and have
different ways of thinking. In How the
World Thinks, Julian Baggini travels the
globe to provide a hugely wide-ranging
map of human thought. He shows us how
distinct branches of philosophy flowered
simultaneously in China, India and
Ancient Greece, growing from local
myths and stories - and how
contemporary cultural attitudes, with
particular attention to the West, East
Asia, the Muslim World and Africa, have
developed out of the philosophical
histories of their regions.

E

The Laws of Human
Nature
Robert Greene

Robert Greene is a master guide for
millions of readers, distilling ancient
wisdom and philosophy into essential
texts for seekers of power,
understanding and mastery. Now he
turns to the most important subject of all
- understanding people's drives and
motivations, even when they are
unconscious of them themselves. We are
social animals.

[UK] Profile (Faber) | Trade Pb |
Eng. ed. |234 x 153 mm | 624 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 22,95
ISBN: 9781781259191 (TPB /E)

E
21 Lessons for the 21st
Century
Yuval Noah Harari

Yuval Noah Harari returns in August 2018
with a new book, 21 Lessons for the 21st
Century. In bringing his focus to the here
and now, Harari will help us to grapple
with a world that is increasingly hard to
comprehend, encouraging us to focus our
minds on the essential questions we
should be asking ourselves today.

[UK] Random House - Jonathan
Cape | Trade Pb |
Eng. ed. | 219 x 139 mm | 368 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 20,95
ISBN: 9781787330870 (TPB /E)

[UK] Granta (Faber) | Trade Pb |
Eng. ed. | Oct. 2018 | € 21,50
ISBN: 9781783784837 (TPB /E)
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Notes on a Nervous
Planet

E

Matt Haig

Rates of stress and anxiety are rising. A
fast, nervous planet is creating fast and
nervous lives. We are more connected,
yet feel more alone. And we are
encouraged to worry about everything
from world politics to our body mass
index.
- How can we stay sane on a planet that
makes us mad?
- How do we stay human in a
technological world?
- How do we feel happy when we are
encouraged to be anxious?

[UK] Canongate (Faber) | Hardback
| Eng. ed. | 186x 138 mm | 320 p |
July 2018 | € 18,50
ISBN: 9781786892676 (HB /E)

E
The Secret Life of Cows
Rosamund Young

Cows are as varied as people. They can
be highly intelligent or slow to
understand, vain, considerate, proud, shy
or inventive. Although much of a cow's
day is spent eating, they always find time
for extra-curricular activities such as
babysitting, playing hide and seek,
blackberry-picking or fighting a tree. This
is an affectionate record of a hitherto
secret world.

[UK] Faber & Faber | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |198 x 129 mm | 160 p |
June 2018 | € 11,50
ISBN: 9780571345793 (PB /E)

E

Everything is Easy

A Complete Kit for Saying
What You Really Think
Lucien Rothenstein
Even in this age of messaging, nonstop
emails, emoticons and emojis, it's not
always clear how to make yourself
understood, especially with parents,
roommates, siblings and coworkers. Use
this ingenuous and often hilarious kit,
that includes door signs, preprinted
messages, and referee cards, to tell
people how you really feel. Feedback
forms give your family and friends what
they've been craving?

[US] Princeton | Cards |
Eng. ed. |222 x 195 mm | 30 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 20,50
ISBN: 9781616897611 (CARDS /E)

Stuff Every Woman
Should Know
Alanna Kalb
Packed with tips, tricks, and life hacks for
women who need to know everything,
this stylish little hand book makes a
perfect gift. With advice on etiquette and
social situations, entertaining and
cooking tips, do-it-yourself instructions,
health information, self-defence
techniques, and much, much more, this is
the ultimate- but petite!- reference guide
for go-getters, self-starters, and
independant women everywhere.

[US] Quirk | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |146 x 89 mm | 144 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 9,95
ISBN: 9781683690894 (HB /E)

E

E

E

That Doesn't Mean What Forgotten Women
The Artists
You Think It Means
The 150 Most Commonly
Misused Words and Their
Tangled Histories

Zing Tsjeng

Forgotten Women is a new series of
books that uncover the lost herstories of
influential women who have refused
over hundreds of years to accept the
Kathryn Petras & Ross Petras
hand they've been dealt and, as a result,
With the rise of grammar police and
have formed, shaped and changed the
usage snobs, this book saves you from
course of our futures. From leaders and
sticky linguistic situations--and provides
scientists to artists and writers, the
fascinating cocktail-party anecdotes. As
fascinating stories of these women that
evinced by grammar-shaming examples
time forgot are now celebrated, putting
from real offenders who should know
their achievements firmly back on the
better (New York Times, we're looking at
map.
you), even educated people can
[UK] Cassell (octopus) | Hardback |
sometimes be befuddled by usage
questions.
Eng. ed. |210 x 149 mm | 224 p |

[US] Ten Speed Press | Hardback | Sept. 2018 | € 18,95
ISBN: 9781788400176 (HB /E)
Eng. ed. |178 x 127 mm | 208 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 14,99
ISBN: 9780399581274 (HB /E)
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Russian Criminal
Tattoos
& Playing Cards
Arkady Bronnikov

E

1000 Tattoos

The Most Creative New
Designs from the World's
Leading and Up-And-Coming
Tattoo Artists
Frédéric Claquin
New works from over forty of the most ground breaking and up-and-coming
tattoo designers are featured in this highly curated collection. Tattoos are a
mark of personal creativity and individuality, and Claquin strikes a careful
balance between artistic vision, creative process, and the practical demands of
needle and ink. Given the wide range and sheer number of illustrations, this is
a must have for anyone wanting to stay on top of the latest trends in tattoo
design.

[US] Rizzoli [ONLY FIRM] | Paperback with flaps |
Eng. ed. |229 x 168 mm | 240 p | 1000 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 34,00
ISBN: 9780789334442 (PB /E)

This book explains the importance of
playing cards in Russian criminal culture.
Prohibited by the prison authorities, the
handmade decks are constructed from
innocuous materials procured from the
everyday routine of prison life. During
construction both the cards and their
designs are adroitly manipulated so they
can be 'read'. Once complete the
'virtuoso' player prowls the prison,
searching for a suitable victim. This
complete process is described here for
the first time.

Damon Murray, Stephen Sorrell
A complete standard Western deck of 52
playing cards and 2 jokers, making them
suitable for any card game.
This deck of cards has been put together
using four different sets (one for each
suit) made by Russian criminals in prisons
during the 1980s.

[UK] Fuel | pack | 89 x 64 mm |
54 cards| Oct. 2018 | € 19,95
ISBN: 9780995745544 ( /)

[UK] Fuel | Cards |
Eng. ed. | 203 x 127 mm | 272 p
| Sept 2018 | € 31,95
ISBN: 9780993191121 (CARDS /E)
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Russian Criminal Playing
Cards

E

You Say You Want a
Revolution?
Records and Rebels
1966-1970

Around the World in 80
Record Stores
A journey to the best vinyl
emporiums on the planet

Victoria Broackes & Geofrrey Marsh

Marcus Barnes

The late 1960s were a period of great
turbulence and rapid social and political
change. You Say You Want a Revolution?
examines that moment when youth
culture drove an optimistic idealism,
motivating people to come together and
question established power structures
across every area of society. Essays on
music, politics, the counter-culture,
social living, mind-altering experiences,
festivals and more chart revolutions
across media and culture, illustrated
throughout with some of the most iconic
images.

Looking for the best place in Europe
to buy electronic music? Want to get
lost in the racks of the world’s biggest
independent record store? Are you
constantly in search of the
undiscovered, the original, the cult,
the lost classics? Around the World in
80 Records Stores offers a unique
look at where music lovers need to
go to feed their addiction for new
records.

Expo: 24/10/2018 - 10/3/2019, ING,
Brussels - 10/9/2016 - 26/2/2017, V & A
Museum, London

[UK] V&A Museum | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |310 x 240 mm | 320 p |
250 col.ill. | Nov. 2016 -R/P | € 50,00
ISBN: 9781851778911 (HB /E)

[UK] Ryland, Peters & Small |
Hardback |
Eng. ed.| 210 x 170 mm |
144 p | 70 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 12,60
ISBN: 9781911026600 (HB /E)

E

E

E

Boris Leist
Larp

Richard Garriott de Cayeux, Boris Leist
Warriors of chaos, orcs, dwarfs,
gunfighters, streetwalkers, zombies,
mutants, Soldiers of the Apocalypse,
and vampires - in his photobook LARP,
Boris Leist transports us into the world
of Live Action Role Playing. LARP is
inspired by fantasy board games, films,
literature, and computer games. The
players in this book create characters,
which have the power to blend out the
modern world and one's own social
surroundings.

[G] Kehrer | Hardback |
Eng./ Germ. ed. |240 x 200 mm |
240 p | 160 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 30,00 ISBN:
9783868287394 (HB /E/ G)
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Witches and Wicked
Bodies
Deanna Petherbridge
'Witches & Wicked Bodies' provides an
innovative, rich survey of images of
European witchcraft covering from the
sixteenth century to the present day. It
focuses on the representation of
female witches and the enduring
stereotypes they embody, ranging from
hideous old crones to beautiful young
seductresses.

[UK] National Galleries of
Scotland (ACC)| Paperback |
Eng. ed. |246 x 221 mm | 128 p |
June 2018 -R/P | € 21,00
ISBN: 9781906270551 (PB /E)

Dark and Fetish Art
Pie International
A collection of dark and fetish art of
more than 40 contemporary artists
from all over the world such as
Zdzislaw Beksi ski, Nicoletta Ceccoli,
Ray Caesar, James Jean, John
Santerineross, Popovy Sisters, and
Elizabeth Mcgrath. Gothic taste,
decadence, doll-like and Lolita-esque
style - the world of Aestheticism and
degeneration - is supported by a wide
range of people regardless of their age
and gender.

[JA] Pie Books | Paperback |
Eng./ Jap. ed. |257 x 186 mm |
360 p | throughout col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 49,20
ISBN: 9784756250384 (PB /E/ J)

E

E
E Brutal Bloc Postcards:

Creaticity

Creative Expressions in
Contemporary Cities
Arcadi Poch & Daniela Poch
Creaticity collects together the diverse
urban creative expressions now
springing up all over the world, from
New York, Barcelona, Beijing,
Rotterdam, Beirut, Paris and Chicago
to Penang, London and Seoul. The
book casts light on a new artistic
outlook being laid down around the
public space, which in the process
creates citizens creatively committed
to their cities, inhabitants who go from
being passive observers to active
agents right where they live.

[UK] Carpet Bombing Culture
books | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |240 x 196 mm | 192 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781908211675 (HB /E)

Soviet era postcards from the
Spomenik Monument
Eastern Bloc

Brutal concrete hotels, futurist TV
towers, heroic worker statues - this
collection of Soviet era postcards
documents the uncompromising
landscape of the Eastern Bloc through its
buildings and monuments. They are
interspersed with quotes from
prominent figures of the time, that both
support and confound the ideologies
presented in the images. Dating from the
1960s to the 1980s, these officially
sanctioned postcards were intended to
publicize communism: from monuments
to comradeship to social housing blocks.

[UK] Fuel | Hardback | Eng. ed. |
203 x 165 mm | 192 p |
Sept.2018 | € 31,50 ISBN:
9780995745520 (HB /E)

Database

'Spomenik', the Serbo-Croat/Slovenian
word for 'Monument', refers to a series
of memorials built in Tito's Republic of
Yugoslavia from the 1960s-1990s,
marking the horror of the occupation and
the defeat of Axis forces during World
War II. Hundreds were built across the
country, from coastal resorts to remote
mountains. Through these imaginative
forms of concrete and steel, a classless,
forward-looking, socialist society, free of
ethnic tensions, was envisaged.

[UK] Fuel | Hardback | Eng. ed. |
165 x 203 mm | 208 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9780995745537 (HB /E)
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William Shakespeare's

Jedi the Last
Ian Doescher

Experience the Star Wars saga
reimagined as an Elizabethan drama
penned by William Shakespeare himself,
complete with authentic meter and
verse, and theatrical monologues and
dialog by everyone from Luke Skywalker
to Rose Tico.
The Star Wars saga continues, with Bard
of Avon providing some of the biggest
shocks yet! Alack, the valiant Resistance
must flee from the scoundrels of the First
Order, and it falls to Rey, Finn, Poe, Rose,
and BB-8 to take up arms against sea of
troubles.

[US] Quirk | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |211 x 141 mm | 176 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 14,95
ISBN: 9781683690870 (HB /E)

E

Star Wars

Leia Organa—Rebel Leader
Box
Jennifer Heddle
Leia Organa is one of the galaxy’s fiercest
rebels and greatest heroes—a powerful
leader and a force against galactic evil,
never to be underestimated. This
one-of-a-kind, hand-painted statue
comes with a display stand and a 48-page
illustrated booklet featuring an
illuminating look at Leia’s role in the Star
Wars saga and insights on Carrie Fisher’s
portrayal by Lucasfilm Executive Editor
Jennifer Heddle, a celebration of the
inspiration and symbol of strength the
character has become for legions of fans.

[US] Chronicle Gifts | Boxed |
Eng. ed. | Nov. 2018 | € 21,50
ISBN: 9781452167213 (BOX /E)

E-F

Dorothea Lange. Politics of Seeing

Anton Corbijn

Dorothea Lange's photograph, Migrant Mother, is one of the most indelible and
recognizable images of the Dust Bowl era. Lange's career stretched far beyond
Ethe Great Depression, driven throughout by her compassionate advocacy for
the people and land of California. This riveting book opens with Lange's Bay
Area portraits of the 1920s and '30s when her photo studio formed a hub for
San Francisco's bohemian and artistic elite.

Anton Corbijn's most recent publication
goes back to his roots featuring his
autobiographic series a. somebody; an
early series of tombs, Cemetery; and
eighty iconic portraits of musicians and
bands from his career of 40 years.

Alona Pardo

Dorothea Lange. Politiques du visible

Dorothea Lange figure parmi les photographes les -plus importants et
influents du xxe siècle. Pionnière du documentaire social, ardente porteparole de la photographie et de son pouvoir à opérer des changements,
Lange utilise son appareil photo comme outil de lutte politique pour mettre
en lumière ce qui lui apparaissait comme autant d'injustices et d'inégalités
sociales cruelles. Illustré de plus de deux cents images, le présent ouvrage
regroupe les plus importants cycles d'œuvres qu'elle a réalisés.

The Living and the Dead

Expo: 7/6/2018 - 6/1/2019, Bucerius
Kunst Forum, Hamburg

[G] Schirmer/ Mosel | Hardback |
Eng./ Germ. ed. |280 x 225 mm |
160 p | 110 col.ill. |
June 2018 | € 48,00
ISBN: 9783829608343 (HB /E/ G)

Expo: 22/06-02/09/2018; Barbican Art Gallery, London 15/10/2018-20/01/2019, travelling to Jeu de Paume Paris

[UK] Prestel | Hardback | Eng. & Fr. eds. |
279 x 260 mm | 272 p| Aug. 2018 | € 47,50

Anton Corbijn. 1-2-3-4

[UK] Prestel | Hardback | Eng. ed.
|292 x 241 mm | 400 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 72,50
ISBN: 9783791384016 (HB /E)

ISBN: 9783791357768 (HB/ E)
ISBN 9783791357942 (HB/ F)
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A Chronology of
Photography

A Cultural Timeline from
Camera Obscura to Instagram
Paul Lowe
A Chronology of Photography presents a fresh
perspective on the medium by taking a purely
chronological approach to its history, tracing
the complex links between technological
innovations, social changes, and artistic
interventions. Structured around a central
timeline that charts the development of
photography from early experiments with
optics right up to the present-day explosion of
digital media.

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |254 x 216 mm | 272 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 28,00
ISBN: 9780500545034 (HB /E)

A Chronology of Art

ISBN: 9780500239810 (PB /E)

Marc Lagrange
Senza Parole

The photographer's devoted followers
will still find the dream-like eroticism he
is known for, yet, in this work, each
photograph is one of a kind, with
Lagrange's hallmark of technical
perfection. As one would expect from
Lagrange, each tableau is carefully
configured with not a single detail left
to chance.

E

E/ F/ NL

REPRINT

Marc Steculorum

Carmen De Vos

In this "when, where, and why" book Marc
Steculorum offers insight in his work as a
photographer and curator. Aimed at both students
and anyone with an interest in photography, the
author describes his own working methods and
creative approach. Through a combination of words
and images he recounts the various processes and
influences that have shaped his ways of seeing.
"Whereabouts" can be read as a kind of
autobiography in the format of a workshop
experience.

Flying Freelance Portrayer. Purveyor, chronicler and archivist of
exquisite photographic peculiarities. Carmen De Vos is a slow
photographer. She registers, portrays and invents odd stories. She
shoots Polaroids to frame those mental escapades, which get so
easily out of hand. She yearns for what she's afraid to lose:
genuine human contact, the slowness of being and creating, the
tangibility of materials. She uses, almost without exception, old
Polaroid cameras, long expired film and self-made filters.

Whereabouts

The Eyes of the Fox

Marc Lagrange

Diamonds & Pearls

REPRINT

[BE] Camera Work | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |205 x 128 mm | 296 p | 132 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 24,00
ISBN: 9789080944602 (PB /E)

E/F

[G] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng./Fr. ed. |355 x 280 mm |
208 p | 55 col.ill. | 104 duotone ill. |
July 2018 -R/P | € 80,00
ISBN: 9783832732981 (HB - E/ F)

[BE] [ander]-zijds | Hardback |
Eng./Fr./NL ed. |310 x 240 mm | 208 p |
May 2018 | € 50,00
ISBN: 9789082808018 (HB - E/ F/ NL)

E/F/NL/G

Belgian photographer Marc Lagrange has
quickly gained a reputation as one of the
most original and talented erotic
photographers around. Taking a
distinctive approach to setting
voluptuous scenes, Lagrange
meticulously composes timeless
settings-with each location and prop
carefully chosen to enhance the romantic
and revealing mood. Building trust and
chemistry with his models, Lagrange is
daring but never crosses into mere
titillation. The tension is palpable and a
sense of mystery pervades each
elaborate

[G] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng./Fr/NL/Germ. ed.|355 x 280 mm
| 208 p | 105 col.ill. | 26 Duotone ill.
| July 2018-R/P | € 49,90
ISBN: 9783832797058 (HB)
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Athos Burez
Met 80 beelden en installaties brengt
fotograaf-kunstenaar Athos Burez een
eigenzinnige en hedendaagse kijk op
verschillende genres uit de stijlperiode:
stillevens, portretten, landschappen en
interieurs.
Het werk van Burez herken je aan de
haast surrealistische kijk op vertrouwde
beelden, waardoor zijn foto's vaak tussen
twee werelden lijken te zweven. In deze
tentoonstelling brengt hij oude barokke
aspecten op een vaak contrasterende
manier samen met hedendaagse
beeldelementen.
Expo: 1/6/2018 - 31/3/2019, MAS,
Antwerpen

[BE] BAI | Hardback |
Eng./ NL ed. |235 x 170 mm |
192 p | throughout col. & bw ill. |
July 2018 | € 22,50
ISBN: 9789053254455 (HB /E/ NL)

E

NL

E/ NL

Warriors against Cancer
The Stage of Life

Fotoboek met de fotoreeks van David
Losfeld met foto's en quotes van
jongeren die vechten tegen kanker.

[BE] Snoeck Publishers | Hardback
| NL ed. | 68 p | July 2018 | € 32,00
ISBN: 9789461614827 (HB /NL)

Visa pour
l'image 2018
Festival
International du
Photojournalisme
Expo: 1/9/2018 - 16/9/2018, Perpignan

[BE] Snoeck Publishers | Paperback
Eng./Fr. ed. |230 x 170 mm | 208 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 25,00
ISBN: 9789461614797 (PB /E/ F)

Liliane Vertessen
A Love Supreme

E/ F/ NL memymom

Textes de Xavier Canonne et Joerg Bader,
entretien entre Christine Vuegen et Liliane
Vertessen
Artiste rare sur la scène artistique, Liliane
Vertessen a développé une œuvre
inclassable dans laquelle, loin du
narcissique selfie, elle use de son corps
comme d'un matériau, à l'égal d'une
danseuse, en offrant la troublante
empreinte telle une moderne icône. Avec
de modestes appareils photographiques,
elle entreprend à la fin des années '70 de se
photographier dans des tenues provocantes
qu'elle achète dans des magasins de
lingerie sexy avant de les transformer.
Expo: 28/4/2018 - 16/9/2018, Musée de la
photographie, Charleroi

[BE] Musée de la Photographie |
Hardback | Eng./Fr./NL ed. |
230 x 170 mm | 192 p | 178 col.ill. |
June 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9782871830764 (HB /E/ F/ NL)
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Lisa de Boeck & Marilène
Coolens
Xavier Canonne, Jo Coucke, Kurt
Snoekx

Memymom is the name used by the
artists' collective and
mother-and-daughter team Marilène
Coolens (1953) and Lisa De Boeck
(1985) since 2004. The seeds of the
project were planted in the 1990s,
when the photographer Marilène
Coolens was taking snapshots of her
growing daughter and had her play
out scenes from cartoons, fairy tales
and TV shows, in the hope of
stimulating little Lisa's imagination.
Expo: 22/09/2018 - 20/01/2019,
Musée de la Photographie, Charleroi

[BE] Ludion | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |300 x 240 mm |
160 p | throughout col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 39,90
ISBN: 9789491819971 (HB /E)

E

Zhang Hai'er
Les Filles
Karen Smith
Zhang Hai'er is one of today's most
important Chinese photographers. His
early work offers a unique picture of the
underbelly of his country's cities in the
1980s and 90s: Guangzhou, Shanghai,
Hong Kong… His best-known
photographs, however, are portraits of
women: prostitutes, his wife, friends,
anonymous subjects. Women he looks at
with a clear sexual fascination.

[BE] Ludion | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |320 x 245 mm |
160 p | throughout col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 34,90
ISBN: 9789491819858 (HB /E)

F
E - ARAB

Karim Abraheem
Iraqi Mornings

F

Florence Mauro
Vu de près

F

Nosotros

Simon Vansteenwinckel

Karim Abraheem is an Iraqi photographer
from the city of Amarah. In 1979 he was
forced to leave Iraq. He started his life in
Belgium, where he studied third world
development coop-eration (ULB) and
photography at the Academy for Visual
Arts in Anderlecht and the Academy for
Visual Arts in Etterbeek. Since 2004, he
has been free to travel to Iraq again. He
published a photography book called
L'Irak aujourd'hui in 2006 (Editions EPO).
His main focus is portraying people in a
profound, human way.

Photographies et textes de Florence
Mauro. Essai de Cyril Crignon.

[BE] Vision | Hardback |
Eng./Arab. ed.|208 x 182 mm| 160 p
May 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9789079881543 (HB- E/ ARAB)

[BE] Éditions Bleu Sombre /Vision |
Hardback |
mm | 176 p |
French ed. |240 x 220 mm | 120 p | June 2018 | € 25,00 ISBN:
May 2018 |€ 35,00
9782873404376 (HB /F)
ISBN: 9791069920811 (HB /F)

L'ouvrage « Vu de près » fait suite à une
exposition que Florence Mauro a conçu à
La Plate-Forme, laboratoire d'art
contemporain à Dunkerque, composé de
son travail photographique et associé à
des fragments d'archives familiales.
L'ensemble accompagné de textes. Cette
exposition faisait elle même suite à un
film réalisé pour la case expérimentale
d'ARTE-La Lucarne, « Clémence et
Ferdinand » qui a été diffusé en 2018.

Simon Vansteenwinckel, Francisca
Gavilán, Emmanuel d’Autreppe

Enigmes et portraits dans Histoires Courtes
Valérie Gondran & Sophie Cavaliero
la Sierra Madre
Ivan Alechine

En 1995, une photographie prise en 1935
La série nosotros (« nous » en espagnol)
a surgi dans les mains de Juan Romero, le
a été réalisée lors d'un voyage au chili et fils de Zenón : le général Lázaro
en argentine. elle raconte la découverte, Cárdenas, président de la république du
principalement via les yeux de trois
Mexique de 1934 à 1940, entouré par
enfants, d'un pays lointain et fantasmé,
Senobia Sánchez (alors gouverneur
d'une culture familière et pourtant
traditionnel de Tuxpan de Bolaños),
étrangère. Du nord au Sud, des territoires Zenón Romero et Pascual Chino. Etait-ce
déserts au climat rude et âpre, avec pour une sorte d'attitude officielle émanant
colonne vertébrale ce gigantesque
des fils des personnages historiques que
monstre enfoui qu'est la cordillère.
je devais photographier qui m'a obligé à
forcer le trait, mon trait, celui de «
[BE] Yellow Now - Angles Vifs |
photographe », le plus possible ?
Hardback | French ed. |240 x 170
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F

[BE] Yellow Now - Carnets |
Paperback with flaps |
French ed. |170 x 120 mm | 128 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 15,00
ISBN: 9782873404383 (PB+ /F)

Histoires courtes présente un ensemble
de diptyques, puisés dans le grand
Abécédaire qu'est mon travail
photographique, à la recherche d'une
émotion, d'un sentiment, d'une idée,
d'une histoire. Des images anciennes
côtoient des images récentes, le noir et
blanc rencontre la couleur, le Polaroïd
croise le numérique. Une tapisserie dont
un morceau se décolle, une main aux
doigts rougis, une chaise vide sur une
marche d'escalier, un oiseau de papier
collé sur une vitre, ...

[BE] Yellow Now - Carnets |
Paperback with flaps |
French ed. |170 x 120 mm | 112 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 15,00
ISBN: 9782873404390 (PB+ /F)

Paris Revisited

E/F

Henk van Cauwenbergh
Les Brasseries de Paris, het eerste volume
uit de spraakmakende stedenreeks van
Henk van Cauwenbergh is reeds geruime
tijd uitgeput. Hoog tijd dus om een nieuw
boek te wijden aan die creatieve en frivole
lichtstad die hem zo nauw aan het hart
ligt. In deze Paris Revisited brengt hij een
actueel beeld van de sfeer die Parijs
vandaag en morgen uitademt.

[BE] Stichting Kunstboek |
Hardback | Eng./Fr. ed. |
440 x 310 mm |
200 p | 120 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 115,00
ISBN: 9789058566096 (HB /E/ F)

F

F

François Nussbaumer

Considérations Narcissiques
collection « Monographiques »
Pendant plusieurs mois, armé de son
appareil argentique, le photographe en
arpentant les rues, les villes et certains
grands espaces a réalisé une série
d'autoportraits en noir et blanc.
Prétextes à compositions, jeux
d'apparitions, de disparitions et de
miroirs, dans lesquels, et pour certains,
l'auteur laisse la place à une ombre, une
forme identifi able ou disparaît presque
dans l'enchevêtrement de lignes et de
signes de l'image.

[F] Le Noyer | Hardback |
French ed. |300 x 200 mm | 88 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9782955408599 (HB /F)

Philippe Schlienger &
François Nussbaumer

Breaking Point

Loredana Nemes

Fashion (Collection «Bestiaires»)

Krzysztof Candrowicz

Katja Petrowskaja and Ulrich Domröse

Philippe Schlienger & François Nussbaum.
Texte de Lucie Rico

The book to the 2018 Triennial of
Photography Hamburg. Every three years
since 1999, this large international
festival (with ca. 80 exhibitors and over
300 artists) presents an overview of
contemporary developments in artistic
and documentary photography. The large
Hamburg exhibition institutions
(Kunsthalle, Museum für Kunst &
Gewerbe, Deichtorhallen, etc.)
participate in the Triennial with their
own exhibitions. The book's subtitle is
also the contextual focus of the event
curated by Krzysztof Candrowicz.

In the last ten years, Loredana Nemes (b.
1972) has intensively engaged with the
subjects of identity and personality. In
the process, deeply personal and political
issues flow into her work. The most
comprehensive monograph on her
oeuvre to date, which is being published
in conjunction with a large solo
exhibition at the Berlinische Galerie,
presents six large series.

Grâce à la Fondation pour la Vocation
dont ils sont anciens lauréats, Philippe
Schlienger et François Nussbaumer ont pu
se connaître et confronter leurs différents
travaux. Ils avaient tous deux réalisés une
série de photographies de gallinacés et
colombes qui y étaient magnifiées, non
sans un certain humour, tels des rock
stars ou des mannequins de haute
couture lors de défilés de mode.

Searching for Change

Expo: 07/06/2018 - 30/09/2018,
Triennial of Photography, Hamburg

[F]] Le Noyer | Hardback |
French ed. |300 x 240 mm| 80 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 45,00
ISBN: 9782955408582 (HB /F)
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[G] Hartmann Books | Hardback |
Eng./ Germ. ed. |270 x 200 mm |
352 p | 300 col. & bw ill. |
June 2018 | € 39,00
ISBN: 9783960700203 (HB+ /E/ G)

GreedFearLove

Expo: 22/06/2018 - 15/10/2018,
Berlinische Galerie, Berlin

[G]] Hartmann Books | Paperback |
Eng./ Germ. ed. |270 x 230 mm |
128 p | 91 col. & bw ill. |
June 2018 | € 34,00
ISBN: 9783960700180 (PB+ /E/ G)

Helen Levitt

E

Walter Moser, various contributors
Helen Levitt (1913 - 2009) numbers
among the foremost exponents of
street photography. As a passionate
observer and chronicler of everyday
street life in New York, she spent
decades documenting residents of the
city's poorer neighbourhoods such as
Lower East Side and Harlem. Levitt's
oeuvre stands out for her sense of
dynamics and surrealistic sense of
humour, and her employment of color
photography was revolutionary.
Expo: 11/10/2018 - 27/01/2019,
Albertina, Vienna

[G] Kehrer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |275 x 220 mm |
256 p | 180 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 39,90 ISBN:
9783868288971 (HB /E)

E/F

E

Women Photographers

Laurent Chéhère

Daniele Zambelli & Flavio Andreini

Boris Friedewald

Fifty years after Ernesto Guevara's death,
Che Guevara tú y Todos (the title tú y
Todos , is taken from a poem written for
his wife before leaving for Bolivia) aims
to redeem his figure from the oblivion of
the pop icon fuelled by posters and
T-shirts, and to restore it to its more
human, vital, and historical
dimension.The book develops
philologically in three levels, which have
different multi-media solutions, all
captivating and with considerable
communication effectiveness.

Since the inception of photography as an
art form nearly 200 years ago, women
have played an important role in the
development of the genre, often pushing
boundaries and defying social
convention. This comprehensive volume
presents fifty-five of the most important
women photographers such as Eve
Arnold, Nan Goldin, Candida Hoefer,
Dorothea Lange, Inge Morath, and Cindy
Sherman.

The Flying Houses are a surrealistic and
poetic vision of old Paris, inspired by
Jules Verne, Hayao Miyazaki, Moebius,
Wim Wenders, Federico Fellini, Serge
Gainsbourg, and more. The series
raises diverse subjects like urbanism,
architecture, cinema, pop culture,
street art, and history. Employing
traditional photography and digital
manipulation, the series elevates
architecture to a new level. The artist
takes a variety of residential structures
out of their defining neighbourhood
backdrops.

Che Guevara
Tú y Todos

[IT] Skira | Paperback |
Eng. ed. | 280 x 220 mm |
192 p | 224 ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 42,20 ISBN:
9788857237404 (PB /E)

E

E
From Julia Margaret Cameron Flying Houses
Laurent Chéhère, Kehrer Design
to Cindy Sherman

[UK] Prestel | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |270 x 210 mm | 240 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 22,95
ISBN: 9783791384665 (PB /E)
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Expo: October 2018, Persiehl & Heine
Gallery, Hamburg

[G] Kehrer | Hardback |
Eng./Fr. ed. |280 x 280 mm |
84 p | 36 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 39,90 ISBN:
9783868288896 (HB /E/ F)

Henrik Saxgren
Ultima Thule
Henrik Saxgren
Historically, Ultima Thule has been a
concept for 'the northernmost boundary
with the end of the world', a mythical
place. For more than 200 years artists,
writers, scientists and adventurers have
felt the attraction of life on this
boundary. In this succession, Danish
photographer Henrik Saxgren (* 1953 in
Randers) locates his work which explores
the life in Arctic Greenland. Spread over
six journeys, he spent more than six
months in the Thule region.

[G] Hatje Cantz | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |330 x 270 mm |
184 p | 94 col. & bw ill. |
July 2018 | € 78,00
Clothbound, with booklet
ISBN: 9783775744263 (HB /E)

E

E

African Twilight

E

Jimmy Nelson

Homage to Humanity
Jimmy Nelson
Acclaimed British photographer Jimmy Nelson presents his latest collection of
400 evocative photographs revealing an inclusive look at the people and
cultures of over thirty iconic tribes from around the world. From the
Himalayas with the Laylap in Bhutan to the last hidden outposts of Africa with
the Mundari in isolated South Sudan, these tribal cultures, many which have
long been hidden from the world's eyes, are documented with an intimacy
and knowledge that only Nelson can conjure.

[US] Rizzoli [ONLY FIRM] | Hardback with dust jacket | Eng. ed. |
368 x 292 mm | 525 p | 600 col. & bw ill. | Oct. 2018 | € 125,00
ISBN: 9780847862146 (HB+ /E)

Before they pass away
Compact edition- € 49,90
ISBN: 9783832733186 (HB - E/ G)
ISBN: 9783832734503 (HB - F)
Trade edition - € 128,00
ISBN: 9783832797591 (HB - E/ F/ G)

The Vanishing Rituals and
Ceremonies of the African
Continent
Carol Beckwith, Angela Fisher, Aidan
Hartley
African Twilight is the magnum opus of
the two pioneering documentary
photographers of African tribal cultures
and ceremonies--a world that is quickly
vanishing before our very eyes.
Now, nearly two decades after these
photographer's landmark African
Ceremonies and with a greater sense of
urgency, this book completes the
journey, covering disappearing rituals
and ceremonies from some of the most
inaccessible corners of the African
continent, to create the definitive
statement on this subject.

Amaze

E/F/G

Cristina Mittermeier
From ocean shores to some of the most
remote indigenous communities in the
world, photographer Cristina
Mittermeier explores humanity's
relationship with the planet and
possibilities for a mindful, sustainable
future. Bringing together photographs
from some of the most isolated corners
of the earth, the book shows wild
animals, remote landscapes, and
indigenous peoples - challenging the cult
of material wealth and proposing
alternatives for a meaningful and
sustainable connection to our
environment, each other, and ourselves.

[G] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |370 x 290 mm |
256 p | 160 col. & bw ill. |
[US] Rizzoli [ONLY FIRM] | Hb with July 2018 | € 80,00
ISBN: 9783961711246 (HB /E/ F/ G)
slip case | Eng. ed. |356 x 267 mm
| 864 p | 750 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 170,00
2 volumes in slipcase
ISBN: 9780847860173 (HB BOX /E)
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Postcards from Africa

Photographers of the Colonial
Era
Christraud M. Geary
During the global postcard craze that
peaked around 1900 and continued for
several decades thereafter,
photographers in Africa grasped the
opportunity to serve a lucrative market
for images of the continent, both locally
and worldwide. Their picture postcards
now contribute to understanding political
and cultural changes in Africa at the time,
as the rise of the new medium coincided
with the expansion and consolidation of
colonial rule.

[US] Museum of Fine Arts Boston |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |248 x 190 mm |
114 p | 110 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 49,20
ISBN: 9780878468553 (HB /E)

E
E

Saul Leiter

In my Room
Saul Leiter

E

Civilization

The Way We Live Now
William A. Ewing
William A. Ewing, Holly Roussell
Every day and every hour, human civilization expands, evolves, and mutates. These
universal movements are chronicled by prestigious curator William A. Ewing in this
stunning photographic exploration, Civilization. Ewing illuminates how
contemporary photography, notably art photography, is fascinated by, and attempts
to decode, the way we live today. This landmark publication is accompanied by an
internationally touring exhibition produced by the Foundation for the Exhibition of
Photography.

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |295 x 245 mm |
352 p | 450 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 56,00
ISBN: 9780500021705 (HB /E)

All About Saul Leiter
Saul Leiter
Photography lovers the world over are now embracing Saul Leiter, who
has enjoyed a remarkable revival since fading into relative obscurity in the
1980s. This collection reveals the secrets of his appeal, from his life
philosophy and lyricism to masterful colours and compositions. Some 200
works – including early street photographs, images for advertising, nudes
and paintings – cover Leiter’s career from the 1940s onwards,
accompanied by quotations from the artist himself that express his
singular world view

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Paperback with flaps | Eng. ed. |210 x
148 mm | 296 p | throughout col. & bw ill. | July 2018 | € 27,95
ISBN: 9780500294536 (PB+ /E)
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Fed by thrilling recent discoveries from
Saul Leiter's vast archive, In My Room
provides an in-depth study of the nude,
through intimate photographs of the
women Leiter knew. Showing deeply
personal interior spaces, often
illuminated by the lush natural light of
the artist's studio in New York City's East
Village, these black-and-white images
reveal the unique collaboration between
Leiter and his subjects.

[G] Steidl | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |200 x 203 mm |
192 p | 85 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 -R/P | € 41,50 | Reprint
ISBN: 9783958291034 (HB+ /E)

E

100 Great Street
Photographs
David Gibson

Inge Morath

E

Magnum Legacy
Linda Gordan

The late playwright Arthur Miller,
Over the past few decades, the long
tradition of street photography has been speaking of his wife Inge Morath, said
wholly transformed by the proliferation She made poetry out of people and their
places over half a century. Morath's
of digital cameras, the Internet, and
curiosity, compassion, and bravery show
smartphones. A new generation of
vividly in this biography featuring
photographers have embraced this
modern technology to capture the world stunning images from every stage of her
career. Biographer Linda Gordon
around us in a way that is un-staged,
presents Morath traveling across the
of-the-moment, and real.
globe, often as a woman alone, quietly
[UK] Prestel | Paperback |
but firmly defying the conventions for
Eng. ed. |250 x 230 mm | 208 p |
what was appropriate for women at the
Sept. 2018 | € 26,95
time.

ISBN: 9783791384382 (PB /E)
Now available in Paperback

[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |273 x 235 mm | 192 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 53,50
ISBN: 9783791382012 (HB /E)

E

Sun Gardens

The Cyanotypes of Anna
Atkins

E/F

E

Congo Tales

Angelo Turconi

Told By the People of Mbomo Congo, Culture & Traditions

Stefanie Plattner, Eva Vonk, photography Francois Neyt, prof. dr. Isidore Ndaywel e
Nziem
by Pieter Henket
This magnificent large format edition is a
The
Congo
Basin
in
Central
Africa
harbors
Anna Atkins (1799-1871) came of age in
approximately one quarter of the world's 'best of' of photographer Angelo Turconi.
Victorian England, a particularly fertile
Congo, Culture & Traditions compiles his
rainforest. In the heart of this forest is
environment for learning and scientific
most beautiful pictures and unique
Odzala-Kokoua National Park, an
discovery. Guided by her father, a
footage of his beloved Congo shot over a
prominent scientist, Atkins was inspired ecological wonderland that is home to
period of over half a century. This book is
untold numbers of rare gorillas, forest
by William Henry Fox Talbot to take up
a precious photo archive, but at the same
elephants, and birds. It is also home to
photography and was friends with Sir
time a tribute to the vitality and resilience
people
who
have
lives
vastly
different
John Herschel, who invented the
of the Congolese people. Included are
cyanotype photographic process in 1842. from much of the rest of the world. In
this stunning photographic series, Pieter rare images of rituals and traditions that
The next year, Atkins began making
now definitely belong in the past.
Henket presents images of the children
cyanotypes in an effort to illustrate and
of Odzala-Kokoua telling the oral history [BE] Stichting Kunstboek | Hardback
distribute information about her
of the Congo.
herbarium.
Larry J. Schaaf

[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |305 x 229 mm | 176 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 53,50
ISBN: 9783791357980 (HB /E)
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[UK] Prestel | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |250 x 230 mm | 208 p |
July 2018 | € 53,50
ISBN: 9783791357898 (PB /E)

| Eng./Fr. ed. |440 x 310 mm |
200 p | 150 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 79,00
ISBN: 9789058565921 (HB - E/ F)

E/F/G

E

E

Andrey Tarkovsky
Film by Film, Stills,
Polaroids
& Writings

Edited by Andrey Tarkovsky Jr.,
Hans-Joachim Schlegel, Lothar
Schirmer
The five feature films Andrey
Tarkovsky (1932-1986) directed in the
Soviet Union-among them Andrei
Rublev, Solaris, and Stalker-brought
him inter - national fame. Evading
censorship and mounting pressure by
Soviet authorities, he did not return to
the Soviet Union after completing
Nostalghia in Tuscany in 1983. His
final film, The Sacrifice, was shot in
Sweden in 1985.

[G]] Schirmer/ Mosel [Firm]
Hardback | Eng. ed. |
240 x 190 mm | 288 p | 350 col.ill.
Oct. 2018 | € 36,00
ISBN: 9783829608114 (HB /E)

E

E

August Sander
Masterpieces

Gabriele Conrath-Scholl
When August Sander (1876-1964)
opened his photography studio in
Cologne in 1910, he commenced taking
portraits of his fellow Germans. These
images laid the foundation for a project
of cyclopedic scope that he would pursue
until his death. His photographic typology
of the society of his day, arranged by
rank, occupation, and social status,
ranging from "The Farmer" to "The City"
and "The Last People," is today
considered a milestone in the history of
photography.

[G]] Schirmer/ Mosel [Firm]
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |310 x 240 mm |
304 p | 153 duotone ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 58,00
ISBN: 9783829608459 (HB /E)

E

Vivian Maier

The Color Work
Colin Westerbeck

The first definitive monograph of color
photographs by American street
photographer Vivian Maier. Photographer
Vivian Maier's allure endures even though
many details of her life continue to remain a
mystery. Her story-the secretive nannyphotographer who became a pioneer
photographer-has only been pieced
together from the thousands of images she
made and the handful of facts that have
surfaced about her life. Vivian Maier: The
Color Work is the largest and most highly
curated published collection of Maier'

[US] Collins US | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |318 x 260 mm | 240 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 84,50
ISBN: 9780062795571 (HB /E)
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People Kissing

Don McCullin

Barbara Levine and Paige Ramey

After a career spanning sixty years, Sir
Don McCullin, once a witness to
conflict across the globe, has become
one of the greatest landscape
photographers of our time. His
pastoral view is far from idyllic.
Though the woods and stream close
to his house in Somerset have offered
some respite, he has not sought out
the quiet corners of rural England. He
is drawn, instead, to the drama of
approaching storms. He has an acute
sense of how the emptiness of his
immediate landscape echoes a wider
tone of disquiet.

A Century of Photographs
Love is in the air as Barbara Levine
and Paige Ramey take on
humankind's oldest pastime: kissing.
In racy candids, humorous vintage
postcards, and snapshots taken on
the sly, couples from the Victorian era
through the Swinging Sixties smooch,
canoodle, neck, and spoon. The
collected photographs are sweet,
sincere, and saucy, occasionally
awkward, and always intriguing: Who
took these photos?

[US] Princeton | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |265 x 215 mm | 144 p |
Dec. 2018 | € 15,20
ISBN: 9781616897642 (HB /E)

The Landscape

[UK] Random House - Jonathan
Cape | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |296 x 343 mm | 184 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 70,00
ISBN: 9781787330429 (HB /E)

E/F/G

Michael Poliza
Baby Animals

E

Wild Land
Peter & Beverly Pickford

Four years. Seven continents. A unique
From lion cubs in Botswana to baby
trip to document and protect the last
chimpanzees and gorillas in Tanzania,
penguin chicks on the Antarctic Peninsula untouched wilderness. In more than 200
impressive photos, photographers Peter
to polar bear cubs in Canada, Poliza
and Beverly Pickford tell an epic story
travels the world in search of the most
and portray some of the most untouched
endearing wildlife babies. To achieve
places on our planet, from the arid,
such proximity, he shows masterful
sensitivity and patience, not only towards sun-scourged Geraam Coast in Namibia
to the abundance of rivers and lakes in
the baby animals themselves, but also
Alaska and Yukon, from the Arctic to
with their fiercely protective mothers.
Tibet.
From a frolicking baby elephant to a
sleeping little lion cub, Baby Animals
[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
brings page after page of heart-warming | Eng. ed. |326 x 250 mm | 336 p |
images.
throughout col. & bw ill. |

[G] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |287 x 223 mm |
160 p | 90 col.ill. |
July 2018 | € 30,00
ISBN: 9783961711413 (HB /E/ F/ G)

Sept. 2018 | € 56,00
ISBN: 9781760760076 (HB /E)

E

Animal Kingdom

A Collection of Portraits
Randal Ford, foreword by Dan Winters
These arresting studio portraits capture
the beauty, power, and even humor of
150 furry and feathered species - a
delight for any animal or bird lover.
Acclaimed photographer Randal Ford
celebrates our fascination with and love
of animals through his engaging portraits
of the animal kingdom. Elegantly
designed and packaged, this book will be
the perfect gift and addition to the home
of any lover of animals or fine
photography.

[US] Rizzoli [FIRM] | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |276 x 216 mm |
176 p | 150 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 44,50
ISBN: 9781599621470 (HB /E)
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E/F/G

Olivier Föllmi.
My Himalaya

Michael Poliza

E/F/G

Namibia

40 Years among Buddhists

Michael Poliza captures some of the
country's most spectacular scenery, from
The life's work of photographer Olivier
the highest star dunes in the world
Föllmi and an homage to the
around Sossusvlei to the NamibRand
incomparable landscape, people, and
Nature Reserve, the Kalahari Desert, and
spirituality of the Himalayan region.
the granite peaks of the Spitzkoppe.
Olivier Föllmi's most powerful and
Taken from both the ground and the air,
emotional photographs from 40 years of more than 100 photographs present the
Himalayan travels. A visually stunning
country's nature and wildlife, as well as
tribute to the Himalayan mountains and its indigenous peoples and their ways of
people from one of the most sensitive
life as cattle breeders and smallholder
observers of Tibetan culture
farmers.
Föllmi has several best-selling books to
[G] teNeues | Hardback |
his name, as well as numerous
international prizes for his photography Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |370 x 290 mm |
and his humanitarian work
280 p | 120 col.ill. |

Sept. 2018 | € 80,00
[G] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |340 x 275 mm | ISBN: 9783961711284 (HB /E/ F/ G)
304 p | 200 col. & bw ill. (incl. 5
gatefolds)|
July 2018 | € 80,00
ISBN: 9783961711406 (HB /E/ F/ G)

E

Elliott Erwitt
Personal Best

E - F - G Apollo

Celebrating Elliott Erwitt's 90th birthday
on July 26, 2018
The legendary photographer has been a
Magnum member since 1953
The classic and coveted Erwitt
retrospective, republished in its original
format

[G] teNeues | Hardback |
E/F/G/Sp/It. ed |360 x 270 mm |
448 p | 343 col.ill. |
June 2018 | € 100,00
ISBN: 9783961711598 (HB)
(new edition)

VII - XVII
Floris Heyne, Joel Meter, Simon
phillipson, Delano Steenmeijer, foreword
by Walter Cunningham

The Arctic is in Paul Nicklen's blood. Born
and raised on Baffin Island, Nunavut, he
grew up in one of the only non- Inuit
families in a tiny Inuit settlement. Today,
Nicklen is a naturalist and wildlife
photographer uniquely qualified to
portray the impact of climate change on
the Polar Regions and their inhabitants,
human and animal alike.

[G]] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |270 x 270 mm |
320 p | 225 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 50,00
ISBN: 9783961711321 (HB /E)

E

E/F/G

E/F/G

Streets of Amsterdam

Streets of Paris

Magnum China

Mendo

Mendo

Zheng Ziyu, Colin Pantall

Amsterdam is more than just the canals
and the canal houses alongside them:
it's one of the most diverse and
multicultural cities in the world,
offering a vibrant mix of people and
urban sights delightfully collected into
this coffee table book. From street
photography in the city's red light
district to the architectural wonders in
Amsterdam's most modern
neighbourhoods-each photographer
offers a personal perspective on the
Dutch capital.

Streets of Paris bundles the work of
over 40 photographers who roam
the thousands of Parisian `rues' to
capture multiple, contemporary
points of view of this dynamic world
capital. The photographers, both
Paris natives and international
visitors alike, often draw on their
strong social media presence.
Unique views of the city's famous
landmarks like the Sacre-Coeur, the
Louvre Museum, and the Eiffel
Tower reveal an evocative city
portrait.

This lavishly illustrated book is the
history of China, spanning the prerevolutionary years to China's present
day rise as a global power as told
through the Magnum photo agency's
legendary photographs.

[G] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |287 x 220 mm
| 224 p | 200 col. & bw ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 50,00
ISBN: 9783961711468 (HB)
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[G] teNeues | Hardback | Eng./
Fr./Germ. ed. |287 x 220 mm |
224 p | 200 col. & bw ill. | Sept.
2018 | € 50,00
ISBN: 9783961711475 (HB)

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |295 x 245 mm |
376 p | 400 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 67,50
ISBN: 9780500544549 (HB /E)

E

Martin Margiela

The Women's Collections
1989-2009
Alexandre Samson, introduction by
Olivier Saillard
This volume revisits the years during
which celebrated designer Martin
Margiela achieved the status as one of
the most important designers at work
today. One of the "Antwerp group of six"
who changed the face of contemporary
fashion, Margiela created 41 runway
shows between 1989 and 2009 which
promoted a unique vision of understated
luxury -- monochromes, oversize
volumes, and his signature
"constructed-deconstructed" cuts whose credo is comfort, timelessness,
sensuality, and authenticity.
Expo: 02/03/2018 - 15/06/2018, Palais
Galliera, Paris

E

E

NL

Chanel

Femmes Fatales

Patrick Mauriès, Karl Lagerfeld

Door Georgette Koning, Madelief Hohé

Contemporary Muslim
The Karl Lagerfeld Campaigns Fashion
When Karl Lagerfeld was appointed to
the helm of the then sleepy fashion
house in 1983, he set out to radically
shake up and update its image - not only
through bold collections but also, from
1987 onwards, by choosing to shoot the
house's campaigns himself (a move that
was unprecedented for a fashion
designer, long before Hedi Slimane and
Tom Ford followed Lagerfeld's example).

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Hb with slip case |
Eng. ed. |277 x 190 mm |
560 p | 600 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 77,50
ISBN: 9780500519813 (HB BOX /E)

[US] Rizzoli [FIRM] | Hardback
with dust jacket | Eng. ed. |
311 x 241 mm | 160 p | 180 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 63,00
ISBN: 9780847864256 (HB+ /E)

Jill D'alessandro, Reina Lewis
This dazzling exploration of
contemporary Muslim modest dress,
from historic styles to present-day
examples reveals the enormous range of
self-expression through fashion achieved
by Muslim men and women. Filled with
documentary and fashion photography
as well as stills from runway shows and
the media, this book explores the ways
Muslim style cultures are shaped by
global trends and religious beliefs.
Expo: 22/9/2018 - 6/1/2019, de Young,
San Francisco - Spring 2019, Museum
Angewandte Kunst, Frankfurt

[UK] Prestel + | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |330 x 254 mm | 256 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 68,95
ISBN: 9783791357829 (HB /E)
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Sterke vrouwen in de mode
Femmes Fatales is de eerste
tentoonstelling in de modegeschiedenis
die volledig is gewijd aan vrouwelijke
ontwerpers. Ontwerpen zij anders voor
vrouwen dan hun mannelijke collega's?
Wat is hun invloed? Wat betekent
vrouw-zijn voor hun creaties? En wat is
hun visie op mode? Er is werk te zien van
Coco Chanel, Jeanne Lanvin, Elsa
Schiaparelli, Mary Quant, Vivienne
Westwood, Sonia Rykiel, Miuccia Prada,
Maria Grazia Chiuri (Dior), Nederlandse
grootheden als Fong Leng, Sheila de Vries
en Iris van Herpen
Expo : 17/11/2018- 24/3/2019, Haags
Gemeentemuseum, - April 2019,
Modemuseum Hasselt

[NL] Waanders & De Kunst |
Hardback |
NL ed. |300 x 240 mm |
144 p | 250 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 24,95
ISBN: 9789462622098 (HB /NL)

E

E

E

The Incomplete

MOAM

Contemporary Fashion in
Amsterdam

The History of a Punk, Pretty,
Powerful Colour

Gestalten, Highsnobiety

Mendo

Valerie Steele

Lifestyle publication Highsnobiety has
covered the intersection between
high-end fashion and street-smart casual
style for over 12 years. In The
Incomplete, it highlights the pieces and
brands that have stood the test of time
and which aren't just foolproof, they're
trend-proof. The new men's classics
couldn't be further removed from the
oft-touted tailored silhouettes
commonplace in other menswear
tomes--this book seeks to define a more
modern wardrobe canon.

MOAM: Contemporary Fashion in
Amsterdam presents the best content of
their recent collaborations between
emerging talents and established
creatives from the global fashion
community. With an ever-keen focus on
projects that are multidimensional,
eclectic, diverse, and of the moment, this
unique volume reveals inspiring insight
into the creative processes and the vitally
contrasting points of view from an
international roster of visual artists.

Today, with the advent of ‘millennial
pink’, the colour formerly associated with
Barbie has acquired a new identity. Nor is
this the first time the symbolism of pink
has been radically transformed. In this
volume, in collaboration with a major
exhibition at the Museum at the Fashion
Institute of Technology, New York,
curator and fashion historian Valerie
Steele explores the history and
significance of pink in fashion, art and
culture from the 18th century to the
present.

Highsnobiety Guide to Street
Fashion and Culture

[G] Gestalten Verlag | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |290 x 225 mm |
320 p | throughout col.ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 39,90
ISBN: 9783899555806 (HB /E)

[G] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |300 x 220 mm |
300 p | 200 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 50,00
with 3 ribbon bookmarks
ISBN: 9783961711482 (HB /E)

Pink

Expo: 07/09/2018 - 05/01/2019, The
Museum at the Fashion Institute of
Technology, New York City

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |280 x 230 mm |
208 p | 120 col. & bw ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 56,00
ISBN: 9780500022269 (HB /E)
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Ultimate Lifestyle
Collection for Women

E/F/G

A Curated Selection of the
Best Brands for Women on
the Planet

E

20th-Century Fashion
in Detail
Claire Wilcox, Valerie D. Mendes

Featuring a new format, design, and
garments, this revised and expanded
guide is an inspiring resource for those
Ultimate Lifestyle Collection for Women - fascinated by modern fashion and the
world of haute couture.
A Curated Selection of the Best Brands
for Women on the Planet is an
[UK] Thames & Hudson |
opulently-illustrated coffee table book
Paperback with flaps |
showcasing the world's most exclusive
Eng. ed. |290 x 205 mm |
and luxurious products and services for a
224 p | 285 col. & bw ill. |
discerning female audience. With careful
Aug. 2018 | € 35,00
attention to detail, Chloe Fox takes us
ISBN: 9780500294109 (PB+ /E)
into an inspiring world full of splendor
and glamour, from custom made to
indispensable vintage.

[G] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |340 x 275 mm |
304 p | 700 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 100,00
ISBN: 9783961711055 (HB /E/ F/ G)

NL

NL

E

E

Architectuurboek
Vlaanderen N°13

Flanders Architectural
Review N°13

Henry van de Velde en
Adriaan Martens

Léon Stynen

Birgit Cleppe, Sofie De Caigny, Christoph
Grafe, Rajesh Heynickx, Steven Humblet,
Sereh Mandias, Véronique Patteeuw, B.
Tritsmans, P. Uyttenhove en J. Vermeulen

Birgit Cleppe, Sofie De Caigny, Christoph
Grafe, Rajesh Heynickx, Steven Humblet,
Sereh Mandias, Véronique Patteeuw, B.
Tritsmans, P. Uyttenhove en J. Vermeulen

Benoît Vandeputte

Deze 13de editie van het
Architectuurboek Vlaanderen bundelt de
meest spraakmakende voorbeelden van
recente architectuur in Vlaanderen. Net
als de mosterdfabriek op de cover,
roepen de geselecteerde vragen op over
de betekenis van vorm in de
architectuur.

This, the 13th edition of the Flanders
Architecture Book, brings together the
most high-profile examples of recent
architecture in Flanders. Like the mustard
factory on the cover, the selected
buildings raise questions about the
significance of form in architecture.
About fifty projects are covered by
means of extensive plans and photos and
they give rise to a critical reflection on
current developments in Flemish
architecture.

Weinig Belgische architecten hebben zò'n
markant en verscheiden oeuvre
nagelaten als Léon Stynen (1899-1990).
Meer dan vijftig jaar lang, van de vroege
jaren 1920 tot aan het einde van zijn
professionele loopbaan in 1977, was hij
actief als architect, stedenbouwkundige
en designer. Hij was over het hele land
werkzaam, met een grote voorliefde voor
zijn geboortestad Antwerpen.

Dit is een mosterdfabriek

[BE] VAi | Paperback |
NL ed. |255 x 200 mm |
320 p | throughout col.ill. |
May 2018 | € 39,50
ISBN: 9789492567055 (PB /NL)

This is a mustard factory

[BE] VAi | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |255 x 200 mm |
320 p | throughout col.ill. |
May 2018 | € 39,50
ISBN: 9789492567062 (PB /E)
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Geneeskunst aan de Leie

Naast de Gentse universiteitsbibliotheek
werkte architect Henry van de Velde in
de jaren 1930 aan nog een ander
belangrijk Oost-Vlaams ensemble: de
Polikliniek voor Inwendige Ziekten en
Villa Landing voor Dr. Adriaan Martens in
Astene (Deinze). Dit boek focust zowel op
de originele materialen en
kleurenschema's van de architect, maar
ook op de interieurdecoratie en
kunstcollectie in zowel de polikliniek en
Villa Landing. Daarnaast wordt ook
stilgestaan bij de erfgoedwaarde van
beide gebouwen.

[BE] Stichting Kunstboek | HB |
NL ed. |240 x 170 mm | 112 p | 70
col. & bw ill. | Aug. 2018 | € 26,95
ISBN: 9789058565976 (HB /NL)

A Life of Architecture
1899-1990'

Expo: 12/10/2018 - 20/1/2019, deSingel

[BE] VAi | Paperback in box |
Eng. ed. |275 x 200 mm | 320 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 44,50
ISBN: 9789492567116 (PB BOX /E)

E

NL

Het lelijkste land ter
wereld
Renaat Braem

De architect Renaat Braem schreef in
1968 'Het lelijkste land ter wereld', een
aanklacht tegen de manier waarop we in
België bouwen. Hij gebruikt urbanisatie
en architectuur als speerpunt om te
fulmineren tegen de maat-schappij,
politiek en de mens. Braem was een
bouwheer van ideeën. Met humor als
cement construeerde hij een tekst die
staat als een huis.
De foto's van Filip Dujardin tonen hoe
België 'schoon is in lelijk zijn' maar ook
'lelijk is in schoon zijn'.

[BE] VAi | Paperback |
NL ed. | 190 x 128 mm | 96 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 14,50
ISBN: 9789492567123 (PB /NL)

Showpiece and Utility
More eighteenth-century
Neapolitan Staircases

Dirk De Meyer. With a preface by Marius
Grootveld
This book documents the development
of the open staircase typology in Naples
at the moment that it shifted from the
traditional, monumental Baroque palace
staircase towards the later palazzo or
condominium staircase that was serving
four, five or more levels of apartments.
These staircases are considered "the
star(s) of the palace composition in
Naples". The book is the outcome of a
master seminar in Architectural History
at Ghent University. It continues a first
publication from 2017.
Expo: 29-06-2018 until 07-07-2018 and
from 24-09-2018 until 19-09-2018,
UGent

F

L’art du chantier

Les représentations du
chantier XVe-XXIe siècle
Le chantier est une ambition, un
processus et un théâtre où se jouent la
transformation physique du monde et
l'imaginaire de nos sociétés. C'est un lieu
éminemment technique, mais c'est aussi
un puissant instrument de pouvoir, un
théâtre de la société où les grands
aiment se faire représenter et où les
artisans apparaissent tantôt comme des
héros de la modernisation des villes,
tantôt comme des exploités.
Expo: 09/11/2018 - 24/03/2019, Cité de
l’architecture & du patrimoine, Paris

[BE] Snoeck Publishers | Hardback
French ed. |290 x 230 mm | 304 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9789461614728 (HB /F)

[BE] A&S/Books, UGent |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |240 x 170
mm | 130 p | June 2018 | € 29,00
ISBN: 9789076714523 (PB /E-part II)
ISBN 9789076714493 (PB /E-part I)
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Jean-Jacques Lequeu

André Beloborodoff

Laurent Baridon, Jean-Philippe Garric
& Martial Guédron

Eugénie von Neipperg

Bâtisseur de fantasmes

Architecte sans oeuvre, Lequeu
(1757-1826) est d'abord un
dessinateur hors du commun, dont
l'imaginaire, nourri de références
telles que Le Songe de Polyphile, se
déploie dans la création de
monuments et fabriques fictives
donnant naissance à des paysages
d'invention, complétés par une
impressionnante galerie de portraits
grimaçants ou de détails d'anatomie
dépeints sans complaisance.
Expo: 11/12/2018 - 31/03/2019, Petit
Palais, Paris

[F] Norma Editions | Hardback |
French ed. |280 x 220 mm |
176 p | 200 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 39,00
ISBN: 9782376660217 (HB /F)

Architecte - Peintre Scénographe

André Beloborodoff est un architecte,
décorateur, scénographe et peintre
russe. Aux côtés de Jean-Charles Moreux
et Emilio Terry, il participe, entre 1920 et
1960, à un retour vers le classicisme qui
intègre discrètement la modernité. Sous
l'égide du renouveau néoclassique, il
débute dans la Saint-Pétersbourg
prérévolutionnaire et aménage
notamment l'aile du Palais Youssoupoff
où sera assassiné Raspoutine.

[F] Norma Editions | Hardback with
dust jacket | French ed. |305 x 230
mm | 304 p | 350 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 75,00
ISBN: 9782376660187 (HB+ /F)

E

E

The Monocle Guide to
Building Better Cities
E

The Contemporary House

An Atlas

Jonathan Bell, Ellie Stathaki
There is no one way to design a modern urban house. Demand for space in cities
the world over is higher than ever and new buildings must meet stringent energy
saving requirements and negotiate a myriad planning regulations. But the best
new urban architecture suggests invention and innovation are as critical as ever.
The Contemporary House brings together 70 solutions, drawn from cities around
the globe to explore the many ways in which architecture can enhance the
experience of living in the city.

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |235 x 220 mm | 352 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9780500021941 (HB /E)

Monocle
Ever since its launch in 2007, Monocle
has been passionate about improving our
cities. Each year it compiles a Quality of
Life Survey, which names the top 25
cities to call home, and across the issues
it has interviewed the most productive
mayors, looked at the metropolises
putting pedestrians first, and met the
people making room for parks, both
pocket-sized and plush. In this important
new book the magazine's editors unpack
what makes a great city and how to fix
one that's flagging.

[G] Gestalten Verlag | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |265 x 200 mm |
338 p | throughout col.ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 45,00
ISBN: 9783899555035 (HB /E)
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City Quitters: An
Exploration of
Post-Urban Life

E/F/G
Old Houses Made New
Macarena Abascal Valdenebro

A multitude of photographs and
architectural drawings illustrate the
rehabilitation process of over 30
Is it possible to lead a creative post-urban projects, from concept to construction.
existence? A wave of creatives is opting
Informative material provides ideas for
out of increasingly regulated and
home improvements. Homeowners,
pressured urban spaces that leave litt le designers, architects, and builders will be
freedom to explore and experiment. But inspired by the creative and instructive
what lies beyond the romanticized
ideas included in the book.
image? Does the reality of rural living
[G] teNeues | Hardback |
fulfil our craving for a better, simpler
Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |320 x 250 mm |
life? City Quitters sheds a light on what
rural life is like today with all its joys and 336 p | 690 col.ill. |
challenges and how creatives thrive
Aug. 2018 | € 60,00
outside urban spaces and traditional
ISBN: 9783961711314 (HB /E/ F/ G)
consumption cycles.
Karen Rosenkranz

[NL] Frame | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |265 x 200 mm |
256 p | 300 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 42,00
ISBN: 9789492311313 (PB /E)

E

E
E

The Iconic House

Architectural Masterworks
Since 1900
Dominic Bradbury
The Iconic House features over 100 of
the most important and influential
houses designed and built since 1900.
International in scope and wide-ranging
in style, the houses share a remarkable
sensitivity to site and context,
appreciation of local materials and
building traditions, and careful
understanding of clients' needs. Each,
however, has a unique approach that
makes it groundbreaking and radical for
its time.

E

Le Corbusier
The Buildings

Richard Pare, Jean-Louis Cohen
Le Corbusier is widely acknowledged as
the most influential architect of the
twentieth century. As extensively
researched and documented as his works
are, however, they have never been
exhaustively surveyed in photographs
until now. Photographer Richard Pare has
crossed the globe for years to document
the extant works of Le Corbusier - from
his first villas in Switzerland to his
mid-career works in his role as the first
global architect in locations as far-flung
as Argentina and Russia, and his late
works.

Le Corbusier Modulor
Rule

An Innovative Tape Measure
from the Master of Modern
Architecture
Foundation Le Corbusier

We picture the buildings of the high
priest of modern architecture, Le
Corbusier, as exemplars of crisp
geometric forms and industrial,
machined-age details, but we often
forget that he integrated nature and the
human element into his compositions.
Nowhere is this more evident than the
Modulor, Corb's own measuring system
based on the proportions of the body
[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback and intended to replace the sterile
metric system with a "more harmonious
| Eng. ed. |260 x 292 mm |
set of measurements."
480 p | 475 col. & bw ill. |

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |224 x 208 mm |
376 p | 670 col. & bw ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 35,00
Oct. 2018 | € 134,00
updated compact edition
ISBN: 9780500343449 (HB /E)
ISBN: 9780500293942 (HB /E)

Facsimile edition available again after
20 years

[US] Princeton | Tin Box |
83 x 86 mm |
July 2018 | € 41,95
ISBN: 9781568980607 (BOX /E)
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Bauhaus Architecture

The Nature of Home

Axel Tilch

Jeff Dungan, William Abranowicz

Focusing on buildings designed by
Bauhaus members from 1919 to 1933,
this book features some 65 famous
and lesser-known building projects in
Germany, Vienna, Barcelona, Prague,
and Budapest by architects including
Walter Gropius, Marcel Breuer, and
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. Arranged
chronologically, Bauhaus Architecture
offers informative commentary along
with photographs, taken especially for
this book.

Following in the tradition of populist
architects Gil Schafer and Bobby
McAlpine, Dungan designs new
traditional houses for today houses with
clean lines, made with stone and wood,
that carry an air of lasting beauty and
that are made to be handed on to future
generations. In his first book, Dungan
shares his advice and insight for creating
these forever houses and explores eight
houses in full.

Photographs by Hans Engels

[UK] Prestel + | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |279 x 241 mm | 144 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 38,00
ISBN: 9783791384818 (HB /E)

Creating Timeless Houses

[US] Rizzoli [FIRM] | Hardback
with dust jacket |
Eng. ed. |305 x 241 mm |
256 p | 240 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 63,00
ISBN: 9780847863068 (HB+ /E)

E

Young Visionaries

The New Generation of
Architects
Chris van Uffelen
What will architecture be like in the
coming years and decades? Are new
trends and tendencies emerging? This
book presents architects and companies
of all schools and styles that could
determine the future of construction and highly likely will do so. Short
portraits of the protagonists and their
respective design principles are
complemented by the presentation of
individual works.

[G]] Braun | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |235 x 235 mm |
320 p | 480 col. & bw ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 41,95
ISBN: 9783037682333 (HB /E)

Renzo Piano
Sir John Tusa and Kate Goodwin
Over 20 years ago, architect Renzo Piano
established his firm and dubbed it the
Renzo Piano Building Workshop
(RPBW)--a name that recalls the art
studios of the Renaissance, where the
master artist worked closely and actively
with his apprentices. Students have
always been an active component of the
Building Workshop, functioning in a team
with experienced architects and other
experts, contributing to an international
array of projects from two studio bases:
one in Paris and one in Genoa, Italy.
Expo: 15/9/2018 - 20/1/2019, Royal
Academy, London

[UK] Royal Academy (ACC) |
Paperback |
Eng. ed. |230 x 170 mm |
128 p | 60 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 23,80
ISBN: 9781910350713 (PB /E)

Santiago Calatrava

Drawing, Building, Reflecting
Santiago Calatrava
While many books have documented
Calatrava's output over the years, this is
the first to offer his own thoughts, in his
own words, in a reading format. In this
heartfelt memoir of an architect of
singular conviction, Calatrava's
inspirations, lessons and achievements
will touch every reader, whether aspiring
architect or lover of art and nature.

E

E

E

E

Artists' Homes

Makeover

Tom Harford-Thompson

Chris van Uffelen

This lavishly illustrated book is an
intimate look at the interiors,
lifestyles, and houses belonging to a
wide range of artists and creatives.

Based on more than 100 carefully
selected works, the whole scope of
possibilities for extensions and conver sions is presented - from multi-floor
annexes, via newly designed existing
spaces, to additional sections or merged
spaces. Some of the interventions are
understated, while others are
preeminent, utilizing matching or
contrasting materials, and exhibiting a
great variety of different styles - whether
minimalist, rustic, elaborate, elegant ...

Live/Work Spaces for
Modern
Makers

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Hardback |
[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback Eng. ed. |250 x 195 mm |
288 p | 500 col. & bw ill. |
| Eng. ed. |255 x 185 mm |
Sept. 2018 | € 35,00
224 p | 300 col. & bw ill. |
ISBN: 9780500021323 (HB /E)
Oct. 2018 | € 39,50
ISBN: 9780500343418 (HB /E)

Conversions and Extensions
of Homes and Residential
Spaces

[G]] Braun | Hardback | Eng. ed. |
280 x 240 mm | 456 p | 700 col. &
bw ill. | June 2018 | € 84,50
ISBN: 9783037682340 (HB /E)
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Bohemian Living

Creative Homes around the
World

E

E

Casa Moderna

Latin American Living
Philip Jodidio

Since the sensuous Modernism
pioneered by Oscar Niemeyer in Brazil,
Modern Day Bohemians sidesteps the
Latin America has become one of the
world of carefully constructed interior
design images and instead, dives into the most exciting locations for contemporary
liberated and nonconformist atmosphere architecture in the world. Alejandro
of offbeat beauty and artistic delights. It Aravena and Paulo Mendes da Rocha,
both recent Pritzker Prize winners, are
asks the question: what does it mean to
just two very different examples of the
be bohemian in the modern world?
wide architectural range, set amid varied
[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback climates, social conditions and
| Eng. ed. |280 x 216 mm |
environments, that has brought
international attention to a continent
320 p | 400+ col. & bw ill. |
making a name for itself as a centre for
Nov. 2018 | € 42,00
innovation and experimentation
ISBN: 9781760760090 (HB /E)
Robyn Lea

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |290 x 230 mm | 320 p |
250 col. & bw ill. | Aug. 2018 | €
53,50
ISBN: 9780500343296 (HB /E)

Holistic Spaces

Mountain Chalets

E/F/G

108 ways to create a mindful
and peaceful home

Living in Style (new edition)

Anjie Cho

This stylish volume takes us high into the
exclusive world of mountain chalets.
These are sanctuaries from the
over-scheduled and chaotic world below.
Their interiors offer a welcoming and
cozy space to relax or socialize after
winter sports or alpine strolls. Most
notable perhaps is the role landscape
plays in the design of these dramatic
dwellings. Set against hillside views and
picturesque valleys, furniture, materials,
and artwork take on new vitality.

Edited by Gisela Rich

Transform your home into a calm,
balanced and harmonious oasis using
architect Anjie Cho's helpful advice,
drawing on her background in green
design and feng shui. You don't have to
get rid of all your possessions and
become an ascetic to change your space
and discover the benefits that living in a
considered, organic way can bring. The
easy suggestions in Holistic Spaces show
you how to implement the principles of
feng shui and green design in your home. [G] teNeues | Hardback |

[UK] Ryland, Peters & Small |
Hardback | wood-free paper|
Eng. ed. |210 x 170 mm |
176 p | 200 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 16,50
ISBN: 9781782496670 (HB /E)
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Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |320 x 250 mm |
224 p | 303 col.ill. |
July 2018 | € 50,00
ISBN: 9783961711307 (HB /E/ F/ G)

E/F/G
Best interior design on
the planet
Living in Style

A home is not only a refuge, but also an
expression of personal style. This book
presents the unique furnishing and décor
concepts of 50 handpicked interior
design experts. The volume brings
together for the first time the most
prestigious designers as well as leading
interiors companies from across the
continent. Vivid portraits and interviews
reveal the protagonists' professional
practice and philosophy, as well as
country-specific interior trends,
influences, and preferences.

[G] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |320 x 250 mm |
288 p | 300 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 80,00
ISBN: 9783961710973 (HB /E/ F/ G)

E
E

Northern Comfort

The Nordic Art of Creative
Living
Gestalten & Austin Sailsbury
The Northern art of life has become a role model for a meaningful worklife balance. Entrepreneurs, designers, and artists are the central figures
who influence every- thing from crime fiction to interior design and
furniture, to outdoors activities and attitudes toward nature, to craft
beer and fashion. Nordic countries have almost closed the gender gap
to achieve equal numbers of men and women in education and the
economy.

E

The Nordic Home

Made of Wood

John Arne Bjerknes

Mark Bailey, Sally Bailey

Given its unique focus on organically
integrating people with nature using
sustainable techniques, Scandinavian
design currently occupies an important
position in the architectural and interior
design worlds. Nordic Home captures this
exciting trend by showcasing 45 case
studies exemplifying the best of Nordic
architecture and interiors.

Made of Wood is a celebration of
recycled pieces, age-old crafting
techniques, clean modern lines, and
global influences as well as art and
tableware with a handmade feel. Explore
the modern craft movement and maker
culture with the latest book from
award-winning retailers Mark and Sally
Bailey of concept store Baileys Home.
Living with wood brings tactile comfort to
every day, warms any interior, and will
give your home a sense of soul that is so
often lacking in this age of mass
production.

[UK] Images (ACC | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |295 x 235 mm | 288 p |
500 col.ill. | Sept. 2018 | € 44,00
ISBN: 9781864707960 (HB /E)

[UK] Ryland, Peters & Small |
Hardback | wood-free paper |
Eng. ed. |254 x 216 mm | 160 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 25,20
ISBN: 9781788790222 (HB /E)

[G] Gestalten Verlag | Hardback | Eng. ed. |290 x 225 mm |
256 p | throughout col.ill. | sept. 2018 | € 39,90
ISBN: 9783899559620 (HB /E)
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Modern Spaces

A Subjective Atlas of
20th-Century Interiors
Nicholas Grospierre
In Modern Forms, Nicolas Grospierre
traveled the globe to sample the best
modernist buildings from the 20th
century. Now, he takes his camera
indoors to show how modernist ideas are
manifested within the walls of buildings
both famous and obscure. Rather than a
chronological or geographical tour, these
photographs are organized in a visual
flow, that allows readers to appreciate
similar characteristics in interiors that
would normally never be grouped
together.

[UK] Prestel + | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |279 x 241 mm | 224 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 38,00
ISBN: 9783791384689 (HB /E)

E

Romantic Escape
E

Petite Places

Clever Interiors for Humble
Homes
Gestalten
When cities are great, living space is limited, giving rise to the question: How
can I get the most out of my compact apartment? But any living room,
kitchen, or bedroom can reveal immense possibilities if its interior is well
considered. Clever furniture and storage solutions create more space to relax,
cook for friends, or read in a cozy nook. Petite Places shows a variety of
projects in different styles, together with insights from interior designers and
decorators.

[G] Gestalten Verlag | Hardback | Eng. ed. |260 x 210 mm |
256 p | throughout col.ill. | sept. 2018 | € 39,90
ISBN: 9783899559538 (HB /E)

Designing the Modern Guest
House III
Wendy Perring
In recent years, guest houses have
developed rapidly, bringing in many
exciting and innovative designs. The
gorgeous and innovative projects in this
book have been carefully selected to
showcase unique guest houses that offer
new approaches for visual engagement as well as the perfect romantic getaway.
Each case study is accompanied by
in-depth analyses, making this book a
good reference for professional
designers, as well as for those with a
passion for travel.

[UK] Images (ACC | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |292 x 248 mm | 288 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 44,00
ISBN: 9781864707991 (HB /E)
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Safari Style Africa
Annemarie Meintjies, photography by
Dook
Safari is a Swahili word, derived from the
Arabic safara, meaning journey. More
than a mere holiday, the safari is a
spiritual and physical journey, offering an
opportunity to recharge and reconnect
with the natural world. And today's safari
lodges are havens in which to do this.
The safari lodge has become a
destination in itself, rather than a camp
along the way. Safari Style Africa explores
the most spectacular of these lodges,
across Africa.

[AUS] Hardie Grant | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |285 x 240 mm |
280 p | throughout col.ill. |
July 2018 | € 44,00
ISBN: 9781743794609 (HB /E)

E

Be Bold

Interiors for the Brave of
Heart
Emily Henson
Interiors trends for 2018 include strong,
saturated colour and rich jewel tones.
According to Pinterest, statement ceilings
are in vogue and statement art is the
next big thing, while trend forecasters
predict that dramatic textures such as
velvet and concrete are making a
comeback. In Be Bold, Emily embraces
this individual, free-spirited look and
shows how to translate it to any home.

[UK] Ryland, Peters & Small |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |254 x 216 mm |
160 p | 210 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 25,20
ISBN: 9781788790239 (HB /E)

Frans Van Praet
De Jaarringen /
The Year Rings

Willem Elias & Johan Valcke
Designer, kunstenaar en architect Frans
Van Praet (1937) is vooral bekend om de
interieurinrichting van het Belgisch
Paviljoen op de wereldtentoonstelling in
Sevilla (1992) en zijn iconische
Sevillazitje. Dit lijvige boek, waarmee
Van Praet zijn tachtigste verjaardag
viert, bewijst nochtans dat zijn oeuvre
heel wat rijker en verscheidener is dan
wat het grote publiek van hem kent.

[BE] Ludion | Hardback | Eng./ NL
ed. |295 x 235 mm | 512 p |
throughout col.ill. | Oct. 2018 | €
49,90
Expo: Fall 2018
ISBN: 9789491819780 (HB /E/ NL)

E

E

E/ NL

The World of Charles
and
Ray Eames
Catherine Ince
Charles (1907-1978) and Ray
(1912-1988) Eames are among the most
important designers of the 20th century,
and the story of the Eames Office is that
of visual and material culture in the
post-war, modern period. The World of
Charles and Ray Eames charts the
history of their inspiring and prolific
world and brings together key works
and ideas explored at the Eames Office
throughout its extraordinary history.

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |320 x 240
mm | 320 p | 400 col. & bw ill. |
July 2018 | € 41,95
New in Pb
ISBN: 9780500294628 (PB /E)
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Sofas

320 Iconic Designs
Agata Toromanoff

E

Night Fever

A Design History of Club
Culture

For many of us, our sofa is our favourite
piece of furniture. But nowadays, with
living space increasingly limited, our sofa
often plays more than one role in the
home. It becomes a decorative
centrepiece, allowing us to put our own
stamp on our living space; it may extend
a child's play area or double up as a bed.
As a result, we have become demanding
about every aspect of design. We expect
multifunctionality, originality in form,
and materials that are practical and
long-lasting.

Mateo Kries & Jochen Eisenbrand

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |180 x 180 mm | 272 p |
450 col. & bw ill. | Aug. 2018 |
€ 24,00
ISBN: 9780500021262 (HB /E)

Expo: 23/11/2018 - 05/05/2019, ADAM,
Brussels

Nightclubs and discothèques are hotbeds
of contemporary culture and centres of
the avant-garde, merging design,
graphics and art with sound, light,
fashion and special effects to create a
modern Gesamtkunstwerk. Night Fever
examines the history of the nightclub,
with examples ranging from Italian
nightclubs of the 1960s to the legendary
Studio 54 in New York, Philippe Starck's
Les Bains Douches in Paris and the more
recent Double Club in London.

[G] Vitra Design Museum (T&H) |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |265 x 200 mm
| 420 p | throughout col.ill. | March
2018 | € 84,50
ISBN: 9783945852248 (PB /E)

E

Graphic Design
Sourcebook

The 100 Best Contemporary
Graphic Designers
Charlotte and Peter Fiell
A stunning and thought provoking
round-up of today's most interesting
visual communication projects, Graphic
Design Sourcebook surveys the work of
one hundred of the world's most exciting
and ground-breaking practitioners. This
informative guide to contemporary
graphic design is illustrated with a wide
variety of projects, from websites, apps,
banner ads, packaging and infographics
to exhibition design, social issue posters,
corporate branding campaigns and
interactive media design.

E

Graphic Style

Upstart!

Steven Heller & Illustrator Seymour
Chwast

Gestalten & Anna Sinofzik

From Victorian to Hipster (4th
ed.
This visual survey of graphic design styles
through the ages is an essential resource
for designers, art and design students,
and art lovers. With more than 700
illustrations, it is the only wide-ranging
history of graphic design to be
completely visual, and many readers
treasure it for its amazing trove of
images. This new edition has been
brought up to date with a new section
that encompasses trends from the last
decade.

[US] Abrams | Paperback | Eng. ed.
[UK] Carlton | Paperback | Eng. ed. |292 x 222 mm | 296 p | 60 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 27,95
|246 x 191 mm | 512 p | Aug. 2018
ISBN: 9781419732362 (PB /E)
| € 37,95
ISBN: 9781783130160 (PB /E)
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Videogames: Design /

Visual Identities for Start-Ups Play / Disrupt
and New Businesses
Marie Foulston, Kristian Volsing
To stand out in a land of consumerist
plenty, the new generation of small
business entrepreneurs has learned to
set high design standards. Poised
between playfulness and
professionalism, their holistic visual
identity concepts become an integral
part of their core business.
Communicating through vivid visual
languages that unfold across media
applications, they involve the customer
in authentic styles and stories. Upstart!
explores the contemporary start-up
scene's manifold ventures.

[G] Gestalten Verlag | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |280 x 240 mm | 256 p |
throughout col.ill. | Sept. 2018 | €
39,90
ISBN: 9783899559545 (HB /E)

Videogames explores the design and
culture of videogames since the
mid-2000s, investigating groundbreaking
contemporary design work, creative and
rebellious player communities, and the
political conversations that define this
movement. A star-studded cast of
contributors consider a variety of games,
from blockbusters like The Last of Us and
cultural phenomena such as Minecraft to
less-mainstream productions like
Consume Me, which tackles the difficult
issues of body image and extreme
dieting.
Expo: 8/9/2018 - ..., V&A Museum,
London

[UK] V&A Museum | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |241 x 190 mm | 208 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781851779406 (PB /E)

E
E

Spectrum

E

Chinese Movie

Heritage Patterns and Colours Magazines 1921-51
From Charlie Chaplin to
A visual analysis of the colors used in
furnishing fabrics and wallpapers from
Chairman Mao
the fifteenth century to today, this book
provides inspiration, and practical
reference, for designers.

[UK] Thames & Hudson - V&A |
Flexi (Pb luxe) |
Eng. ed. |240 x 185 mm |
256 p | 100 col.ill.| 140 ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9780500480267 (FLEXI /E)

Paul Fonoroff
Organized thematically within a
chronological structure, this book
includes more than 500 full-colour covers
– many of them rare – from the Paul
Kendel Fonoroff Collection in Berkeley’s
C. V. Starr East Asian Library, the largest
collection of Eastern movie memorabilia
outside China. Fonoroff’s text relates the
magazines to the times in which they
were created, embracing everything from
cinematic trends to politics and world
events without neglecting gossip, fashion
and pop culture.

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |275 x 215 mm |
288 p | 500 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 49,50
ISBN: 9780500519882 (HB /E)

E

Orla Kiely, A Life in
Pattern

And how it can make you
happy without you even
noticing
Orla Kiely
Orla Kiely has opened her archives to
explore a life dedicated to print. From
her earliest and most iconic pattern,
Stem, to the evolution of her print design
encompassing the worlds of fashion,
homewares and beyond, Orla shares the
full range of patterns and designs that
she has produced since establishing her
brand in 1995.

[UK] Conran (Octopus) | Paperback
| Eng. ed. | 279 x 216 mm | 304 p |
May 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781840917802 (PB /E)
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Pattern Design
Elizabeth Wilhide
Throughout history, patterns have come
in countless permutations of motif,
colour-way and scale. Yet what all have in
common is the regularity of repetition,
that insistent rhythm that animates a flat
surface with a sense of movement and
vitality and gives it depth. Evident in the
arrangement of petals on a flower head,
the branching growth of stems and vines,
the spirals of a seashell – pattern is
inherent in the natural world that
surrounds us.

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |229 x 126 mm | 672 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 49,20
ISBN: 9780500021484 (HB /E)

E/F/G
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E

E

Root, Nurture, Grow

The Essential Guide to
Propagating and Sharing
Houseplants

E

A Year in the
Garden

365 Inspirational
Gardens and
Gardening Tips
[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |200 x 200 mm |
744 p | 370 col.ill. |
March 2018 | € 28,50
ISBN: 9783791384245 (HB /E)

Boys with Plants

50 Plants and the Boys who
Love Them

Nature Aesthetics Design
Peter Berg. Foreword by James Alexander
Sinclair

A good eye and well-trained senses are
essential requirements for an aesthetic
Are you a fan of the Monstera plant?
Caro Langton, Rose Ray
garden design. Peter Berg's philosophy
Beautiful photography? Or a man who
takes a very special approach: he expects
Life with a potted plant is undeniably
loves to garden? Then this is the book for
his gardens to be both sustainable and
better. And better yet is the ability to
you. Based on the phenomenally
natural - which the use of natural stone
grow and replicate new, healthy
successful Instagram account of the same
in particular is intended to ensure. They
houseplants without ever having to visit a name, Boys with Plants showcases 50
should be reduced to just a few
garden centre again. Learn to share,
plants and the boys who love them.
materials, and along with the colour
swap and celebrate the miraculous
[UK] MODERN BOOKS (T&H) |
scheme, radiate a pleasant inner
methods of multiplying all of your
calmness. Each garden should also meet
favourites at almost no cost at all. With Hardback | Eng. ed. |
the individual needs of its owners.
Root, Nurture, Grow, you'll quickly
184 x 159 mm | 112 p |
discover how to propagate any
Feb. 2019 | € 14,00
[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
houseplant, take cuttings, cultivate
ISBN: 9781911130659 (HB /E)
Eng. ed. |295 x 295 mm |
runners and offsets, divide plants at the
240 p | 212 col.ill. |
roots and even grow brand new root
June 2018 | € 60,00
systems in the air.
@boyswithplants

14 garden-designs in 3d
ISBN: 9783421041074 (HB /E)

[UK] Quadrille | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |234 x 153 mm |
208 p | throughout col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 22,80
ISBN: 9781787132184 (HB /E)
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Garden design review

Best designed gardens and
parks on the planet
This illustrated garden book presents
more than 50 contemporary garden
projects from some of the most
internationally-renowned landscape
architects and garden designers
worldwide, ranging from prestigious park
designs to small and innovative terraces
and urban and rooftop gardens.
Throughout, the book catalogues the
leading garden suppliers in the
international scene whose products,
including garden furniture, help
transform a simple plot of land into a
carefully curated environment and
experience.

[G]] teNeues Hardback |
Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |275 x 340 mm |
256 p | 200 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 80,00
ISBN: 9783961711031 (HB /E/ F/ G)

E

The World of Color

According to Per Benjamin
Per Benjamin & Helén Pe (fotografie)
Een educatief, onderhoudend en
inspirerend boek waarin Per Benjamin
zijn kleurtheorie uitvoerig uit de doeken
doet, zowel in theorie als in praktijk.

[BE] Stichting Kunstboek - Green |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |330 x 245 mm
| 160 p | 120 col. & bw ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 59,90
ISBN: 9789058565952 (HB /E)

International
Floral Art
2018-2019
[BE] Stichting Kunstboek | HB |
Eng. ed. |290 x 240 mm | 288 p |
250 ill. | Sept. 2018 | € 59,90
ISBN: 9789058565914 (HB /E)

E

E

Hideyuki Niwa.

Botanical Metamorphosis
Hideyuki Niwa. Photography: Kiyokazu
Nakajima

Laura Dowling

Wreaths

Laura Dowling

Laura Dowling creëert schoonheid en
poëzie met haar signature kransen. Haar
Botanical Metamorphosis focuses on the feeërieke kleuren, tijdloze stijl en
design process that brings out and attracts fantasievolle details doen denken aan
attention to special features of plants and verborgen, wilde tuinen, weiden en
flowers that would otherwise go
betoverende bossen. Weelderige
unnoticed. This process of 'botanical
bloemen en vruchten, in elkaar grijpende
metamorphosis' developed over time, as twijgen en verrassende combinaties van
the artist grew more aware of the
kleuren, texturen en materialen, maken
presence of flowers and plants. Hideyuki
haar kransen tot innovatieve ontwerpen
Niwa tries to capture the expression in
die blijvend inspireren.
flower heads, the movement - the
'breathing' - of leaves, the heart beating in [BE] Stichting Kunstboek |
the stems and the will of branches... but in Hardback | Eng. ed. |260 x 210 mm
| 128 p | 100 col. & bw ill. |
order to bring out these characteristics
and to enhance the charm of nature, it is Oct. 2018 | € 30,00
necessary to 'dismantle' the original
ISBN: 9789058566034 (HB /E)
shapes, reconstruct them and awaken
their new beauty.

[BE] Stichting Kunstboek | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |330 x 245 mm |
96 p | 65 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 39,90 ISBN:
9789058566065 (HB /E)

E

Techniques for Floral
Beauty
Tomas De Bruyne

Trendsetter, globetrotter, ondernemer,
influencer, estheet... Tomas De Bruyne is
zonder meer één van de meest
getalenteerde bloemsierkunstenaars. Dit
is het boek waar collega's, studenten en
fans reikhalzend naar uitgekeken
hebben. Techniques and mechanics for
floral beauty geeft ons een
caleidoscopische kijk in de interne
keuken van de designer.

[BE] Stichting Kunstboek |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |300 x 240 mm
| 224 p | 250 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 45,00
ISBN: 9789058565983 (HB /E)
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Floral Contemporary

The Renaissance of Flower
Design
Olivier Dupon
Flowers are associated with all the
important events in our lives, whether
celebratory or commemorative, but they
can also cheer our everyday existence
and enliven the spaces around us. This
book shows just how. Through the work
of thirty-eight floral designers, we see
ideas for flowers for every occasion,
whether public or private. Illustrations
include portraits of the florists, shots of
works in progress and full-colour images
of glorious finished displays.

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |311 x 234 mm |
288 p | 342 col. & bw ill. |
July 2018 | € 41,95
ISBN: 9780500022337 (HB /E)

E

How To Cook
Without a Book

F - NL

Chez Léon, une friture bruxelloise
Chez Léon ... un lieu rare, au coeur de Bruxelles, rue des Bouchers.
Une atmosphère unique et authentique. Habitués de longue date et gens de
passage y découvrent les classiques de la cuisine bruxelloise, belge et
brabançonne ... Bon nombre de célébrités, toute la classe politique, certains
membres de la famille Royale s'y côtoient dans une ambiance bon enfant. Chaque
jour le menu affiche ses recettes réputées de moules, un waterzooï de volaille à la
gantoise, un filet américain préparé en salle, le stoemp comme on ne le fait nulle
part ailleurs, la tomate crevettes, le filet de boeuf Père Léon, l'anguille au vert ou la
sole à l'Ostendaise. Mousse au chocolat, crêpes flambées, et on en passe pour
clôturer le festin. Le tout se vit dans une ambiance de Zwanze, unique à Bruxelles.
Chez Léon... een opmerkelijke plek in hartje Brussel, Rue des Bouchers. Een unieke
en authentieke sfeer. Jarenlange habitués en eendagsbezoekers ontdekken er de
klassiekers van de Brusselse, Belgische en Brabantse keuken. Elke dag staan de
bekende mosselrecepten, Gentse waterzooi met kip, américain préparé die in de
zaal zelf wordt bereid, stoemp zoals ze nergens anders wordt gemaakt, tomate
crevettes, biefstuk "Père Léon", paling in't groen of sliptongetjes op Oostendse
wijze op het menu.

[BE] Sh-op Editions | Hardback |
Dutch (NL) & French ed. | 380 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 32,50 ISBN:
9782930974019 (HB /F)

Recipes and Techniques Every
Cook Should Know by Heart
Pam Anderson
New York Times bestselling author Pam
Anderson updates her classic cookbook-which put "cooking by heart" on the
map--to include modern flavors and new
techniques that today's home cooks will
love, with new and original full-color
photographs. It's been 17 years since the
blockbuster How to Cook Without a
Book was published, and Pam
Anderson's method of mastering easy
techniques to create simple, delicious
meals is even more relevant today.

Ottolenghi. SIMPLE

E

Yotam Ottolenghi
Yotam Ottolenghi's award-winning
recipes are always a celebration: an
unforgettable combination of
abundance, taste and surprise. SIMPLE is
no different, with 120 brand-new dishes
that contain all the inventive elements
and favour combinations that Ottolenghi
is loved for, but with minimal hassle for
maximum joy. Bursting with colourful
photography for every recipe, SIMPLE
showcases Yotam's standout dishes that
will suit whatever type of cooking you
find easy.

[US] Random House US | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |241 x 189 mm | 272 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 29,99
ISBN: 9781524761660 (HB /E)
[UK] Random House - Ebury Press |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |276 x 198 mm
| 320 p | Sept. 2018 | € 35,50
ISBN: 9781785031168 (HB /E)

ISBN 9782930974026 (NL)
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Wild

Adventure Cookbook
Sarah Glover
Sarah Glover loves to cook, whether it's
on the edge of a windswept cliff, in a
clearing in the forest, or on a sandy
stretch of beach. Although she's made a
career as a chef in Australia and New
York City, her heart lives outdoors. Filled
with gorgeous photographs from the
shores of Tasmania and beaches of
Sydney to the mountains of Australia's
east coast, this cookbook shares her
recipes and secrets to inspire others to
cook and eat outside.

[UK] Prestel + | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |286 x 210 mm | 336 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 44,00
ISBN: 9783791384931 (HB /E)

Vegetarian Party Food
(Ready to Eat

Delectable vegetable-forward
bites for entertaining
Caroline Hwang
Vegetarian Party Food is a thoughtful
collection of vegetarian and vegan bites
perfect for any get-together. Mix and
match the recipes to create the ultimate
spread for gatherings and dinner parties.
The book is divided into condiments,
dips, vegetarian, and vegan chapters -including everything from easy no-cook
bites like Turmeric and Lime Hummus
and Peach Salsa and Cheese Crostini to
more complex ones like Indian
Cauliflower Bhajis and Hasselback Baby
Beetroots with Feta.

[AUS] Hardie Grant | Paperback
with flaps |
Eng. ed. |220 x 207 mm |
192 p | throughout col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 16,50
ISBN: 9781784881856 (PB+ /E)

E

E

E

Cook Beautiful

Athena Calderone
Athena Calderone
Athena Calderone cooks with
internationally acclaimed chefs, hosts
stunning dinner parties for luxury
publications, and showcases it all on
EyeSwoon, an online destination for
food, fashion, and design. And in Cook
Beautiful, she's revealing the secrets to
preparing and presenting gorgeous
meals. Included are 100 seasonal recipes
with step-by-step advice on everything
from prep to presentation from artfully
layering a peach and burrata salad, to
searing a perfect steak.

[US] Abrams | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |254 x 203 mm | 368 p |
200 col.ill. | Sept. 2017 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781419726521 (HB /E)

Copenhagen Food

Eat at the Bar

The food culture of Copenhagen is woven
into the fabric of Trine's daily life; she has
lived in the heart of the city for more
than 40 years. There is no smorrebrod,
hot dog, ice cream, or coffee she hasn't
tasted in this quietly gastronomic capital
city. She has hosted summer parties,
Christmas dinners, street parties, picnics
and long, leisurely breakfasts for close
friends and huge gatherings, and she has
written and talked about the Danish way
of eating for publications all around the
world.

Jo Gamvros and Matt McConnell

Stories, traditions and recipes Recipes inspired by travels in
Spain, Portugal and beyond
Trine Hahnemann

[UK] Quadrille | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |238 x 195 mm | 288 p |
throughout col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781787131279 (HB /E)

111 Places in Copenhagen
That You Shouldn't Miss

ISBN: 9783740805807 (PB /E)
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Part travelogue, part cookbook, Eat at
the Bar shares 55 bar food recipes
inspired by Spanish, Portuguese, Greek
and Italian cuisine. Matt McConnell and
Jo Gamvros have gathered the best bar
food on the planet from small tapas bites
to rustic, authentic cooking from
hole-in-the-wall bars. There are chapters
on tapas, seafood, vegetables, salads,
meat, sauces, queso and more, all
interspersed with anecdotes and
stunning photography from the author's
travel adventures in the Mediterranean
and beyond.

[AUS] Hardie Grant | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |248 x 198 mm |
240 p | throughout col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781743793954 (HB /E)

E

Jamie Cooks Italy
Oliver Jamie

A celebration of the joy of Italian food.
Jamie wants to share his love of all
things Italian with accessible, best-ever
recipes for Classic Carbonara, Salina
Chicken, Stuffed Focaccia, Baked
Risotto Pie, Pot-Roasted Cauliflower
and Limoncello Tiramisu. This is about
bringing the pleasure and passion of
the world's favourite cuisine to your
kitchen at home.
Featuring 140 recipes in Jamie's
easy-to-follow style, the book has
chapters on Antipasti, Salad, Soup,
Meat, Pasta, Fish, Rice & Dumplings,
Bread...

[UK] Penguin UK - Michael Joseph
| Hardback | Eng. ed. |
251 x 197 mm | 288 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 35,95
ISBN: 9780718187736 (HB /E)

E

E

CIBI

Japaneasy

Simple Japanese-inspired
Meals to Share with Family
and Friends

Classic and Modern Japanese
Recipes to (Actually) Cook at
Home

Meg Tanaka, Zenta Tanaka

Tim Anderson

CIBI ('a little one') is a book on
home-style Japanese cooking inspired by
the eponymous Melbourne cafe and
design space created by Meg and Zenta
Tanaka. It contains more than 80
seasonally relevant recipes across
vegetables, fish and seafood, meat,
grains and noodles, and sweets.

Many people are intimidated at the idea
of cooking Japanese food at home. But in
JapanEasy, Tim Anderson reveals that
many Japanese recipes require no
specialist ingredients at all, and can in
fact be whipped up with products found
at your local supermarket.

[AUS] Hardie Grant | HB |
Eng. ed. |280 x 185 mm |
232 p | col.ill. |
July 2018 | € 27,80
ISBN: 9781743793732 (HB /E)
[AUS] Hardie Grant | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |248 x 190 mm |
224 p | throughout col.ill. |
Sept. 2017 | € 25,50
ISBN: 9781784881146 (HB /E)
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The Vegetable

130 recipes that celebrate
nature
Caroline Griffith and Vicki Valsamis

Fruit

Recipes that celebrate nature

Bernadette Worndl

The Vegetable is an essential collection
of 130 plant-based recipes featuring
fresh flavors and exciting combinations
that will delight anyone looking to eat
more vegetables.
With recipes for dishes large and small as
well as sauces and pickles, The Vegetable
is the perfect companion for simple
dinners and feasts with friends alike.

The seasonal arrangement of the recipes
and the use of a wide array of fruit
varieties, supplemented by citrus and
dried fruits, make this book a kitchen
staple that promises to be used again and
again. The more than 70 recipes in the
book include Roast pork with apples,
Tagliatelle with mushrooms and
blackberries and Chicken with balsamic
cherries and cauliflower cream.

[US] Smith Street Books (AB&C) |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |
280 x 200 mm | 112 p | 150 col.ill. |
Sept. 2017 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781925418538 (HB /E)

[US] Smith Street Books (AB&C) |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |
280 x 200 mm | 240 p | 110 col.ill. |
April 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781925418446 (HB /E)

NL

NL

E
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Truth, Love & Clean Cutlery

The Exemplary Restaurants &
Food Experiences of the World

Vegan Goodness: Feasts

Van aardappel tot friet

Plant-Inspired Meals for Big
and Little Gatherings

Eddie Cooremans, André Delcart

Giles Coren, Jill Dupleix, Jules Mercer

Jessica Prescott

A brand new guide conceived to identify the world's
truly exemplary restaurants and food experiences. Of all
the qualities that distinguish a truly outstanding
restaurant or food experience, perhaps truth, love and
care are the most important. A passion for creating food
that is so good that it will never be forgotten, an
environment that makes that extraordinary food taste
even better, and a care for the ground or water from
which that food is derived and the community in which
it is served.

There is nothing quite like sitting down to a meal
with people you love. It's a chance to switch off,
share stories and enjoy time spent together. In
Vegan Goodness: Feasts, Jessica Prescott invites you
to embrace the ritual of cooking and eating
together with over 70 fresh and exciting plantbased dishes perfect for entertaining and sharing
with loved ones.

World edtion, Blackwell & Ruth

[UK] T & H, Blackwell & Ruth | Paperback | Eng. ed. |
195 x 135 mm | 740 p | 450 ill. | Nov. 2018 | € 35,20
ISBN: 9780473432263 (PB /E)

De aardappel, een voedingsproduct dat
zo vertrouwd is en dat vele generaties
lang zo goed als dagelijks op het bord
kwam, kent een boeiende geschiedenis.
Dit unieke naslagwerk brengt het verhaal
van deze eeuwenoude plant, die we bijna
een exotisch kunnen noemen, een
vreemde knol die in het begin met een
zeker wantrouwen werd bekeken en
later tot voedsel voor miljoenen zou
uitgroeien.

[BE] Stichting Kunstboek |
Hardback | NL ed. |260 x 210 mm |
288 p | 120 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9789058566089 (HB /NL)

[AUS] Hardie Grant | Hardback | Eng. ed. |
205 x 205 mm | 160 p | throughout col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 18,95
ISBN: 9781784881665 (HB /E)
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Bio(dynamische en
natuurlijke wijnen
Jasper Van Papeghem
Wijnliefhebbers - en zijn we dat niet
allemaal? - zien vaak door de bomen het
bos niet meer. Biologisch is in de keuken
en bij de meeste mensen thuis al lang
geen onbekende meer, eerder een must,
maar de wijnen lijken in ons
aankoopgedrag wat achterop te hinken.
Biowijn, dat is toch troebele wijn die niet
zo fris ruikt? In sommige restaurants
kiezen jonge sommeliers inderdaad al
eens voor heel bizarre wijnen met een
niet meteen appetijtelijke neus, maar er
zijn heus wel heerlijke ontdekkingen te
doen!

[BE] Stichting Kunstboek |
Hardback | NL ed. |270 x 200 mm |
160 p | 100 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 24,95
ISBN: 9789058566102 (HB /NL)

E

The Life of Tea

A Journey to the World’s
Finest Teas
Michael Freeman

This journey to the world's finest teas,
captured in extraordinary photography,
brings alive the aroma, taste and texture
of this drink in all its many nuances, and
will give connoisseurs and casual readers
alike a much deeper understanding of
how great tea is created. Includes
sections on botany, cultivation,
processing methods and the impact tea
has had, and continues to have, on
culture.

[UK] Mitchell Beazley (Octopus) |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |
292 x 229 mm | 256 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 37,95 ISBN:
9781784723927 (HB /E)

E

E

Spirit of the North

A Drinkable Feast

Selma Slabiak

Philip Greene

Cocktail recipes & stories
from Scandinavia
Over 30 recipes for an enticing and
creative array of artisanal cocktails,
mixed drinks (alcoholic and nonalcoholic), and special snacks, utilizing
seasonal and locally-sourced ingredients
for all seasons and occasions.
Incorporates joyous Scandinavian life
philosophies such as hygge (`cozy
contentment'), lagom (`finding balance'),
friluftstliv (`appreciation and engagement
of nature and the outdoors'), and fika
(`coffee break'), amongst others.

[G] teNeues | Hardback | Eng. ed. |
240 x 194 mm | 160 p | 80 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 25,00
ISBN: 9783961711529 (HB /E)

A Cocktail Companion to
1920s Paris

Free the Tipple

Kickass Cocktails Inspired by
Iconic Women

Sixty of the world's coolest and most
A history of the Lost Generation in 1920s influential women are the inspiration
for this refreshing and fun collection
Paris told through the lens of the
of drink recipes that are sure to bring
cocktails they loved
In the Prohibition era, American cocktail extra zest to your cocktail shaker. Free
enthusiasts flocked to the one place that the Tipple pays tribute to a brilliant
would have them--Paris. In this sweeping range of diverse women from the 20th
look at the City of Light, cocktail historian century to today who have made
waves in entertainment, the arts,
Philip Greene follows the notable
American ex-pats who made themselves politics, fashion, literature, sports, and
at home in Parisian cafes and bars, from science. The cocktails are simple to
make, kitchen-tested, and incorporate
Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald,
easy-to-find ingredients.
and Gertrude Stein to Picasso, Coco
Chanel, Cole Porter, and many more.

[US] Random House US | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |203 x 152 mm | 288 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 18,00
ISBN: 9780143133018 (HB /E)
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[UK] Prestel + | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |184 x 165 mm | 144 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 12,60
ISBN: 9783791384047 (HB /E)

The Seven Moods of
Craft Spirits

350 Great Craft Spirits from
Around the World
Dominic Roskrow
Now is the most exciting time for craft
spirits. Craft distilling is riding a perfect
wave: gin has become particularly
popular in London, tequila is back in
fashion, Cuban rum is making a
resurgence, and great whiskies are being
created everywhere. Brought together in
one accessible guide, here are 350 of the
world's most interesting and innovative
spirits. Each entry includes a specially
commissioned drawing, tasting
description, strength, distillery
information and spirit type.

[UK] 8 Books (T & H) | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |198 x 140 mm |
224 p | 400 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 21,00
ISBN: 9781999858322 (HB /E)

E

Brussels, en route
Bram Penninckx

Brussels En route is het verslag van een
anderhalf jaar lange rit met het Brussels
openbaar vervoer. Gedurende die
periode reisde fotograaf Bram Penninckx
met alle bus-, tram- en metrolijnen, van
terminus naar terminus. De beelden en
teksten in dit boek brengen een
dwarsdoorsnede van Brussel en geven
een inkijk in de leefwereld van de
geheimzinnige medereizigers die
dagelijks ons pad kruisen.

[BE] Snoeck Publishers | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |300 x 300 mm |
128 p | 100 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 32,00
ISBN: 9789461614971 (HB /E)

E/F

Bruxelles Vertical
Stephane Demeter, Francois
Nussbaumer, Bastin&Evrard
Le Noyer Edition fera paraître
prochainement un livre de prestige et de
grand format « Bruxelles Vertical »,
hommage rendu à la verticalité sous
toutes ses formes, périodes et styles
dans la ville. Les photos sont de Bastin &
Evrard et de François Nussbaumer, le
texte (en français et anglais) est de
Stéphane Demeter, historien et
archéologue. Pour tous les amoureux de
la capitale belge, il sera le livre cadeau de
référence pour les fêtes de fin d'année.

[F] Le Noyer | Paperback |
Eng./Fr. ed. |390 x 260 mm | 200 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 45,00
ISBN: 9782955408568 (PB /E/ F)

Les Maisons de la
Grand-Place de Bruxelles
(4eme ed
Lieux de mémoire

Sous la direction de Vincent Heymans
La Grand-Place actuelle n'est que le
dernier ensemble urbain édifié à cet
endroit. Auparavant s'y dressaient des
édifices à l'esthétique, auc matériaux et
aux modes de construction très
différents. Leur histoire peut être
retracée, malgré leur disparition, par
l'étude de documents iconographiques
conservés. Détruit suite au
bombardement de 1695, cet ensemble
architectural est relevé à la charnière des
XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles.

[BE] CFC-Éditions | Paperback |
French ed. |290 x 230 mm | 230 p |
180 col.ill. | July 2018 -R/P | € 21,00
ISBN: 9782930018898 (PB /F)
PROMO ! Maintenant
21,- euro au lieu de 32,- euro
20 ANS UNESCO
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Bruxelles à colorier
Gwen Guéguan

Cet ouvrage vient combler un manque
réel dans le paysage éditorial bruxellois.
En effet, il n'existe pas de livre de
coloriage sur Bruxelles. Nous présentons
ici un cahier de coloriage qui propose un
point de vue personnel sur la ville dans
un parcours original et agréable. L'enfant
apprend à reconnaître la ville en
accompagnant un renard qui l'encourage
à colorier et le stimule à l'observation.

[BE] CFC-Éditions | Paperback |
French ed. |270 x 230 mm | 52 p |
July 2018 | € 12,00
ISBN: 9782875720344 (PB /F)

NL/F

F

La patrimoine de la
Belgique vu par
l'Occupant

Les photographies
Allemandes (1917-1918)
Sous la direction de Marie-Christine Claes
& Christina Kott

Jusqu'à l'Armistice, entre 30 et 40
hommes et femmes - historiens de l'art,
architectes et photographes - vont
produire plus de 10 000 photographies,
toutes sur plaques de verre et d'une
qualité technique et esthétique
extraordinaire. Sont saisis par l'objectif,
en adoptant tantôt des perspectives
spectaculaires, tantôt des points de vue
intimistes, églises, châteaux, beffrois,
béguinages, éléments de décors,
tableaux, sculptures et enluminures.

[BE] CFC-Éditions | Hardback |
French ed. |280 x 220 mm | 224 p |
200 bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9782875720313 (HB /F)

NL

Limburg in negen
vragen
Uitgangspunt zijn negen pertinente
vragen over Limburg. Via de
geschiedenis en overgebleven
erfgoed geeft het fraaie boek de
antwoorden op die vragen. Het zeer
rijkelijk geïllustreerd boek spreekt
zowel over de teuten als over de
Hasseltse jenever, over Hendrik van
Veldeke, over Voeren en de taalstrijd
als over het Museum van het Kamp
van Beverlo. Een niet te missen
origineel naslagwerk over Limburg en
haar rijk erfgoed.

[BE] OKV | Hardback | NL ed. |
280 x 230 mm | 158 p |
June 2018 | € 25,00
ISBN: 9789492455079 (HB /NL)

NL

Het vloeibare goud

Toerisme op en rond de
Brugse reien
Mia Lingier & Edmond Coucke

Tijdens het interbellum komt het
toerisme schoorvoetend op gang, dat
zich, op enkele tentoonstellingen na,
hoofdzakelijk afspeelt op en rond het
water. Na de Tweede Wereldoorlog
neemt het toerisme een flinke vlucht.
De stad eist steeds meer zijn plaats op in
deze nieuwe bron van inkomsten.
City-trippers en massatoeristen bevolken
de stad tijdens de volgende decennia.
De autochtone bevolking vraagt de
leefbaarheid in de stad te behouden en
zoekt antwoorden in een groeiend
cultuurtoerisme.

[BE] Van de Wiele | Paperback |
NL ed. |270 x 210 mm | 96 p |
July 2018 | € 19,95
Triënnale 2018: Liquid City, Brugge
ISBN: 9789076297750 (PB /NL)
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De Krook

Een leerrijk boek
Er heerst een gezellige drukte in De
Krook, de Gentse stadsbibliotheek van
de 21ste eeuw. Tussen de
boekenliefhebbers, de kinderen op
zoek naar het toilet en de blokkende
studenten flaneren enkele
merkwaardige figuren. Archeologisch
en historisch onderzoek bracht deze
mensen samen en liet hen het verhaal
vertellen van vele eeuwen van leven en
werken op de Krook, de plek in Gent
waar nu de bib op staat. Het werd het
verrassend en boeiend relaas van een
uithoek van de stad die een
economische motor werd.

Paris dans mon Gand
Philippe Debeerst, Christophe Vekeman
Omzwervingen door Gent, een stroom aan
verhalen ... De stad waar Schelde en Leie
samenvloeien en die keizer Karel ooit
groter achtte dan Parijs. In Paris dans mon
Gand brengt fotograaf Philippe Debeerst de
vele facetten van Gent in beeld. Van
middeleeuwse grandeur over relicten van
een industrieel verleden tot creatieve
broedplek voor hedendaagse kunst en
cultuur.

Balade à travers Gand, une multitude
d'histoires ... La ville au confluent de
l'Escaut et la Lys, que Charles Quint avait
un jour considérée plus grande que Paris,
vous fair vivre son riche passé, ainsi que
son présent aux multiples facettes et son
[BE] Snoeck Publishers | Hardback avenir prometteur. Photographe Philippe
| NL ed. |275 x 220 mm | 240 p |
Debeerst retrace et aborde les nombreux
June 2018 | € 29,50
visages de Gand.

ISBN: 9789461614681 (HB /NL)

Expo : 2/9ͬϮϬϭϴ - 30/9/2018, Lieve
Lambrecht Galery, Merendree

[BE] Snoeck Publishers | Hardback |
NL/ Fr ed. |215 x 295 mm | 128 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 29,00
ISBN: 9789461614926 (HB - NL/ F)

NL/F

Durbuy.

Kunst op de Campus

Une histoire d'hier,
Bouwen en verbinden
d'aujourd'hui et de demain Georges Goffin (ed.) & Jesse Willems
Een verhaal van ondernemen (photos)
In de voorbije decennia werd door de
en beleven

Universiteit Antwerpen een unieke
collectie bijeengebracht met beeldende
kunst van Belgische en internationale
origine en allure. Met bijzonder veel zorg
Durbuy, in het hart van de Belgische
Ardennen, roept bij zowat ieder van ons krijgen deze kunstwerken een specifieke,
uitgezochte en bediscussieerde plaats in
dezelfde iconische beelden op: een
romantisch ogend kasteel bovenop een en om de gebouwen op de verschillende
universitaire campussen. Studenten,
rotspartij, een gezellig middeleeuws
professoren, onderzoekend en
stadje met pittoreske straatjes en
ondersteunend personeel worden zo in
eeuwenoude huizen, het imposante
hun dagelijkse werkomgeving met
Hotel Restaurant Le Sanglier des
fragmenten uit de verzameling
Ardennes met een onwrikbare
verbonden.
gastronomische reputatie… Omgeven
door heuvels en bossen lijkt het 'kleinste [BE] Stichting Kunstboek |
stadje ter wereld' tegen alles bestand en
Hardback | NL ed. |300 x 240 mm |
het is alsof de tijd er heeft stilgestaan.
Marc Coucke, Michaël De Moor. Henk
van Cauwenbergh (photos)

[BE] Stichting Kunstboek |
Hardback | NL/ Fr ed. |330 x 245
mm | 288 p | 200 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 115,00
ISBN: 9789058566072 (HB /NL/ F)

108 p | 82 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 32,00
ISBN: 9789058566126 (HB /NL)
ISBN: 9789058566140 (HB /E)

NL

NL - E

Citaat op Straat

Zet je zinnen op Linkeroever
Wist je dat Linkeroever eigenlijk een
literair openluchtmuseum is? Citaat op
Straat vertelt het verhaal van deze
Antwerpse wijk. Meer dan 50
straatnamen zijn vernoemd naar een
schrijver uit de Vlaamse of Europese
literatuur. In deze straten prijken
arduinen en bronzen stoeptegels waarin
telkens een citaat gegraveerd is van de
auteur waar de straat naar vernoemd is.
50 bekende Antwerpenaars schreven een
korte tekst te schrijven over een van die
citaten.

Spa

Ville-écrin des Jolités /
Treasure trove of Jolités
Lydwine de Moerloose
Outre ses eaux mondialement célèbres,
la ville de Spa recèle bien d'autres
richesses méconnues. Les Jolités sont les
dignes représentantes d'un travail de
tabletterie et de décors peints ou
incrustés des plus raffinés, développé
grâce la dynamique industrie d'art du «
Bois de Spa ».
Guidés par Lydwine de Moerloose,
historienne de l'Art, attardez-vous dans
les recoins vernis, les détails dessinés et
admirez la maîtrise de la conception.

[BE] Prisme Éditions | Hardback |
Eng./Fr. ed. |300 x 240 mm | 192 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 39,50
ISBN: 9782930451282 (HB /E/ F)
[BE] Pandora | Paperback | NL ed.
|210 x 148 mm | 144 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 17,95
ISBN: 9789053254530 (PB /NL)
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Museum and Gardens
Van Buuren
Isabelle Anspach
The impressive collection of pictures in
the Buuren Museum covers five centuries
of the history of painting, including
among others works by the Flemish and
Italian Old Masters, the two sons of P.
Brueghel, of the school of Rembrandt, by
Guardi, Fantin-Latour, Ensor, Van Gogh,
Signac, Van Dongen, Foujita, Ernst,
Permeke, Wouters and Desmet. David van
Buuren was the sole patron of Gustave
van de Woestyne and the museum still
houses 32 of his pictures.

[BE] Fonds Mercator/
Mercatorfonds | Hardback | Eng., Fr.
& Dutch (NL) eds. |215 x 170 mm |
128 p | 100 col.ill. |
July 2018 - R/P | € 24,95
ISBN: 9789462302396 (HB /NL)
ISBN: 9789462302402 (HB /F)
ISBN: 9789462302419 (HB /E)

E
Mr & Mrs Smith Presents

The World's Sexiest
Bedrooms
Mr & Mrs Smith (James Lohan)

There are numerous luxury hotels to
choose from when planning a romantic
getaway, but finding a unique and
unforgettable experience in a stunning
location is a greater challenge. Mr & Mrs
Smith was founded in 2003 by James and
Tamara Lohan to discover the world's
finest hotels and travel experiences.
Now, with a million members and
counting, their global presence has made
them leading experts on hotels and
destinations, crafting bespoke
experiences for their clients.

[UK] Thames & Hudson | Hardback
| Eng. ed. |250 x 195 mm | 296 p |
400 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9780500021781 (HB /E)

Best places to rent
on the planet

E/F/G

In stunning pictures and evocative texts,
Best Places to Rent on the Planet
presents the most beautiful and exclusive
holiday rentals-by the sea, in the
mountains, for city getaways, and rural
retreats. Alongside these exclusive
holiday homes, you'll find a lineup of
luxury journeys and inspiring travel
adventures around the world- from
helicopter flights to private islands and
safari tours, to Antarctic expeditions.

[G] teNeues | Hardback |
Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |340 x 275 mm |
288 p | 300 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 80,00
ISBN: 9783961711000 (HB /E/ F/ G)
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The Grand Hostels

Luxury Hostels of the World
Gestalten, Kash Bhattacharya
Hostels have embraced style inside and
out: they now have large rooms, original
and stylish design, on-site bars, and
rooftop pools to rival any hotel. They are
the best way of exploring a city for
millennials and other curious minds. The
Grand Hostels tells stories of the luxury
of memorable experiences: learning
about local habits, finding discounted
activities, drinks offers, free meals, and
amazing staff.

[G] Gestalten Verlag | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |225 x 170 mm | 320 p |
throughout col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 29,90
ISBN: 9783899556841 (HB /E)

The Bucket List: Wildlife

1,000 Beautiful Places to See
Animals, Birds, and Fish
Kath Stathers
For anyone who is passionate about
wildlife, this bucket list offers
around-the-world listings of ways to
experience animals and birds in their
natural habitats. Fun, life-affirming
activities are the focus from
action-packed adventures (camel
trekking in Jordan, riding among
mustangs in the American West) to more
relaxing experiences (savoring the peace
of the Costa Rican cloud forest or floating
among corals in the Maldives).

[US] Rizzoli [ONLY FIRM] |
Hardback with dust jacket | Eng. ed.
|226 x 168 mm | 416 p | 250 col.ill.
| Oct. 2018 | € 37,00
ISBN: 9780789334459 (HB+ /E)

E
E

Sacred Spaces

The Awe-Inspiring Architecture of
Churches and Cathedrals

Guillaume de Laubier

From St. Peter's Basilica in Rome to Notre-Dame in Paris, Christian churches
represent some of our most significant architectural achievements, designed to
evoke wonder and awe. Offering unprecedented access to a collection of revered
religious landmarks, photographer Guillaume de Laubier takes readers on a
stunning architectural tour.

[US] Abrams |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |
280 x 280 mm | 240 p | 150 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 56,50
ISBN: 9781419728068 (HB /E)

E

111 Places in Venice That Eat Like a Local NEW
You Shouldn't Miss
YORK
Gerd Wolfgang Sievers
The Serenissima, the fair Lady, is
increasingly growing to be the Disney
World of the super-rich - but isn't that
what she always was? A search for the
traces in the heart of this enchanted "city
of water", far from the madding crowd,
tracking down what makes the
Serenissima what she is: the cheerful,
quirky, lovable, mystical; the artistic, the
epicurean, the mercantile, the
inexplicable and inscrutable Venice that
bewitches and heartlessly repels its
visitors when they start getting on the
city's nerves.

[UK] Emons Verlag (ACC) |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |
205 x 135 mm | 240 p |
Sept. 2018 -R/P | € 15,95
ISBN: 9783954514601 (PB /E)

Food-focused travel guides for the
world's most exciting cities

E

New York Precincts

A Curated Guide to the City’s
Best Shops, Eateries, Bars and
Other Hangouts

This book is a food tour in your pocket,
featuring more than 100 of the best
restaurants, cafes, bars and markets
recommended by a team of in-the-know
Tokyoites. You'll also find insights into
the city's idiosyncratic food culture, and a
handful of iconic recipes to cook in the
holiday kitchen or once you've returned
home. It's the inside knowledge that
allows you to Drink, Shop, Cook and Eat
Like a Local.

The latest in the hugely popular
"off-the-beaten-track" Precincts travel
range, New York Precincts shares the
many hidden treasures that can only be
found with the help of local knowledge.
NYC-obsessed author Pip Cummings
offers an insider's curation of the very
best cultural, shopping, eating and
drinking experiences that the city has to
offer-sharing her own insights as well as
the insider knowledge of a select group
of locals.

[UK] Bloomsbury Academic |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |
178 x 111 mm | 144 p | col.ill. |
June 2018 | € 12,60
ISBN: 9781408893272 (PB /E)

[AUS] Hardie Grant | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |210 x 170 mm | 264 p |
throughout col.ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 22,80
ISBN: 9781741175479 (HB /E)

Barcelona Presincts
ISBN: 9781741175554 (HB /E)
London Presincts
ISBN: 9781741174991 (HB /E)
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The Monocle Travel Guide:

Mexico City

Tyler Brûlé, Andrew Tuck & Joe Pickard
The definitive travel guides that make
you feel like a local wherever you go
go.

[G] Gestalten -Monocle Guides |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |210 x 140
mm | 148 p | Throughout col.ill. |
June 2018 | € 15,00
ISBN: 9783899559491 (HB /E)

Athens
ISBN: 9783899559590 (HB /E)
Helsinki
ISBN: 9783899559606 (HB /E)
Zurich Basel Geneva
ISBN: 9783899559583 (HB /E)

E

E
Cereal City Guide

London

Rosa Park & Rich Stapleton
From the leading independent travel and
style magazine Cereal comes Cereal City
Guide: London: a portrait of the English
capital offering a finely curated edit on
what to see and do for discerning
travelers and locals alike.

[US] Abrams | Hardback | Eng. ed.
|210 x 149 mm | 208 p | 100 col.ill.
| Oct. 2018 | € 23,95
ISBN: 9781419732867 (HB /E)

Paris
ISBN: 9781419732874 (HB /E)

New York
ISBN: 9781419732850 (HB /E)

Half-full Adventure Map:

Tokyo

This is a new breed of map. Part
map, part local guide, Half FullAdventure Map: Tokyo has been
designed for explorers with an open
mindset and a generous spirit. One
side of the map features suggested
itineraries that reveal hidden
treasures and key attractions, giving
you a real taste for the city even if
you have limited time. There are also
links to online features, including a
playlist filled with local music and
additional commentary.

[AUS] Hardie Grant | MAP | Eng.
ed. |379 x 519 mm | 192 p |
col.ill. | July 2018 | € 8,80

Tokyo
ISBN: 9781741175653 (MAP /E)
London
ISBN: 9781741175646 (MAP /E)

Melbourne

ISBN: 9781741175608 (MAP /E)

New York

ISBN: 9781741175622 (MAP /E)

San Francisco

ISBN: 9781741175639 (MAP /E)
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CITIX60

Pop City Guide

Pocket-sized informative, handpicked list
of local hot spots for travellers who are
ready to lose themselves into the truest
spirit of the world's most exhilarating
design hubs. Focusing on urban life, each
volume is a unique collaboration with 60
regional creatives who have distinctive
tastes and vision in life and disciplines .

David Brun-Lambert, David Tanguy,
Aurelie Pollet

San Francisco

New York

Original, sober, precise, elegant, and
captivating: Pop City is different from all
other existing city guides. It is pop in its
essence, literary in its approach - with
detailed information offered up, and
attractive design and illustrations. This is
[UK] Victionary | Pb with flaps | a seductive city guide that's practical and
Eng. ed. |165 x 115 mm | 132 p | pertinent in a pocket format: discover a
city in the shoes of a Pop idol without
col.ill. | Oct. 2018 | € 12,60
ever looking like a tourist!

CITIX60 - San Francisco
ISBN: 9789887850038 (PB+ /E)
CITIX60 - New York
ISBN: 9789887850021 (PB+ /E)
CITIX60 - Paris
ISBN: 9789887850014 (PB+ /E)
CITIX60 - Tokyo
ISBN: 9789887850090 (PB+ /E)
CITIX60 - Berlin
ISBN: 9789887850052 (PB+ /E)
CITIX60 - Barcelona
ISBN: 9789887850069 (PB+ /E)
CITIX60 - London
ISBN: 9789887850083 (PB+ /E)

[UK] Editions du Chêne (ACC) |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |225 x 150 mm
| 192 p | 100 col.ill. |
April 2018 | € 32,00
ISBN: 9782812317811 (HB /E)

E

E

The Current

New Wheels for the
Post-Petrol Age

E
E

A Year Off

A Story About Traveling
the World—and How to
Make It Happen For You
Alexandra Brown & David Brown
A Year Off is one part travel guide,
one part travel essays and photos,
and one part memoir documenting
the story of Alexandra and David
Brown, a couple who decided to take
a year off from their jobs and
'regular lives' to travel the world
together after only knowing each
other for a few months.

[US] Chronicle Books |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |
203 x 152 mm | 256 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 23,95
ISBN: 9781452164656 (HB /E)

Gestalten

The Hidden Tracks

Wanderlust - Hiking Adventures Off the Beaten Path
Gestalten, Cam Honan

Embark on a thrilling exploration of the world's most exciting, magnificent, and
varied walking trails and hiking destinations. Besides the better-known paths, The
Hidden Tracks will also highlight some of the more
out-of-the-way gems--be it an expedition on the other side of the world or a
day's hike just a few hours from your hometown. The book is both a visual
journey and an invitation to pack your hiking boots and discover untouched
hiking destinations.

[G] Gestalten Verlag | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 300 x 240 mm | 256 p| throughout col.ill.|
Sept. 2018 | € 39,90 |
ISBN: 9783899559552 (HB /E)

A Year Off

ISBN: 9781452164656 (HB /E)
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What's next? The Current showcases the
new vehicles and pioneers of the electric
revolution. Electric motorcycles, bicycles,
and their hybrids are visions of
extraterrestrial design set to enable a
mobility that will be sustainable for
future generations without losing its
main focus--FUN. Enjoy a grease-free
ride, unprecedented instant torque, and
silent riding with nothing but the sound
of the wind and rolling tires on asphalt.

[G] Gestalten Verlag | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |260 x 210 mm | 208 p |
throughout col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9783899559569 (HB /E)

Cycling Paradises

100 Bike Tours of the
World's
Most Breathtaking Places to
Pedal
Claude Droussent
Discover the best places to bike in this
carefully curated guide to seeing the
world on a bike. Organized by terrain urban, mountain, on-road, scenic each tour was constructed by leading
French cycling expert Claude
Droussent who co-founded "L'Étape du
Tour" which is an organized mass
participation event that allows
amateur cyclists to race over the same
route as the Tour de France on the
tour's official rest days.

[US] Rizzoli [FIRM] | Flexi | Eng.
ed. |279 x 210 mm | 208 p | 100
col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 34,00
ISBN: 9780789333865 (FLEXI /E)

E

1001 Walks

You must experience before
you die
This essential reference for all those
who love nothing better than to lace
up their walking boots features routes
varying from the rugged delights of
the Pembrokeshire Coastal Path to the
Harz Witch's Trail high up in the
German mountains. The hand-picked
excursions take in mountain passes,
woodland paths, ancient Native
American trails and much more. There
are easy walks for beginners - some
lasting barely an hour - and more
demanding challenges that may take
several weeks.

[UK] Cassell (Octopus) |
Paperback|
Eng. ed. |210 x 160 mm |
960 p | 800 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 25,50 ISBN:
9781788400954 (PB /E)

E

E

Ride Out!

Motorcycle Road Trips and
Adventures

Spark Adventure

50 Ways to Explore and
Discover

A novel gift for travelers, graduates, or
anyone embarking on a new adventure,
Ride Out! shines a light on the classic and
this box of inspiring prompts is sure to
most inspiring riding landscapes, from
spark exploration and discovery on any
never-ending meandering mountain
journey—whether traveling around the
passes to routes along the
world or just around the block.
Mediterranean Sea. A motorcycle rider is
[US] Chronicle Gifts | Boxed |
always on the hunt-- for the perfect
curve, the perfect scenery, the perfect
Eng. ed. |68 x 127 mm | 50 p |
flow. Detailed Maps containing practical Sept. 2018 | € 14,50
background information on the best
seasons, duration, and points of interest box tray with sleeve, 50 kraft faux
will help you plan your next trip. Get out matchsticks inside
and ride!

Gestalten

[G] Gestalten Verlag | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |300 x 240 mm | 256 p |
throughout col.ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 39,90
ISBN: 9783899559576 (HB /E)

ISBN: 9781452168838 (BOX /E)

E

The Art of Fire

Step by step guide to
starting, building and
handling fires
Daniel Hume

Fire can fascinate, inspire, capture the
imagination and bring families and
communities together. It has the ability
to amaze, energise and touch
something deep inside all of us. For
thousands of years, at every corner of
the globe, humans have been huddling
around fires: from the basic and
primitive essentials of light, heat,
energy and cooking, through to modern
living, fire plays a central role in all of
our lives.

[UK] Penguin UK | Paperback |
Eng. ed. | 198 x 129 mm | 192 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 13,80
ISBN: 9781784758424 (PB /E)
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The Essential Survival
Manual
Kenneth Griffiths
Written by a world-leading expert, The
Essential Survival Manual discusses and
reveals all the skills you will ever need.
The subjects covered include terrorist
attacks, finding shelter and food, as well
as tips on the mental and emotional
resilience required in the face of
adversity. Illustrated throughout with
specially commissioned illustrations, the
information contained within will remain
invaluable throughout your life.

[UK] Carlton | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |175 x 126 mm | 192 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 16,50
ISBN: 9781787391550 (HB /E)

E

E
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Classic cars review

The best classic cars on the
planet
Michael Brunnbauer
In an opulent coffee table book, Classic
Cars Review celebrates the classic car
phenomenon by presenting the most
beautiful, exciting, and exclusive vintage
vehicles, until now only visible in
museums or behind the locked doors of
private collections. With large,
never-before-seen collections and their
collectors, this book provides exclusive
insights into the world of the largest
classic car auction houses, the most
innovative classic car dealers, and all the
key vintage car events.

[G
][G] TeNeues | Hardback |
Eng./ Germ. ed. |290 x 370 mm |
416 p | 350 col. & bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 130,00
ISBN: 9783961711062 (HB /E/ G)

E

Classic Cars

A Century of Masterpieces
Simon de Burton
Simon de Burton journeys through some
of the most coveted cars of the twentieth
century. From the Alfa Romeo 6C to the
Porsche 996 GT3, the author has chosen
cars from each decade from the 1930s to
the early 2000s, his choices made from
the perspective of the enthusiast and
collector. All are considered 'milestone'
cars and all have risen substantially in
value in the past five to ten years.

[UK] ACC | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |298 x 248 mm | 324 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 50,00
ISBN: 9781851499168 (HB /E)

The Porsche Book

The Best Porsche Images by
Frank M. Orel
Elmar Brummer. Photography: Frank Orel
This turbo-charged book is an exciting
thrill ride for all lovers of the Porsche
experience. As you browse, you embark
on a nostalgic, image-packed journey
through the annals of high-performance
motor engineering and design.

[G] TeNeues| Hardback |
E/F/G/R/Ch ed |368 x 290 mm|
368 p | 195 col.ill. | 11 bw ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 100,00
ISBN: 9783961711673 (HB)

Cars

Born Free

Dieter Castenow & Barbara Til

DicE Magazine

The sports cars of the 1950s to the 1970s
are fast, beautiful, eccentric and
innovative. In recent decades these
automobiles not only became coveted
collector's items; they also enjoy cult
statu s. In an exciting journey through
time the volume presents 25 outstanding
sports cars as design icons and
illuminates their presentation in film and
photography.

Born Free is the Woodstock of the
motorcycle scene: the world's biggest
gathering for riders of vintage custom
motorcycles. Every season the
community celebrates a shared passion
for building and riding motorcycles. It's
all about finding the next epic road and
enjoying the feeling of spending time
outside, with your friends or all alone,
with scenic landscapes, the sun on your
face, the sound of the wind, and the
engine revving at your command.

Driven By Design

[G] Hirmer | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 180 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 44,95
ISBN: 9783777431222 (HB /E)

The Porsche 911 Book

René Staud (Revised and updated Edition)
[G] teNeues | HB | E/F/G/R/Ch. ed |
370 x 290 mm | 336 p | 235 col. & bw ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 100,00 | ISBN: 9783961711512
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Motorcycle Show

[G] Gestalten Verlag | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |280 x 215 mm |
320 p | throughout col.ill. |
June 2018 |€ 39,90
ISBN: 9783899559613 (HB /E)

Robbes Hollywood
aan de Schelde

Zopas is na vele jaren werk Robbe De
Herts meesterwerk Hollywood aan de
Schelde in première gegaan. In dit
gelijknamige boek vertellen de auteurs
over de groei van de Vlaamse film waarin
Robbe, de peetvader van de vlaamse
film, een belangrijke rol gespeeld heeft.
Erik Van Looy en Jan Verheyen brengen
hulde aan de man die hen inspireerde
om films te maken. Zij hebben Robbe op
de rooster gelegd, met verrassende,
amusante en sappige citaten tot gevolg…
Presentatie: 14 sept. 2018, Filmfestival,
Oostende

[BE] Pandora | Paperback with
flaps | NL ed.|250 x 200 mm| 208 p|
Sept. 2018 | € 24,95
ISBN: 9789053254516 (PB+ /NL)

Tim Burton
Tim Burton, Jenny He & Ron Magliozzi
With a visual style inspired by the
aesthetics of animation and silent
comedy, Tim Burton has reinvented
Hollywood genre filmmaking over the
past three decades, melding the exotic,
the horrific and the comic, and
manipulating expressionism and fantasy
with the skill of a graphic novelist. This
volume considers Burton's career as an
artist and filmmaker. Illustrated with
works on paper, moving-image stills,
drawn and painted concept art, puppets
and maquettes, and examples of his work
as a graphic artist.
Expo: 15/08/2018 - 28/11/2018 (Genk).
First published Oct. 2009. Second
Reprint, M.O.M.A, New York. Travelling
to Paris, Tokio, São Paulo, Prague and
C-Mine Genk

[US] MOMA, N.Y. | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |254 x 203 mm |
64 p | 54 col.ill. |
Feb. 2018 -R/P | € 18,95
ISBN: 9780870707605 (PB /E)
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Tim Burton's
The Nightmare Before
Christmas

A Petrifying Pop-Up for the
Holidays
Matthew Reinhart

From New York Times best-selling popup master, Matthew Reinhart, comes a
beautifully detailed pop-up retelling of
Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before
Christmas. Relive the iconic Tim Burton
film The Nightmare Before Christmas like
never before with this pop-up retelling
by New York Times best-selling author
and artist, Matthew Reinhart.

[US] Disney Editions (Hachette) |
Pop-up book | Eng. ed. | 12 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 72,50
ISBN: 9781484799390 (POP-UP /E)

The Melancholy Death of
Oyster Boy
& Other Stories
Tim Burton

Twenty-three illustrated gothic tales
from the dark corridors of the
imagination of Tim Burton. Burton - the
creative genius behind Batman, Edward
Scissorhands, Sleepy Hollow and
Nightmare Before Christmas, among
others - now gives birth to a cast of
gruesomely sympathetic children:
misunderstood outcasts who struggle to
find love and belonging in their cruel,
cruel worlds. His lovingly lurid
illustrations evoke both the sweetness
and tragedy of these hopeful, yet
hapless beings.

[UK] Faber & Faber | Paperback |
Eng. ed. | 198 x 129 mm | 128 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 14,50
ISBN: 9780571345106 (PB /E)

E

The Coen Brothers

This Book Really Ties the
Films Together
Adam Nayman
From such cult hits as Raising Arizona
(1987) and The Big Lebowski (1998) to
major critical darlings Fargo (1996), No
Country for Old Men (2007), and Inside
Llewyn Davis (2013), Ethan and Joel Coen
have cultivated a bleakly comical,
instantly recognizable voice in modern
American cinema. This book will be the
definitive exploration of the Coen
brothers' oeuvre.

[US] Abrams | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |305 x 254 mm |
320 p | 336 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 37,95
ISBN: 9781419727405 (HB /E)

E

Isle of Dogs

Wes Anderson
Wes Anderson startled audiences with
his stop-motion animated film of Roald
Dahl's Fantastic Mr Fox.
He now displays his unique wit and
playful visual sense in an action-filled
saga of Samurai dogs.

[UK] Faber & Faber | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |241 x 159 mm | 112 p |
March 2018 | € 21,50
ISBN: 9780571336449 (HB /E)

E

Horror

Films to Scare you to Death
James Marriott
Packed with photographs of the most
terrifying scenes in cinema history,
Horror is the definitive guide tracing the
story of horror, decade-by-decade.
Providing a witty and informative critique
of over 300 films and several TV series
and the literature that accompanies
them, this offers a superb introduction
for beginners as well as something new
for the die-hard horror fan.

[UK] Carlton | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |237 x 185 mm | 368 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 25,20
ISBN: 9781787391390 (PB /E)

E

An Illustrated History of
Filmmaking
Adam Allsuch Boardman
Explore the history of filmmaking in this
detailed work from a new talent. Going
back as far as prehistoric times, where
cavemen played with light and shadow,
through to the first cinemas and the
creation of special effects, Boardman
guides the reader on an epic filmmaking
journey that covers cameras, directors,
and stars through the ages. The book also
speculates on the future of film, taking
into account the popularity of the
internet and streaming devices.

[UK] Flying Eye Books | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |244 x 185 mm | 88 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 21,50
ISBN: 9781910620403 (HB /E)

E

Angénieux and Cinema
From light to image
De la lumière à l’image

This book presents the history and
current challenges of the Angénieux
brand, a must in the world of cinema.
Angenieux zooms are present on the
most prestigious film shoots from
Hollywood to Bollywood, from Moonlight
to Game of Thrones, to name only a few.
The incredible epic of this brand began in
1935 with Pierre Angénieux: inventor of
the Retrofocus, father of the concept of
modern zoom with mechanical
compensation, Pierre Angénieux
revolutionized focal calculation.

[IT] Silvana | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |300 x 240 mm | 240 p |
150 col. & bw ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 39,00
ISBN: 9788836638598 (HB /E)
ISBN: 9788836637539 (HB /F)
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Fantastic Beasts: The
Crimes of Grindelwald

The Original Screenplay
J.K. Rowling

At the end of Fantastic Beasts and Where
to Find Them, the powerful Dark wizard
Gellert Grindelwald was captured in New
York with the help of Newt Scamander.
But, making good on his threat,
Grindelwald escapes custody and sets
about gathering followers, most
unsuspecting of his true agenda: to raise
pure-blood wizards up to rule over all
non-magical beings. In an effort to thwart
Grindelwald's plans, Albus Dumbledore
enlists Newt, his former Hogwarts
student, who agrees to help once again,
...

[UK] Little Brown (Hachette) |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |222 x 138 mm | 304 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 23,95
ISBN: 9781408711705 (HB /E)

The Art of Fantastic
Beasts

Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone

Harry Potter
Diagon Alley

Dermot Power

J.K. Rowling & Jim Kay

Warner Bros

Jim Kay's dazzling depiction of J.K.
Rowling's wizarding world has won
legions of fans since the Illustrated
Edition of Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone was published in
hardback in 2015, becoming a bestseller
around the world. This irresistible
smaller-format paperback edition of J.K.
Rowling's novel brings the magic of Jim
Kay's illustration to new readers, with
full-colour pictures, French flaps and a
handsome poster pull-out at the back of
the book. This edition has been
beautifully redesigned..

Diagon Alley is a cobblestoned shopping
area for wizards and witches, and it was
Harry Potter's first introduction to the
wizarding world. On this bustling street,
seen throughout the Harry Potter films,
the latest brooms are for sale, wizard
authors give book signings and young
Hogwarts students acquire their school
supplies - cauldrons, quills, robes, wands
and brooms.

The Crimes of Grindelwald
The Art of Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of
Grindelwald, curated by concept artist
Dermot Power, and filled with unique
insights from Stuart Craig and the artists
themselves about the filmmaking
journey, takes you on a thrilling journey
through a design process every bit as
wonderful as that encountered by Newt,
Tina, Queenie, and Jacob in the
Wizarding World.

[UK] Harper Collins UK | Hardback
| Eng. ed. | 256 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 49,50
ISBN: 9780008294410 (HB /E)

Illustrated Edition

[UK] Bloomsbury | Compact
Paperback | Eng. ed. |267 x 226
mm | 256 p | Aug. 2018 | € 18,95
ISBN: 9781526602381 (PB /E)

A Movie Scrapbook

Fantastic Beasts:
Movie-Making News

The Stories Behind the Magic
(Lenticular Cover)
Jody Revenson

Inspired by the very newspapers seen in
the Fantastic Beasts films, Movie-Making
News reveals previously untold
behind-the-scenes stories from the first
film and offers a sneak-peek at what’s to
come in the exciting next instalment.
Bursting with scoops, exclusives and
candid insights from the actors and
filmmakers that it wasn’t possible to
This magical scrapbook takes readers on
reveal until now, Wizarding World News
a tour of Diagon Alley, from Gringotts
celebrates Fantastic Beasts and Where to
wizarding bank to Ollivanders wand shop, Find Them with features and snippets on
the characters, beasts, costumes, ...

[UK] Bloomsbury | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 221 x 214 mm | 48 p |
June 2018 | € 18,95
ISBN: 9781408885987 (HB /E)

Harry Potter: Diagon Alley. Pocket Journal Collection
Sept. 2018 | € 10,50 | ISBN: 9781683833567 (PB)
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[UK] Harper Collins UK | Paperback
| Eng. ed. | x mm | 96 p | Sept.
2018 | € 21,50
ISBN: 9780008294397 (PB /E)

E

1001 Books You Must
Read Before You Die
Dr Peter Boxall
Completely revised and updated to
include the most up-to-date selections,
this is a bold and bright reference book
to the novels and the writers that have
exited the world's imagination. This
authoritative selection of novels,
reviewed by an international team of
writers, critics, academics, and
journalists, provides a new take on
world classics and a reliable guide to
what's hot in contemporary fiction.
Featuring more than 700 illustrations
and photographs and presenting
quotes.

[UK] Cassell (octopus) |
Paperback with flaps |
Eng. ed. |210 x 160 mm |
960 p | 800 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 25,50
ISBN: 9781788400862 (PB+ /E)

Lasting Lines

100 Poems and Poets That
You Should Know
Jamie Grant
This enchantingly packaged anthology
provides a glorious introduction to some
of the most enduring lines ever written in
the English language, and reveals that so
many of our stock phrases actually have
their origins in poetry. Poet and literary
critic Jamie Grant has selected notable
extracts and poems from some of the
world's greatest writers, as well as
introducing lesser known verses to
surprise and engage the reader.

[AUS] Hardie Grant | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |181 x 111 mm | 208 p |
July 2018 | € 12,50
ISBN: 9781743794241 (HB /E)
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The Writer Says

Forgotten Women

The seventh in our popular Words of
Wisdom series, The Writer Says
summons readers to an intimate
gathering of novelists, essayists,
grammarians, academics, and
journalists?a glittering cocktail party,
where the guests may be self-identified
introverts (like Patti Smith, who writes
"to set herself apart cocooned, rapt in
solitude") but share their sparkling
insights in this volume.

Forgotten Women is a new series of
books that uncover the lost herstories of
influential women who have refused
over hundreds of years to accept the
hand they've been dealt and, as a result,
have formed, shaped and changed the
course of our futures. From leaders and
scientists to artists and writers, the
fascinating stories of these women that
time forgot are now celebrated, putting
their achievements firmly back on the
map.

Quotes, Quips, and Words of The Writers
Wisdom
Zing Tsjeng

[US] Princeton | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |180 x 130 mm | 160 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 13,95
ISBN: 9781616897215 (HB /E)

[UK] Cassell (octopus) | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |210 x 149 mm | 224 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 18,95
ISBN: 9781788400183 (HB /E)

E
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Literary Landscapes

Charting the Topography of
Classic Literature
Some stories couldn’t happen just
anywhere or any time – often the
scenery , landscape or era is as central to
the tale as any character – and just as
easily recognised. Wh at adventures
would Heidi have had without her
mountain neighbours? Would Jim
Hawkins have experienced such an
adventure had he not lived in mid - 1700s
England? Literary Landscapes brings
together an eclectic collage of over 50
familiar literary worlds paired with
original maps and archive material,
illustrations and photography.

[UK] MODERN BOOKS (T&H) |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |234 x 171 mm | 256 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9781911130772 (HB /E)
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The Writer's Map

Writers and Their Cats

Huw Lewis-Jones

Mark Twain, Alice Walker, Haruki
Murakami, Ursula K. Le Guin-this
volume celebrates 45 famous authors
who have shared their homes and
hearts with furry feline friends. The
photographs and stories in Writers
and Their Cats capture the special
bond between wordsmith and
mouser.

An Atlas of Imaginary Lands
Maps can transport us, they are filled
with wonder, the possibility of real
adventure and travels of the mind. This
is an atlas of the journeys that writers
make, encompassing not only the
maps that actually appear in their
books, but also the many maps that
have inspired them and the sketches
that they use in writing. For some,
making a map is absolutely central to
the craft of shaping and telling their
tale.

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. |300 x 210 mm | 256 p |
220 col. & bw ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 42,00
ISBN: 9780500519509 (HB /E)

Alison Nastasi

[US] Chronicle | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |302 x 152 mm | 112 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 16,50
ISBN: 9781452164571 (HB /E)
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The Snooty Bookshop
Fifty Literary Postcards
Tom Gauld
Tom Gauld has created countless iconic
strips for the Guardian over the course of
his illustrious career. A master of
condensing grand, highbrow themes into
panel comics, his weekly strips embody
his trademark sense of humour while
simultaneously opening comics to an
audience unfamiliar with the artistry that
cartooning has to offer.

[UK] Canongate (Faber) | Cards |
Eng. ed. | 50 cards |
Oct. 2018 | € 17,95
ISBN: 9781786891525 (CARDS /E)

Browse

Love Letters to Bookshops
Around the World
Various
A cabinet of curiosities, a time
machine, a treasure trove - we love
bookshops because they possess a
unique kind of magic. In Browse,
Henry Hitchings asks fifteen writers
from around the world to reveal their
favourite bookshops, each conjuring a
specific time and place.

[UK] Pushkin (Faber) | Paperback
Eng. ed. | 198 x 129 mm | 256 p |
Dec. 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781782272960 (PB /E)

E
Killing Commendatore

Haruki Murakami

In Killing Commendatore, a
thirty-something portrait painter in
Tokyo is abandoned by his wife and finds
himself holed up in the mountain home
of a famous artist, Tomohiko Amada.
When he discovers strange painting in
the attic, he unintentionally opens a
circle of mysterious circumstances. To
close it, he must complete a journey. A
tour de force of love and loneliness, war
and art - as well as a loving homage to
The Great Gatsby - Killing Commendatore
is a stunning work of imagination.

[UK] RH - Harvill Secker | Hardback
Eng. ed. | 688 p |
Nov.2018 | € 28,50
ISBN: 9781787300194 (HB /E)

E

The People in the Trees
Hanya Yanagihara

The stunning debut novel, from the
author of A Little Life. It is 1950 when
Norton Perina, a young doctor, embarks
on an expedition to a remote
Micronesian island in search of a
rumoured lost tribe. There he encounters
a strange group of forest dwellers who
appear to have attained a form of
immortality that preserves the body but
not the mind. Perina uncovers their
secret and returns with it to America,
where he soon finds great success.

[UK] Picador (MacMillan) |
Paperback |
Eng. ed. |197 x 130 mm | 384 p |
June 2018 | € 12,95 ISBN:
9781509892983 (PB /E)

E

E

If Cats Disappeared from
the World

The Travelling Cat
Chronicles

Our narrator's days are numbered.
Estranged from his family, living alone
with only his cat Cabbage for company,
he was unprepared for the doctor's
diagnosis that he has only months to live.
But before he can set about tackling his
bucket list, the Devil appears with a
special offer: in exchange for making one
thing in the world disappear, he can have
one extra day of life. And so begins a very
bizarre week... Because how do you
decide what makes life worth living?

Hiro Arikawa

Genki Kawamura

[UK] Picador (MacMillan) |
Paperback |
Eng. ed. |198 x 129 mm | 144 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 12,95 ISBN:
9781509889174 (PB /E)
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Hiro Arikawa

A tender feelgood story of a man's
journey around Japan with a streetcat.
Translated by Philip Gabriel, a translator
of Murakami.
Nana the cat is on a road trip. He is not
sure where he's going or why, but it
means he gets to sit in the front seat of a
silver van with his beloved owner,
Satoru. Side by side they cruise around
Japan through the changing seasons,
visiting old friends.

[UK] RH- Doubleday | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |198 x 126 mm | 256 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 14,50
Deluxe Hardback Edition
ISBN: 9780857526335 (HB /E)

E

Warlight

Michael Ondaatje
In a narrative as mysterious as memory
itself – at once both shadowed and
luminous – Warlight is a vivid, thrilling
novel of violence and love, intrigue and
desire. It is 1945, and London is still
reeling from the Blitz and years of war.
14-year-old Nathaniel and his sister,
Rachel, are apparently abandoned by
their parents, left in the care of an
enigmatic figure named The Moth.

[UK] RH - J.Cape | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |216 x 135 mm | 224 p |
May 2018 | € 20,50
ISBN: 9781787330726 (PB /E)

E

E

Bridge of Clay

The Silence of the Girls

Loved THE BOOK THIEF? take a look at
this! Markus Zusak's epic new novel
BRIDGE OF CLAY is due out this October
2018.
This tale of a young life caught in a
current - a life in search of greatness and
the cure for a painful past - is as intense,
inspiring and ambitious as only Markus
Zusak can be.

When her city falls to the Greeks,
Briseis's old life is shattered. She is
transformed from queen to captive, from
free woman to slave, awarded to the
god-like warrior Achilles as a prize of war.
And she's not alone. On the same day,
and on many others in the course of a
long and bitter war, innumerable women
have been wrested from their homes and
flung to the fighters. The Trojan War is
known as a man's story: a quarrel
between men over a woman, stolen from
her home and spirited across the sea.

Markus Zusak

[UK] RH - Doubleday | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | x mm | 592 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 27,50
ISBN: 9780857525956 (HB /E)

Pat Barker

E

E

E

Three Billboards
Outside
Ebbing, Missouri

The Accidental Further The Overstory
Richard Powers
Adventures of the
Hundred-Year-Old Man The Overstory unfolds in concentric rings

After months pass without a culprit in
her daughter's murder case, Mildred
Hayes pays for three signs challenging
the authority of William Willoughby,
the town's revered chief of police.
When his second-in-command, Officer
Dixon, a mother's boy with a
penchant for violence, gets involved,
the battle between Mildred and
Ebbing's law enforcement threatens
to engulf the town.

The sequel to Jonas Jonasson's
international bestseller The
Hundred-Year-Old Man Who Climbed
Out of the Window and Disappeared
It all begins with a hot air balloon trip
and three bottles of champagne. Allan
and Julius are ready for some
spectacular views, but they're not
expecting to land in the sea and be
rescued by a North Korean ship, and
they could never have imagined that
the captain of the ship would be
harbouring a suitcase full of
contraband uranium, on a nuclear
weapons mission for Kim Jong-un …

Martin McDonagh

[UK] Penguin UK - Hamish Hamilton
| Paperback | Eng. ed. |240 x 160
[UK] Faber & Faber | Paperback
mm | 336 p | Aug. 2018 | € 18,50
| Eng. ed. |197 x 127 mm | 112 p
| Jan. 2018 | € 14,50
Hamish Hamilton
ISBN: 9780571345298 (PB /E)
ISBN: 9780241338094 (PB /E)
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Jonas Jonasson

[UK] 4TH ESTATE (HCUK) |
Paperback | Eng. ed. | 368 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9780008275570 (PB /E)

of interlocking fables that range from
antebellum New York to the late
twentieth-century Timber Wars of the
Pacific Northwest and beyond. An Air
Force loadmaster in the Vietnam War is
shot out of the sky, then saved by falling
into a banyan. An artist inherits a
hundred years of photographic portraits,
all of the same doomed American
chestnut.
Reprint, William Heinemann

[UK] RH - W. Heinemann | TPB |
Eng. ed. |234 x 153 mm | 512 p |
Aug. 2018 -R/P | € 20,50
ISBN: 9781785151644 (TPB /E)

A Map of Days

Miss Peregrine's Peculiar
Children - 4Ransom Riggs

Having defeated the monstrous threat
that nearly destroyed the peculiar world,
Jacob Portman is back where his story
began, in Florida. Except now Miss
Peregrine, Emma, and their peculiar
friends are with him, and doing their best
to blend in. But carefree days of beach
visits and normalling lessons are soon
interrupted by a discovery - a
subterranean bunker that belonged to
Jacob's grandfather, Abe.

[UK] Penguin UK | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 220 x 155 mm | 496 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 17,95
ISBN: 9780141385914 (HB /E)

The Fall of Gondolin
J. R. R. Tolkien

J.R.R. Tolkien. Edited by Christopher
Tolkien
In the Tale of The Fall of Gondolin are
two of the greatest powers in the
world. There is Morgoth of the
uttermost evil, unseen in this story but
ruling over a vast military power from
his fortress of Angband. Deeply
opposed to Morgoth is Ulmo, second
in might only to Manwë, chief of the
Valar. Central to this enmity of the
gods is the city of Gondolin, beautiful
but undiscoverable.

E

E

E

E

My Year of Rest
and Relaxation
Ottessa Moshfegh

A shocking, hilarious and strangely tender
novel about a young woman's experiment
in narcotic hibernation, aided and abetted
by one of the worst psychiatrists in the
annals of literature. Our narrator has
many of the advantages of life, on the
surface. Young, thin, pretty, a recent
Columbia graduate, she lives in an
apartment on the Upper East Side of
Manhattan paid for, like everything else,
by her inheritance.

[UK] Random House - Jonathan
[UK] Harper Collins UK| Hardback Cape | Paperback | Eng. ed. |
Eng. ed. |228 x 149 mm | 304 p | 195 x 137 mm | 304 p |
July 2018 | € 18,95
Aug. 2018 | € 28,50
ISBN: 9781787330412 (PB /E)
ISBN: 9780008302757 (HB /E)
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Snap

Lethal White

On a stifling summer's day,
eleven-year-old Jack and his two sisters
sit in their broken-down car, waiting for
their mother to come back and rescue
them. Jack's in charge, she'd said. I won't
be long. But she doesn't come back. She
never comes back. And life as the
children know it is changed for ever.

When Billy, a troubled young man, comes
to private eye Cormoran Strike's office to
ask for his help investigating a crime he
thinks he witnessed as a child, Strike is
left deeply unsettled. While Billy is
obviously mentally distressed, and
cannot remember many concrete details,
there is something sincere about him and
his story. But before Strike can question
him further, Billy bolts from his office in a
panic.

Belinda Bauer

longlisted for the Man Booker Prize for
Fiction 2018, Transworld

[UK] RH - Transworld | Paperback|
Eng. ed. |198 x 129 mm | 448 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 12,95 ISBN:
9781784160852 (PB /E)

Robert Galbraith

[UK] Little Brown (Hachette) |
Trade Pb | Eng. ed. | 656 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 20,00
Cormoran Strike Book 4
ISBN: 9780751572865 (TPB /E)

E

E

Heroes

Washington Black

Melmoth

Normal People

The dazzling companion volume to the
bestselling Mythos. There are heroesand then there are Greek heroes. Filled
with white-knuckle chases and battles,
impossible puzzles and riddles, acts of
base cowardice and real bravery, not to
mention murders and selfless sacrifices.
Few mortals have ever embarked on such
bold and heart-sitting adventures,
overcome myriad monstrous perils, or
outwitted scheming vengeful gods, quite
as stylishly and triumphantly as Greek
heroes.

When two English brothers take the helm
of a Barbados sugar plantation,
Washington Black - an eleven year-old
field slave - finds himself selected as
personal servant to one of these men.
The eccentric Christopher 'Titch' Wilde is
a naturalist, explorer, scientist, inventor
and abolitionist, whose single-minded
pursuit of the perfect aerial machine
mystifies all around him. Titch's idealistic
plans are soon shattered and Washington
finds himself in mortal danger.

From the author of the bestselling The
Essex Serpent comes a dazzlingly
inventive and deeply moving novel that
speaks urgently to our times.Twenty
years ago Helen Franklin did something
she cannot forgive herself for, and she
has spent every day since barricading
herself against its memory. But the
sheltered life she has crafted for herself
is about to change.

Connell and Marianne grow up in the
same small town in rural Ireland. The
similarities end there; they are from very
different worlds. When they both earn
places at Trinity College in Dublin, a
connection that has grown between
them lasts long into the following years.
This is an exquisite love story about how
a person can change another person's life
- a simple yet profound realisation that
unfolds beautifully over the course of the
novel.

Stephen Fry

Esi Edugyan

[UK] Profile (Faber) | Trade Pb |
[UK] Penguin UK - Michael Joseph | Eng. ed. | 215 x 135 mm | 432 p |
Trade Pb | Eng. ed. | 400 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 18,95
Nov. 2018 | € 20,95
ISBN: 9781781258972 (TPB /E)
ISBN: 9780241380376 (TPB /E)

Sarah Perry

Sally Rooney

[UK] Profile (Faber) | Trade Pb |
Eng. ed. | Oct. 2018 | € 21,50
ISBN: 9781788160667 (TPB /E)
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[UK] Faber & Faber | Trade Pb |
Eng. ed. |216 x 135 mm | 288 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 18,95
ISBN: 9780571347292 (TPB /E)

Through the Water
Curtain and other Tales
from Around the World
Cornelia Funke

A wide-ranging, delightful selection of
fairy tales from around the world by one
of our most beloved children's writers.
International bestselling children's
author Cornelia Funke has long been
inspired and fascinated by fairy tales.
This wonderful anthology is Funke's
personal selection of fairy tales from all
around the world - not just from her
native Germany but from Russia, Japan
and the Native American tradition.

[UK] Pushkin (Faber) | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |200 x 148 mm | 256 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 18,95
ISBN: 9781782692003 (HB /E)

E

E
E

How to Live Like Your Cat
Stéphane Garnier & Roland Glasser
A fun present for cat lovers everywhere:
a light-hearted self-help guide to help
you live more like your cat
Do cats worry about their pension?
Nope. Do cats take on work they don't
want to do? As if! Do cats rush around
hectically when they'd rather be licking
their paws and looking out of the
window? Please.
Cats are free. They are calm, observant,
wise, elegant, charismatic and proud. In
fact, cats have found nothing less than
the secret of how we should all live,
whatever species we are!

[UK] Harper Collins UK - 4th Estate|
Paperback | Eng. ed. | 198 x 128
mm | 176 p | Oct. 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9780008276805 (PB /E)

E

Ikigai, Wabi-Sabi
& Other Japanese Words
to Live By
Dr Mari Fujimoto

Japanese linguistic expression and
philosophy are deeply interwoven, to the
extent that almost every word holds a
mine of cultural meaning. Much as the
concepts of hygge , lykke and lagom have
changed the lives of Western readers,
this book aims to introduc e and explain
some of the compelling themes and
philosophies that underpin the complex
and fascinating Japanese language. This
captivating cornucopia features Japanese
words and phrases that convey the
culture, philosophy and experience.

[UK] Modern Books (T&H) |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 210 x 150 mm | 128 p |
Dec. 2018 | € 14,00
ISBN: 9781911130888 (HB /E)
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A Sloth's Guide to
Mindfulness
Ton Mak
Follow a serene and smiley sloth through
a series of light meditations and daily
reflections with this unexpected and
snuggable guide. From simple breathing
exercises and guided visualizations to the
benefits of chewing your leaves slowly
and staying present while hanging from a
tree, this little illustrated book of
mindfulness will help readers discover
the path to a peaceful, philoslothical life.

The Little Book of Goat
Yoga

Poses and wisdom to inspire
your practice
Lainey Morse
Lainey Morse didn't set out to start a
fitness craze, but she got one when her
yoga-instructor friend asked her if she
could hold a yoga class on Lainey's farm.
The appeal was immediately apparent,
with word spreading quickly and a
2,400-person waiting list developing
almost overnight. Now, Lainey has
people travelling from every corner of
the globe, from Iceland to Australia, to
experience goat yoga where it all began.

[US] Chronicle Books | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |152 x 152 mm | 120 p |
July 2018 | € 16,50
ISBN: 9781452169460 (HB /E)
[UK] Hodder (Hachette) | Hardback
| Eng. ed. | 128 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 15,60
ISBN: 9781473698499 (HB /E)
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NL

Ergens waar je niet wil
zijn
Brecht Evens

Panter, de kroonprins van het koninkrijk
Panteria, kruipt uit de ladenkast van
kleine Christine na de dood van haar kat.
Er ontspint zich een spel van verleiding
tussen de charmeur en zijn prooi. In de
langverwachte opvolger van De
liefhebbers dompelt Brecht Evens ons
onder in een verwarrende kinderlijke
wereld waar verbeelding alles mogelijk
maakt. Kleurrijk en speels maar ook
ongemakkelijk en beklijvend.

[BE] Oogachtend | Paperback |
NL ed. | 176 p |
Oct. 2018 -R/P | € 24,00
ISBN: 9789077549513 (PB /NL)

Tintin: The Art of Hergé
Michel Daubert & the Hergé Museum
Since Tintin first appeared in 1929, he
has captivated generations of children
and adults alike. Millions followed
Tintin’s journeys from the wilds of the
Congo to the streets of Prague, Moscow,
and New York. Published in 2013, Tintin:
The Art of Hergé attracted Tintin fans
everywhere by offering insight into this
iconic character, with incredible access to
original sources from the Hergé Museum
in Belgium. Illustrated by images of this
unparalleled collection.

[US] Abrams | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |210 x 210 mm | 480 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 28,95
ISBN: 9781419732751 (PB /E)

)
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Froud et Stouf
Chefs d’oeuvre

Fréderic Jannin & Stefan Liberski
Froud et Stouf sont deux petits chiens
bleus (un peu) philosophes à l'allure
sympathique et débonnaire créés par
Frédéric Jannin (dessins) et Stéphane
Liberski (scénario). Froud et Stouf
conversent et portent un regard amusant
et amusé mais toujours pertinent sur le
monde qui les entoure. Deux albums de
bande dessinée sont sortis par le passé, il
était temps de rendre à nouveau
disponible les discussions décalées et
drôles de nos chiens belges dans une
édition qui leur rend hommage.

[BE] CFC-Éditions | Hardback |
French ed. |245 x 210 mm | 208 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 29,00
ISBN: 9782875720382 (HB /F)

Voyoucratie
Dave Decat

Dave Decat, illustrateur et affichiste
bruxellois, explore sans relâche, depuis le
début des années 2000, l'univers haut en
couleurs des truands qu'il magnifie: que
ce soient les bandes criminelles du Paris
Belle Époque, les Apaches qui avaient
volonté de s'afficher et de parader, les
voyous tatoués ou d'autres. C'est dans ce
monde codé et stylisé que Decat puise
ses idées et la matière des portraits
imaginaires qu'il réalise.

[BE] CFC-Éditions | Hardback |
Eng./Fr. ed. |240 x 210 mm | 208 p |
Nov. 2018 | € 35,00
ISBN: 9782875720375 (HB /E/ F)
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Wolf

E
The Diary of Anne Frank

Rachel Ball

David Polonsky (Illustrator)

E

The Arab of the Future
Volume 3:
A Childhood in the
Middle East, 1985-1987 A Graphic Memoir

Riad Sattouf
The Arab of the Future tells the story of
Riad Sattouf's childhood in the Middle
East. The first volume covers the period
from 1978 to 1984: from birth to the
age of six, little Riad is shuttled
between Libya, Brittany and Syria. The
second volume tells the story of his first
year of school in Syria (1984-1985). This
third volume sees him between the
ages of six and nine, the time he
becomes aware of the society he is
growing up in.

[UK] Hodder (Hachette) |
Paperback |
Eng. ed. |210 x 150 mm | 160 p |
June 2018 | € 26,95
ISBN: 9781473638280 (PB /E)

It is the long, hot summer of 1976. Hugo,
the youngest child of three, is walking
with his father in the woods. There, he
comes face-to-face with a wolf-and from
that moment on, his life will never be the
same again. Soon after, a tragic accident
leaves Hugo desolate and disoriented.
The family, now grieving and incomplete,
moves to a new home. Among Hugo's
new neighbors is the Wolf Man-a
dangerous recluse, according to the boy
next door.

[UK] SelfMadeHero | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |240 x 170 mm | 296 p |
throughout col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 20,20
ISBN: 9781910593547 (HB /E)

The first ever graphic adaptation of one
of the world's most loved books
'June, 1942: I hope I will be able to
confide everything to you, as I have
never been able to confide in anyone,
and I hope you will be a great source of
comfort and support.'
In Amsterdam, in the summer of 1942,
the Nazis forced teenager Anne Frank
and her family into hiding. For over two
years, they, another family and a German
dentist lived in a 'secret annexe', fearing
discovery.

[UK] Penguin UK | Trade Pb |
Eng. ed. | 234 x 153 mm | 256 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 21,50
ISBN: 9780241978641 (TPB /E)

E

Garfield Complete Works Quentin Blake

Volume One: 1978-79
Jim Davis

Pens Ink & Places

[US] Random House - Vintage
Books | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |164 x 207 mm | 256 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 25,00
ISBN: 9780425287125 (HB /E)

Eng. ed. |280 x 234 mm |
224 p | 240 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 26,95
ISBN: 9781849766388 (PB /E)

Pens Ink & Places contains a wealth of
new material, ranging from touching
Together for the first time, a beautifully
series of vignettes for Great Ormond
packaged, full-color collector's edition of
Street Hospital to gigantic drawings for
the first year of Garfield strips, featuring
the Jerwood Gallery in Hastings; from
an introduction by Jim Davis and
the sombre apocalyptic landscapes of
never-before-seen archival material.
Riddley Walker to the energetic fantasy
From teasing the constantly clueless Odie
of Billy and the Minpins. This beautiful
and Jon to planning his next lavish meal,
volume also includes Blake's unique
Garfield has done quite a bit in the last
illustrations made to accompany the
forty years. Garfield Complete Works:
works of John Ruskin, La Fontaine,
Volume One collects the first year of
Lucius Apuleius and Beatrix Potter.
Garfield's antics in a gorgeous full-color
package.
[UK] Tate | Paperback |

ISBN 9781849766395 (lim. ed.)

ISBN 9781473638112 (vol 1)
ISBN 9781473638235 (vol 2)
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Simon's Cat

Simon Tofield
With over 20 million hits on YouTube in
little over a year, Simon's Cat, is a
genuine word-of-mouth phenomenon.
Fans from all over the world have fallen
for this adorable but anarchic feline who
will do just about anything to be fed.

[UK] Canongate (Faber) |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 173 x 219 mm | 240 p |
June 2018 -R/P | € 14,50
ISBN: 9781847674814 (HB /E)

E

Sabrina

Nick Drnaso

E

Alone
Chabouté

On a tiny lighthouse island far from the
Where is Sabrina?The answer is hidden
rest of the world, a hermit lives out his
on a videotape, a tape which is en route
existence. Every week a supply boat
to several news outlets, and about to go
leaves provisions, yet the fishermen
viral. A landmark graphic novel, already
never leave their boat, and never meet
hailed as one of the most exciting and
moving stories of recent years, Sabrina is him. Years spent on this deserted rock,
a tale of modern mystery, anxiety, fringe with imagination his sole companion,
paranoia and mainstream misinformation has made the lighthouse keeper
something more than alone, something
-- a book that tells the story of those left
else entirely. For him, what lies beyond
behind in the wake of tragedy, has
the horizon might be... nothing. And so,
important things to say about how we
why would you ever want to leave?
live now, and possess the rare power to
leave readers pulverised.
[UK] Faber & Faber | Paperback |

Eng. ed. |240 x 170 mm | 384 p |
March 2018 | € 18,50
ISBN: 9780571332441 (PB /E)

The End of the Fucking
World
Charles Forsman

Meet James and Alyssa, two teenagers
facing the fears of coming adulthood. As
their story is told through chapters which
alternate between each character's
perspective, however, this somewhat
familiar teenage experience takes a more
nihilistic turn. With James's character
becoming rapidly more sociopathic, they
are forced to take a road trip that owes
as much to Badlands as The Catcher in
the Rye, and which threatens both their
futures forever.

[UK] Faber & Faber | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |172 x 136 mm | 176 p |
March 2018 | € 18,50
ISBN: 9780571347896 (PB /E)

[UK] Granta (Faber) | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |205 x 247 mm | 208 p |
Sept. 2018 -R/P | € 24,20 |
ISBN: 9781783784905 (HB /E)
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Lovecraft

Four Classic Horror Stories
I.N.J. Culbard, H.P. Lovecraft
In Providence, Rhode Island, a dangerous
inmate disappears from a hospital for the
insane. At Miskatonic University, a
professor slumps into a five-year reverie.
In a mysterious and vivid dreamworld, a
melancholy man seeks the home of the
gods. And in the frozen wasteland of
Antarctica, polar explorers unearth
secrets that reveal a past almost beyond
comprehension?and a future too terrible
to imagine.

[UK] SelfMadeHero | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |240 x 170 mm |
520 p | throughout col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781910593561 (HB /E)

E

1001 Songs You Must
Hear Before You Die
E

Ed Sheeran

Memories We Made
Christie Goodwin
"When I first met Ed Sheeran he
was unknown and unsigned - just a
young busker trying to make it big.
But I could see something special in
Ed. I agreed to photograph him for
free to help him on his way to the
top. That was the beginning of a 10year collaboration, with the two of
us crossing paths as Ed became one
of the biggest stars on the planet - a
story told here, through my camera.

[UK] Cassell (octopus) |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |
235 x 190 mm | 224 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 23,95
ISBN: 9781788400664 (HB /E)

Each entry in this wonderfully browsable
book tells the story of a great song. Find
out what inspired the songwriter, what
makes the track so enduring, which songs
it influenced in turn and which cover
version to listen out for. You will also pick
up a wealth of fascinating trivia along the
way. What links Lead Belly, Lonnie
Donegan and 'Black Betty'? Whose
gravestone inspired Phil Spector's first
hit? And for which song did Johnny
Rotten replace the singer from Def
Leppard? Read on and find out.

[UK] Cassell (octopus) | Paperback
| Eng. ed. |210 x 160 mm |
960 p | 800 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 25,50
Updated edition
ISBN: 9781788400893 (PB /E)

27

The Legend And Mythology
Of The 27 Club
Gene Simmons
Why have so many legendary musicians
and other celebrities over the decades
died at 27 years of age, just when their
careers were taking off? A strange book.
About rock stars and other famous
people. All of whom died... at 27 years of
age. Amy Winehouse, Jim Morrison, Jimi
Hendrix, Kurt Cobain, Janis Joplin, Brian
Jones... on and on and on... Why '27'?
Why didn't they die at 26 or 28?

E

E
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Back to Amy

Dylan by Schatzberg

Charles Moriarty

Voor dit boek selecteerde de
gerenom-meerde filmmaker en fotograaf
Jerry Schatzberg foto's die hij maakte van
Bob Dylan uit zijn rijke archief. Aan de
hand van portretten, opnames tijdens
liveconcerten en in de studio geeft hij
een nooit eerder geziene inkijk in het
leven van Dylan.
De verzameling van Schatzberg wordt
algemeen gezien als de belang-rijkste
beeldverzameling over Dylan. Schatzberg
is de fotograaf die onder meer tekende
voor Dylans portret op het geroemde
album Blonde On Blonde uit 66.

Amy Winehouse
With over 100 photographs - many seen
here for the first time - along with
personal stories and recollections from
Amy's mother, Janis Winehouse, as well
as Amy's band members and others close
to her, this is a celebration of a young
artist on the cusp of fame. Taken by a
friend at a relaxed photoshoot just
before she released her debut album,
these beautiful images give an early
glimpse of the girl who would captivate
the world.

Jerry Schatzberg

[US] Powerhouse Books | Hardback
[UK] Cassell (octopus) | Hardback |
| Eng. ed. |208 x 140 mm | 250 p |
[BE] Hannibal Publishing |
Eng. ed. |246 x 189 mm | 224 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 26,95
Hardback with dust jacket |
Oct. 2018 | € 25,20
ISBN: 9781576878866 (HB /E)
Eng. ed. |325 x 285 mm | 192 p |
ISBN: 9781788400596 (HB /E)
Sept. 2018 | € 59,50
ISBN: 9789492677600 (HB+ /E)
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The Complete Beatles
Songs

The Complete Michael
Jackson

Michael Jackson

Pharrell

The Flame

Steve Turner

Chris Roberts

In The Complete Beatles Songs, Steve
Turner shatters many well-worn myths
and adds a new dimension to the Fab
Four's rich legacy. This beautifully
packaged book examines every
Beatles-penned song and the inspiration
behind them all; with fresh research and
packed with new information, there are
revelations aplenty.

Michael Jackson's musical popularity was
vast in his lifetime and the legend that is
The King of Pop lives on, a decade after
his death. The Complete Michael Jackson
is the ultimate reference book to MJ's
long and storied career, from start to
finish. It is packed with informative and
insightful text and fantastic images
incorporating every part of his career,
from his artistic debut at five years of age
as a member of the Jackson 5 to the
preparation for his sell-out season at
London's O2 arena.

Michael Jackson, one of the most
successful recording artists of all time,
also has the distinction of being the most
depicted cultural figure; an inspiration
for an extraordinary array of leading
artists – from Andy Warhol and Isa
Genzken to David Hammons and Glenn
Ligon – working in a variety of styles and
media. This book, which accompanies a
major exhibition, examines their artistic
responses to an enduring international
icon.

Pharrell Williams

The Flame is a stunning collection of
Leonard Cohen's last poems and
writings, selected and ordered by Cohen
in the final months of his life. The book
contains an extensive selection from
Cohen's notebooks, featuring lyrics,
prose pieces and illustrations, which he
kept in poetic form throughout his life,
and offers an unprecedentedly intimate
look inside the life and mind of a
singular artist and thinker.

[UK] Carlton | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |280 x 216 mm | 352 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781787390775 (PB /E)

[UK] Carlton | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |280 x 230 mm | 256 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781787391086 (HB /E)

On the Wall

Expo: 28/6/2018 - 21/10/2018, National
Portrait Gallery, London

[UK] National Portrait Gallery |
Hardback | Eng. ed. |
298 x 286 mm | 252 p |
June 2018 | € 48,95 ISBN:
9781855147119 (HB /E)
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A Fish Doesn't Know It's Wet
Lavishly illustrated with 250 photographs
and illustrations, this book features
Pharrell Williams's prolific and
ever-expanding body of work in a graphic
language all his own. Straddling art,
design, and hip-hop, Pharrell's creative
output is without peer or precedent. By
playing off different disciplines--music,
fashion, and contemporary art--Pharrell
has redefined the role of the
contemporary artist, blazing a trail for
other musicians and cultural figures.

[US] Rizzoli [FIRM] | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |295 x 210 mm |
288 p | 250 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 62,95
ISBN: 9780847861637 (HB /E)

Leonard Cohen

[UK] Canongate (Faber) |
Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 220 x 155 mm | 304 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 31,50
ISBN: 9781786893130 (HB /E)

E

The Ugly Duckling by

F

Au coeur de la montagne Sock Stories

Sarah Masson & Michel
Hans Christian Andersen
Squarci - Collection 07/107 & Marina Abramovic
A Fairy Tale of Transformation Nella n'a plus le choix. Le vent glacé a
dévalé depuis la montagne pour lui
and Beauty

souffler la nouvelle : Nonna va mourir.
L'adolescente veut revoir sa grand-mère
avant qu'il ne soit trop tard. Elle va
Andersen's story of the ugly duckling that retrouver les lieux sauvages de sa petite
endures torment and loneliness before
enfance et les traditions des
becoming a beautiful swan has resonated montagnards. Mais si Nella a oublié
with readers since it was first published
pourquoi elle a un jour quitté la
in 1843. Now, in this beautiful new
montagne, celle-ci ne tardera pas à lui
edition of the classic fairy tale,
rappeler ce qui s'est passé.
Abramovic reimagines the story by
adding new pen and crayon illustrations [BE] CFC-Éditions | Hardback |
French ed. |270 x 210 mm |
to the original text.

Hans Christian Andersen & Marina
Abramovic

[US] DAP (T&H distr) | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 318 x 241 mm | 40 p |
July 2018 | € 30,95
ISBN: 9788792877932 (HB /E)

80 p | throughout col.ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 18,00
ISBN: 9782875720368 (HB /F)
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By C K Smouha. Illustrated
by
Eleonora Marton

It's Phil and Dale's favourite time of
the week - the WASH! The two socks
impress each other with their
acrobatics; flipping, spinning and
shrieking, much to the disapproval of
the other clothes in the washing
machine. But why should they care?
They've got each other and that's all
that matters... right?
Written in comic book form, with
gorgeous crayon illustrations, this a
tale of friendship and identity that will
delight children and adults alike.

[UK] Cicada | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |210 x 150 mm | 32 p |
Oct 2018 | € 14,00
ISBN: 9781908714596 (HB /E)

Time for Bed, Miyuki

Roxane Marie Galliez,
illustrations by Seng Soun
Ratanavanh
Like children everywhere, Miyuki's
imagination peaks at bedtime, when she
remembers all the things she has to do
before she can possibly go to bed: she
needs to water the vegetables, gather
snails, and prepare for the arrival of the
Dragonfly Queen. Her patient
grandfather follows along on her
adventures, gently encouraging her to go
to sleep. In this beautiful story about
family, nature, and love, young children
and their parents find a welcome
companion for their own bedtime
journey.

[US] Princeton | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |296 x 210 mm |
32 p | 18 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 16,50
ISBN: 9781616897055 (HB+ /E)

E
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Good Morning, Neighbor The Lost Horse
Davide Cali and Maria Dek

A mouse decides one morning to make
an omelet, but needs an egg, and sets
out to find one. On his search, he
eventually finds everything needed to
bake a cake, including apples, flour, and
sugar, but also those most precious
ingredients -community and friends,
from a hedgehog to an owl to a raccoonand learns about the unexpected gifts of
asking for what you need and sharing
what you have.

[US] Princeton | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |280 x 200 mm |
48 p | 30 col.ill. |
Sept. 2018 | € 16,50
ISBN: 9781616896997 (HB+ /E)

E
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Mark Nicholas

The Children and the
Whale

E

Oskar Can...

The Art Colouring Book

Britta Teckentrup

Annette Roeder

Daniel Frost

Britta Teckentrup has established herself
When the sculpture of a horse
as one of the most popular children's
disappears from the gallery, everyone is
A tale of adventure, beauty and kinship in book authors today. Her vibrant, collagepanicked! The police start a countrywide
the magic of the arctic circle. Daniel
based illustrations have made her books
search - where could he be? Has he been
Frost's dream- like illustrations capture
a favorite in homes, schools, and
stolen? Did he run away? In a village
the beauty and silence of the wild north, libraries. And her character, Oskar, based
outside the city, young Lyra dreams of
drawing readers into a place where
on her family cat of the same name, is
having a friend of her very own. So when
waters plunge vast and deep, and the
the perfect companion for young
she hears a knocking at her window and
skies breathe magic. The Children and
readers. This new book sends a simple,
sees the face of a horse peering through
the Whale is a bedtime story, a magical
positive message that will empower kids
the glass, she cannot believe her luck!
journey and reminder to enjoy the
to claim their own accomplishments. If
adventurous moments we create in the
[UK] Tate | Hardback |
Oskar can do it, they can too.
world.
Eng. ed. |250 x 190 mm |

32 p | throughout col.ill. |
Sept 2018 | € 16,20
ISBN: 9781849765657 (HB /E)

[G]] Little Gestalten| Hardback |
Eng. ed. |260 x 230 mm |
32 p | Throughout col.ill. |
July 2018 | € 14,90
ISBN: 9783899558166 (HB /E)
Recommended for ages 3 and up
99

[UK] Prestel | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |241 x 190 mm | 32 p |
July 2018 | € 14,80
ISBN: 9783791373614 (HB /E)

Come on a journey through the world of
art! From Cave paintings to modern art children will get to know fantastic
paintings and visit the world's most
famous museums. Along the way, they
can color in and draw on each and every
picture.

[UK] Prestel | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |279 x 241 mm | 128 p |
July 2018 | € 13,50
ISBN: 9783791373621 (PB /E)

E

Catapults & Key Hooks
E

15 everyday objects made
from foraged and gathered
wood

Paper Crafts

Crafted

Clare Youngs

Maker’s Guide series; Victoria and
Albert Museum

Sally Coulthard

35 creative projects for
stylish home decorations

Clare Youngs presents a range of simple
projects, using inexpensive and
Whether building a bee hotel or an
easy-to-find materials, so you can make
insect house to help your garden's
your very own colourful alphabet. For a
ecosystem thrive, crafting a catapult,
stylish display, adorn your mantelpiece
whistle, skipping rope or cup and ball
game to give away, or making a key hook with bold letters made out of recycled
fruit crates, make your own vintage
or table brush to organise your home,
the result of each will be entirely unique fabric 'T', or cheer up a child's bedroom
with a bright alphabet pillowslip.
while also effortlessly stylish.

Anarchy of Chillies

Gift Wrapping Paper Book

[UK] Ryland, Peters & Small |
Paperback |
Eng. ed. | 235 x 190 mm | 144 p |
July 2018 | € 16,50
ISBN: 9781782496007 (PB /E)

Caz Hildebrand

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Hardback | Eng. ed. | x mm |
10 p | Sept. 2018 | € 18,20
10 sheets of wrapping paper
with 12 gift tags
ISBN: 9780500420942 (HB /E)

E

Letter Crafts

Geoffrey Fisher

[BE] Kyle Books | Hardback |
Eng. ed. | 241 x 193 mm | 144 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 23,95
ISBN: 9780857834607 (HB /E)

E

E

Anarchy of Chillies
ISBN: 9780500420942 (HB /E)
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A Maker's Guide
The third volume in a new series of
practical books produced in partnership
with London's Victoria and Albert
Museum, offering a fresh,
contemporary and, above all, intelligent
shake-up of the craft book genre.
Website
Table of contents: Introduction: Paper
crafts today Tools & materials - Basic
techniques - Folding: Introduction;
Paper fan; Origami - Cutting:
Papercutting; Wycinanki; Silhouettes;
Peepshows - Sticking: Quilling;
Découpage; Paper modelling - Forming:
Paper making; Stitched paper; ...

[UK] Thames & Hudson |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |265 x 205
mm | 176 p | 300 col. & bw ill. |
July 2018 |€ 23,95
ISBN: 9780500294185 (PB /E)

A Collection of Crafts – New,
Old and Forgotten
Crafted is a celebration of craft in the
21st century - a definitive visual guide to
all things handmade. Featuring 80 of the
most popular and well-established crafts,
Sally Coulthard explores their history,
materials and techniques as she offers a
deeper insight into why people make,
while also providing inspiration for both
new and ancient creative pursuits.

[UK] Quadrille | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |234 x 153 mm |
224 p | throughout col.ill. |
Nov. 2018 | € 25,00
ISBN: 9781787132566 (HB /E)

E

Make Ink

A Forager’s Guide to Natural
Inkmaking
Jason Logan
The Toronto Ink Company was founded
in 2014 by designer and artist Jason
Logan as a citizen science experiment to
make eco-friendly, urban ink from
street-harvested pigments. In Make Ink,
Logan delves into the history of
inkmaking and the science of distilling
pigment from the natural world. Readers
will learn how to forage for materials
such as soot, rust, cigarette butts, peach
pits, and black walnut, then how to mix,
test, and transform these ingredients
into rich, vibrant inks.

[US] Abrams | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |235 x 187 mm |
192 p | 200 col.ill. |
Aug. 2018 | € 27,95
ISBN: 9781419732430 (HB /E)

E
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Mending Matters

The Spoonflower

Stitch, Patch, and Repair Your Quick-sew Project Book
Favorite Denim & More
34 DIYs to make the most of
Katrina Rodabaugh
your fabric stash
Mending Matters explores sewing on two
levels: First, it includes more than 20
hands-on projects that showcase current
trends in visible mending that are edgy,
modern, and bold-but draw on
traditional stitching. It does all this
through just four very simple mending
techniques: exterior patches, interior
patches, slow stitches, darning, and
weaving. In addition, the book addresses
the way mending leads to a more mindful
relationship to fashion and to overall
well-being.

[US] Abrams | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |229 x 178 mm | 224 p |
200 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 23,95
ISBN: 9781419729478 (HB /E)

Anda Corrie
Stitch up a storm with more than 30 new
stash-friendly projects from quilt and
fabric lovers' favorite creative force:
Spoonflower. Discover all that you can
make with just a yard or two!
Spoonflower-a
design-your-own/print-on-demand fabric
company known for its unique, clever,
and must-have designs-presents simple
step-by-step instructions that are
accompanied by templates and pattern
pieces.

[US] Abrams | Paperback |
Eng. ed. |254 x 203 mm | 192 p |
105 col.ill. |
Oct. 2018 | € 26,50
ISBN: 9781617690792 (PB /E)
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Drawing & Seeing

E

Draw Faces in 15 Minutes

Create your own
sketchbook

Amaze your friends with your
portrait skills

Clara Drummond

Artist and life drawing expert Jake Spicer
takes you through a series of carefully
crafted tutorials, from how to put
together a basic portrait sketch to
developing your portraits and then taking
your drawings further. From
understanding and constructing the head
and shaping the hair, to checking the
relationships of the features and
achieving a lifelike expression, every
aspect of the portrait process is
examined, along with advice on which
materials to use and how to find a model.

'This is a book about keeping your own
sketchbook, a drawn diary of your
daily life and what strikes you. The
pages are for you to fill, make a mess,
take risks, try things out, to be fearless
and to be curious, but most of all to
look and to respond to what you see.'

[BE] Kyle Books | Paperback |
Eng. ed. | 229 x 165 mm | 176 p|
Aug. 2018 | € 21,50
ISBN: 9780857834430 (PB /E)

[UK] Ilex (Octopus) | Paperback |
Eng. ed. | 226 x 177 mm | 128 p |
200 col. & bw ill. |
Aug. 2018 -R/P | € 12,60
Reprint. First published June 2014
ISBN: 9781781570357 (PB /E)

ISBN: 9781452159409 (PAD /E), € 15,50
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Small 2019 Planner Red

E Internet Password
Logbook

An all-in-one planner to keep your life
organized from day to day and month to
month.
These convenient and portable 18-month
planners--from July 2018 to December
2019--enable you to organize your
monthly, weekly, and daily activities with
a minimum of fuss. Monthly and weekly
spreads include areas for writing down
your goals so you can check your
progress throughout the year. Weekly
pages have ample space for daily tasks
and appointments, plus dotted areas that
can be used for creative journaling.

[US] S&S (Thunder Bay Press)|
Paperback | Eng. ed. |203 x 152 mm
| 224 p | Aug. 2018 | € 15,99
ISBN: 9781684125388 (PB /E)

Editors of Rock Point
A timely and valuable resource in the
"Age of the Hacker." This essential
notebook maintains your personal and
financial safety. Record the necessarily
complex passwords and user log-in
names required to thwart hackers. This
time- and headache-saving logbook has
numerous tabbed alphabetical pages to
make looking up a website address-and its corresponding log-in(s) and
password(s) - easy to manage.

[UK] Quayside (Quarto | Hardback
Eng. ed. |155 x 107 mm | 128 p |
June 2018 -R/P | € 8,50
ISBN: 9781631061943 (HB /E)

Firsts & Favorites
A Baby Journal
Kate Pocrass
From the author of 40ish Weeks and
Pleased to Meet You, this keepsake
journal invites new parents to
commemorate their baby's very own
firsts and special favorites.

ISBN: 9781449494650 (PAD /E), €14,20

[US] Chronicle Gifts | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |143 x 124 mm | 224 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 14,50
ISBN: 9781452167787 (HB /E)

ISBN: 9781452169538 (PB /E), €21,50

Large 2019 Planner Black
[US] S&S (Thunder Bay Press) |
Paperback | Eng. ed. |279 x 216 mm
| 244 p | Aug. 2018 | € 18,99
ISBN: 9781684125319 (PB /E)
ISBN: 9781452169545 (PB /E), €21,50
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Art Deco

Notecards & Envelopes

DL Envelopes - Art Deco
Per pack 25 envelopes of one design
printed on 120 grams premium ivory
paper. 6 titles available: Chinese Art, Op
Art, Floral Engravings, Art Deco, William
Morris and Historical Maps.

[NL] Pepin Press | 220 x 110 mm |
25 p | Sept. 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9789460093630

These striking notecards embody the
glamour, luxury, and exuberance of the
Art Deco period, with a twist of modern
whimsy. Pair one of four unique card
designs with a choice of two different
pattern-lined envelopes. Foil-stamped in
gold throughout.

[US] Princeton | Boxed |
Eng. ed. |216 x 152 mm | 10 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 19,20
ISBN: 9781616897406 (BOX /E)

Deluxe Note Card Set
Edgar Allan Poe

The Olivetti Pattern
Series. Pencil Set

An Architect’s Pencil Set

Made By Memo

Michael Graves Architecture & Design

Poet and author Edgar Allan Poe was
known for his intense romantic
poetry, mastery of the macabre, and
invention of the modern detective
story. Celebrate the work of the
iconic writer with this deluxe note
card set.

Twelve charming pencils inside a very
charming box. Printed with distinctive
red-and-black patterns made on the
iconic Olivetti typewriter, these elegant
pencils contain soft graphite, perfect for
sketching, editing, drawing, and writing.

This striking colored pencil set from
legendary architect Michael Graves's firm
contains twenty-four colored pencils in
his richly sophisticated palette. The
textured box has a lift-off lid and pulls
out of a glossy die-cut sleeve showcasing
a perfect grid of squares-a subtle nod to
the designer's penchant for designing
windows in a grid.

With Keepsake Book Box

[UK] Insight Books| Paperback
| Eng. ed. |222 x 165 mm | 192
p | Sept. 2018 | € 25,95 ISBN:
9781683833116 (PB /E)

[US] Princeton | 187 x 57 mm |
Sept. 2018 | € 15,60
ISBN: 9781616897451 (PEN /E)

Modern One Line a Day
A Five-Year Memory Book

Note Pads A5 - Art Deco

Labels & Stickers: Flora

PEPIN Note Pads (A5) contain 64 sheets
of heavy (120 g/m2) premium ivory
paper; 32 sheets /ruled /32 blank. The
backs of the sheets are decorated with 4
designs or works of art, 16 sheets each.

With 32 sheets of high-quality sticker
paper with a total of about 250 labels,
stickers and strips of sticker tape per
volume.

[NL] Pepin Press | 210 x 150 mm |
64 p | Sept. 2018 | € 9,95
ISBN: 9789460093333 (PAD /-)

[NL] Pepin Press | P241 x 172 mm |
32 p | Sept. 2018 | € 9,95
ISBN: 9789460094262 (PB /E)
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Features the painterly brushstrokes of
beloved stationer Moglea accented in
glimmering gold foil. With full-color
artwork on every page inside, plus gilded
page edges, a puffy cover, and a silky
ribbon marker

[US] Chronicle Gifts | Hardback |
Eng. ed. |165 x 102 mm | 372 p |
July 2018 | € 17,95
ISBN: 9781452164625 (HB /E)

The Colors of Michael Graves

[US] Princeton | 190 x 184 mm | |
Nov. 2018 | € 23,95
ISBN: 9781616897529 (BOX /E)

E/F/G

E
E

Button Box

100 Postcards

Busy Beaver Button Museum
Conversation starters, political
statements, declarations of pride, and
cultural artifacts, buttons have
mirrored social and political
movements in the United States since
their invention at the close of the
nineteeth century. This delightful box
contains one hundred colorful
postcards featuring over three hundred
buttons—bold, whimsical, historic,
funny, sincere and
nostalgic—from the collection of the
Busy Beaver Button Museum. Each
postcard is perfect for for sending,
saving, or pinning up.

[US] Princeton | Boxed |
Eng. ed. |165 x 114 mm | 100 p |
Sept. 2018 | € 20,50
ISBN: 9781616897246 (BOX /E)

E

The Night Sky

50 Postcards

What is our place in the universe? For as
long as humans have asked this question,
we've looked to the night sky for
answers. Whether through sketches,
scientific experiments, photography, or
painting, we are fascinated by the study
of what lies beyond. This handsome
foil-stamped box holds fifty postcards,
each with a single sublime image: pages
from Galileo's sketchbooks, Chinese star
maps, artist interpretations of the
universe, and rarely seen images from
the NASA archives.

E

Good Night Stories
for Rebel Girls

50 Postcards of
Extraordinary Women

Elena Favilli & Francesca Cavallo

[US] Potter Style (RH US) | Cards
| Eng. ed. | 50 cards |
Sept. 2018 | € 20,00
ISBN: 9780525576525 (CARDS /E)

[US] Princeton | Boxed |
Eng. ed. |143 x 98 mm | 50 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 17,95
ISBN: 9781616897345 (BOX /E)

Boys who made a
difference

[G] teNeues | by Sandra Müller |
Hardback | Eng./Fr./Germ. ed. |
287 x 223 mm | 176 p | 85 col.ill. |
Michelle Roehm McCann
Sept. 2018 | € 25,00
Meet young men with a variety of grand
ISBN: 9783961711253 (HB /E/ F/ G)
goals who followed their dreams and

made their mark before they turned
twenty!
This engaging and thought-provoking
collection of influential stories, from the
author of Girls Who Rocked the World,
provides examples of role models who
followed their dreams from throughout
history. All of these young men first
impacted the world as teenagers or
younger, often facing down opposition
while staying true to themselves.

[UK] Simon & Schuster | Paperback
| Eng. ed. |198 x 130 mm | 256 p |
Oct. 2018 | € 8,95
8 years and up
ISBN: 9781471178979 (PB /E)
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Cat People

E

First World Cat Problems
What am I doing with my
lives?

[UK] Random House UK |
Hardback | Eng. ed. | 143 x 146
mm | 128 p | Aug. 2018 | € 11,50
ISBN: 9781785039621 (HB /E)

I Heart Museums

Warhol Poppies - Tote
Bag

Carry this bag in style! The MSA I Heart
Museums Tote Bag from Mudpuppy
features the quote, "I Heart Museums".
There is also a secondary hang tag
attached which has decorative pins
attached. The tote is constructed using
heavy gauge cotton canvas and sturdy
strap (with the perfect length to carry
over the shoulder or alongside your legs).

Galison, by (artist) Andy Warhol

Tote Bag

Katze mit Fish

Katze

[G] teNeues - GIFTS | Tote Bag
|409 x 352 mm |
July 2018 | € 9,95
ISBN: 4260416450998 (TOTE /-)

Totes for carrying your favourite
books. Cool designs, high quality
fabric and finishing.

Carry with Love Totes

Carry with Love Totes

Urban Tiger

Carry with Love Totes

ISBN: 4260416451032 (TOTE /-)

[G] teNe es - GIFTS | Tote Bag
| 409 x 352 mm |
Aug. 2018 -R/P | € 9,95
ISBN: 4260416450349 (TOTE /-)

Herzkatzen

Carry with Love Totes

ISBN: 4260416451001 (TOTE /-)
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[US] Galison Gifts & Stationery |
Tote Bag | 170 x 150 mm |
June 2018 | € 21,50
Kraft hangtag with 3 limited edition
pins
ISBN: 9780735356306 (TOTE /E)

Carry this bag in style! The Andy Warhol
Foundation Poppies Tote Bag from
Galison features Warhol's iconic
illustration of the Poppy Flowers on one
side and a quote "Art is what you can get
away with" on the other side. This
amazing bag also includes 3 different
limited edition pins: Banana, Andy Self
Portrait, Black with quote, "Everybody
Must Have a Fantasy."

[US] Galison Gifts & Stationery |
Tote Bag | 432 x 381 mm |
Oct. 2018 | € 21,50
ISBN: 9780735349926 (TOTE /E)

Book Habit tote

Button Box: Book Club

LoveLit Tote Bag

LoveLit

Stylish totes for carrying your favorite
books!

Twenty-four unique designs, including,
What Happens at Book Club, Stays at
Book Club," "Book Club Is Cheaper Than
Therapy," "Lit Happens," and "Dangerous
Women Read" are found in the Book
Club Love button box collection.

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| March 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423649076 (TOTE /E)

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Boxed | |
Aug. 2018 | € 128,00
ISBN: 9781423650119 (BOX /E)

Books Are My Jam
LoveLit Tote Bag

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| July 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423650652 (TOTE /E)

Button Box:
Peace, Love and Books
ISBN: 9781423650102 (BOX /E)

Book Yeah!

LoveLit Tote Bag

Notebooks: I'd Rather be
Reading - LoveLit

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| Aug. 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423650645 (TOTE /E)

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Notebook
| Eng. ed. |171 x 127 mm | 64 p |
Aug. 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423650249 (PB /E)

Wildness Is a Necessity
LoveLit Tote Bag

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| Aug. 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423650058 (TOTE /E)

Designated Reader
Pencil Case

Dangerous Women Read

Individually boxed, the perfect mug for
every book lover!

LoveLit Tote Bag

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Other
Merchandise | Aug. 2018 | € 11,50
ISBN: 9781423650201 (OTHER /E)

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| Aug. 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423650744 (TOTE /E)
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Twitter Tote

When in Doubt Tote

Hoarding Tote

Designated Reader
LoveLit Tote Bag

LoveLit Tote Bag

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| March 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423649052 (TOTE /E)

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| March 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423649045 (TOTE /E)

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| March 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423649069 (TOTE /E)

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
June 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423650737 (TOTE /E)

Don't arrive at book club empty-handed.
Stock up on your favorite wine, books, or
both with this stylin' new tote bag from
Gibbs Smith.

LoveLit Tote Bag

LoveLit Tote Bag

LoveLit Tote Bag

Read Between the Wines

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| Aug. 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423650720 (TOTE /E)

Books Are the New Black Bookin'

LoveLit Tote Bag

LoveLit Tote Bag

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| March 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423649038 (TOTE /E)

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| June 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423650072 (TOTE /E)

Read More Tote
LoveLit Tote Bag

[US] Gibbs Smith - Gifts | Tote Bag
| March 2018 | € 12,95
ISBN: 9781423649021 (TOTE /E)
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